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In Thai version, one fifth of content of this report in
Thai version had translated by blind translator by
using “Delta Read Ring for the blind”, a prototype
project submitted in Delta Angel Fund for Startup
Program 2018.
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Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. receives
Outstanding Sustainability Award
and Thailand’s Sustainability Investment Award
at SET Sustainability Awards 2018

Mission
To provide innovative, clean and
energy-efficient solutions for
better tomorrow

Corporate
Culture
Strive to change, and pursue
sustainability

Innovation
Create new ideas and take them to success
effectively.

Quality
Consistently deliver superior performance and
pursue improvement all the time.

Agility
Identify emerging trends and act quickly to
capture new opportunities.

Teamwork
Fully leverage global value network and
collaborate to achieve mutual goals

Customer Satisfaction
Anticipate customer needs and exceed
expectations.
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President’s Message
In the past year, Delta stepped up efforts in core programs
and pioneered new ways to maximize shared values for our
communities while fostering a prosperous and healthy
society. We held our inaugural Delta Industry Summit as a
platform for decision-makers and experts from the
government and private sectors to explore and advocate
smart city and green solutions for Thailand’s future. Delta
doubled down on our commitment to human resources
development by putting our Industrial Automation Academy
trainees through a boot camp to fill competency gaps and
force a breakthrough at the international Delta Cup. We also
launched the Delta Green Meeting Initiative to get all
employees involved in reducing our carbon footprint at
company events.

For

the past 30 years, Delta has thrived on the
challenges of discovering innovative solutions
for a better tomorrow. In 2018, the world
witnessed unprecedented challenges and disruption from
geopolitical and trade tensions that affected markets and now
pose an urgent global risk to tackling climate change. Global
warming has emerged as a dominant issue with immediate
and long-lasting impacts on our global communities. Delta
stands united in our commitment to sustainability and
corporate citizenship inspired by our brand promise: Smarter.
Greener. Together.
Delta sets our sustainable development strategy as a
roadmap in our drive towards a beneficial and inclusive
company with future-proof solutions, responsible business,
corporate governance and meaningful action for the
environment. Our Sustainable Development Committee
regularly reviews CSR activities and its framework to
empower everyone at Delta to ramp up value creation and
raise the bar in sustainability performance.

By wholeheartedly embracing the spirit of continual
improvement, our teams have helped us win many CSR and
sustainability awards in 2018. We would like to thank the
following organizations for their recognitions:
1. S&P Dow Jones Indices and RobecoSAM for inclusion
into top five companies in the “ITC Electronic
Equipment, Instruments & Components” sector

2. The London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG), FTSE
Russell for inclusion into FTSE4Good Emerging Index
3. The Ministry of Industry of Thailand for the Prime
Minister's Industry Award 2018: Potential Industry and
the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

7. Stock Exchange of Thailand’s for inclusion into the first
Thailand Sustainability Index (SETTHSI Index)
8. Thaipat Institute for inclusion into their 2018 ESG 100
Universe
9. The Ministry of Industry of Thailand for the CSR-DIW
Continuous Award 2018
10. Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) CG Report
(CGR) for its “Excellent” CGR Score
We would also like to thank all the government and private
organizations who have assessed and given recognitions to
Delta in 2018.
Obviously, we recognize that our sustainable development
vision can only become a reality through the hard work and
passion of everyone at Delta. We appreciate and are proud
of employees and stakeholders who are part of our growth
story and help us uplift our communities. With everyone’s
support, we believe we can make an outsized contribution in
the fight against global warming through innovative and green
solutions. We hope you will join us to create a more livable
and connected society that leaves no one behind.

Yours sincerely,

4. Stock Exchange of Thailand for the Outstanding SET
Sustainability Award and Thailand Sustainability
Investment (THSI) Award
5. Ministry of Energy of Thailand for the Thailand Energy
Award 2018

Mr. Dick Hsieh Shen-yen

6. Chulalongkorn Business School and the Stock
Exchange of Thailand for Thailand’s Top Corporate
Brand Values Award 2018

President
and Chairman of
Sustainable Development Committee
of Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL.
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This is Delta
Delta Electronics (Thailand) Public Company Limited (refered to
Delta as DET or Delta Thailand in the following content) is a
manufacturer and exporter of power supplies and electronics
equipment and parts, the company was inaugurated on June 16,
1988, with THB 40 million in initial capital. The company was
converted to a public limited company on September 23, 1994,
and listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand on July 24, 1995,
under the symbol of "DELTA". As of December 31, 2018, the
company has THB 1,259,000 in registered capital with THB
1,247,381,614 in paid-up capital at THB 1 par value per share.
Delta is one of the world's leading producer s of power supplies
and electronic components that include cooling fans, EMI filters
and solenoids. Our businesses are now mainly involved in power
management solutions. Our current power management product
line covers various types of power supplies inclu ding power
systems

for

information

technology,

telecommunications,

industrial applications, office automation and medical industries;
and power supplies for servers, networking and DC -DC
converters and adapters. Presently, we are extending our
businesses to cover renewable energies such as solar power,
wind power, electric vehicle and hybrid-electric vehicles.
However, there was no major change in the company capital

structure, operation site and supply chain in 2018 . Find our
latest capital structure from Annual Report page 12 while Delta’s
major shareholder had disclosed at https://bit.ly/2Mw1key.
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We supply greener power for ICT devices
Delta leverages our market leading power supply technology to create greener product and solutions that enhance quality, reliability, customer satisfaction and necessary ESG actions
for our stakeholders. Since 2010, the company realized its potential to relief global climate change with smarter an d greener solutions. Consequently, Delta gradually phased in to
solutions business in 2015 with healthy growth in EV, green and energy -efficient solutions which are potential opportunity implied from the company’s awareness of Climate Change

impact to broad society.

What is power Supply?

c

The purpose of a power supply is to supply electric
power for a device that we use. There are many varieties
of devices and power supply types. Some types are the
Linear Power Supply, i.e. Transformer, Non -Linear Power
Supply and Switching Power Supply. In short, power
supply is a device that supplies electricity to various
electrical devices and converts AC voltage to
DC voltage to meet the needs of various
electrical equipment for DC voltage (voltage
goes to the device’s capacitors or internal
components)

Why Switching Power Supply?
The main advantages of Switching Power Supply or
Switching Mode Power Supply (SMPS) are high efficiency
of 80-100%, which means the input is almost as much as
the output. It is light, compact, which can be installed in a
variety of devices.

Why Delta?
At Delta, we commit ourselves to the advancement of
power and electronics technology to provide “smarter”
products and solutions with high efficiency. It help us
make a “greener” and more environment-friendly way of
life possible. We collaborate with our partners by listening
to their needs and accomplishing our mission “together”.
Visit https://goo.gl/todPf6 or drop your queries to our
sales managers at products_info@deltathailand.com to
get more information on our products & solutions .
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The Brand
Delta’s

brand

emphasizes

innovation

and

energy

conservation and combines robust business development
with comprehensive corporate social responsibility. The
company seizes on the latest global trends of today 's fastchanging industrial landscape and climate change issues
by creating ultra-efficient and reliable energy-saving
solutions

for

environmental

protection,

energy

conservation and value-add.
“To

provide

innovative,

clean

consumer electronics products that support a smart and

clients and potential customers. We clearly manifest our

environment-friendly future.

value and vision with a consistent image. Solid brand

Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. partners wit h our

subsidiaries and business associates (collectively known

energy-efficient

solutions for a better tomorrow.” is both our corporate

helps

to

bring

value and recognition through Delta brand products and

vitality of our corporate brand.

According

to

Thailand’s

University’s

2018

top

clients,

" Corporate Identity System"

establishing the

solutions.

more

excellent

employees, global partners and investors. In short,

as “Delta” in this section, to increase Delta’s global brand

Chulalongkorn
and

reputation

enhances the

university

assessment,

Delta

Thailand’s brand corporate value has grown by an
impressive 366% from based year 2014.

mission and our commitment to environmental protection.
Delta commits to its brand promise of “Smarter. Greener.

Together.” in our core value and product development
inspiration. Our brand not only embodies what we
demand of ourselves, but also is a commitment to our
investors, customers, and employees alike. Our strong
belief in Delta’s brand drives the synergy of leading
technology and business partner cooperation in our
ongoing creation of ultra-efficient and reliable products
and services including power and component products,
industrial automation, energy management systems and

To enhance continuous growth to Delta’s brand, the
corporate identity begins with the way in which the
company projects itself to the world and, in turn, is
ultimately

determined

by

the

public

perception.

Considering corporate branding and advertising, this
ranges from our stationery, business cards, brochures,
print

ads

and

newsletters

to

corporate

apparel,

tradeshow displays, and promotional giveaways. They
send an important message to our

Delta showcases renewable energy and EV charging
solutions at All Energy Australia 2018
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Global Presence
Our worldwide network of sales and
technical support teams are located in
Asia, USA and Europe. These teams are
backed by centrally located designengineering
centers that
diagnose
problems
during
the
design
and
production stages.
Delta has been using SAP R/3 system to
facilitate and enhance its linkages with
customers and suppliers all over the
world. As a strategic partner to the
world's technology leaders, Delta has
made firm commitment to provide
leading-edge product/system solutions at
a reasonable cost, less environmental
footprint and with the highest quality.
Delta's commitment goes well beyond
designing,
building
and
shipping
products/systems. We support our
products and our customers worldwide
long after their orders are fulfilled.

Please find http://www.deltathailand.com/about_global.php for more information on our operation site.
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Since 2014, Delta is undergoing a
gradual but successful business model
transition from being mainly an ODM
supplier to a key solution provider in
Southeast Asia and Australia regions. As
a result, the retention of top 20 ODM
customers who are still the main revenue
contributors are kept consistently above
80% for three years in row. This is also an
indication on the gradual and fruitful
transition from over dependence on ODM
businesses to solution and system
integration businesses.

Delta Electronics (Thailand) Organization Structure
In spite of global presence and wide range of
products, solutions and businesses, Delta set up
simple organization for delegating authority for

economic,

environmental,

and

social

topics

.Through flat reporting lines policy, strategic
target and directions from the highest governance
body has communicated to senior executives and
other employees with various approaches.

In 2018, Delta Thailand officially set up Corporate

communication function to response to emerging
trend and branding business. Though all Delta’s
executive-level

position

has

responsible

for

economic, environmental, and social topics up to
their functions, Sustainable Development (SD)
Office had founded to connect smarter and
greener values chain across related functions.
This significant development demonstrate the
company

strong

passion

to

boost

up

its

performance in sustainable development matters.
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Success stories
In the ever-emerging complexity of the Industry 4.0 era, customers around the world are seeking Delta products and solutions to maximize energy efficiency, drive growth and boost
competitiveness. Our growing project portfolio is a testament to our successes in a wide range of areas including industrial automation, datacenters, green buildings, smart factories,
telecom power, monitoring and displays, EV charging and renewable energy. Delta teams leverage global R&D and manufacturing s ynergies in our relentless push to deliver the most
add-value to our customers. Our core competencies in energy management and power electronics power Delta innovation, providing th e impetus for our ongoing journey “to provide
innovative, clean and energy-efficient solutions for a better tomorrow”.
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Sustainability Management
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The Matters
Through daily business process, feedback
from

related

public

disclosure,

various

communication channels, trade events and

partnership

with

leading

institute;

our

stakeholders’ voices help us realized the
material issues in extended view.
Delta Thailand has adopted AA1000APS
2018 principle to communicate with both
direct stakeholders who have a visible role
in

the

organization,

regulation,

e.g.

operational personnels, communities and
entities that influenced or be impacted by it
the services; and indirect stakeholders who
are interested and echo their needs in
Delta’s

performance

through

various

approaches.
The stakeholders’

expectation

identified

with systematic materiality analysis, so that
we can take the necessary responsive
action

and

enrich

the

content

of

our

information disclosures. Furthermore, any
stakeholder’s highlights raised in “Other
important

area”

questionnaire

management

portion

had

and

of

the

reported

on-line
to

the

Sustainability

Development Committee to seek for any
further action as well.
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Step 1: Design the material analysis
The company’s report boundaries to cover the Company’s operations in Thailand which include its factories in Bangpoo Indus trial Estate, Samutprakarn and factory in Wellgrow
Industrial Estate, Chachoengsao and our subsidiaries in India and Slovakia which cover 9 9% of the Company’s consolidated financial performance.

Step 2: Value chain analysis
To meet related stakeholders’ expectation while providing innovative, clean and energy -efficient solutions for better tomorrow, Delta alone cannot create significant impact. We
conduct value chain analysis to attain a full and seamless interaction among stakeholders to create a win -win situation for all.

Step 3: Identification of initial list
List sustainable development issues related to Delta Thailand’s sustainable development in ESG aspects according to GRI Stand ard, Dow Jones Sustainability Index Assessment for
ITC Sector, SET Sustainability Awards, Responsible Business Alliance (formerly EICC) Code of Conduct and the Securities and the Exchange Commis sion of Thailand’s Corporate
Governance. In conclusion, there are 16 issues for investigation included in the Company’s questionnai re as following:
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Step 4: Execute the material analysis
Communication with stakeholders
In addition to timely hearing activity, Delta Thailand has adopted ISO 26000 and
AA1000APS 2018 principle to communicate with both direct stakeholders who have
a visible role in the organization, regulation, operation people, communities and
entities that use the service or are impacted by it; and indirect stakeholders
interested in Delta’s performance. The stakeholders’ expectation identified with
systematic materiality analysis, so that we can take the necessary responsive action
and enrich the content of our information disclosures. Furthermore, any
stakeholder’s highlights raised in “Other important area” portion of the on -line
questionnaire had reported to the management and Sustainability Development

Committee to seek for any further action as well.

Stakeholder

Regulator

Expectation

- Compliance with related law and
regulation
- Response to government/ public
updated policy

Engagement & Communication Approach

-

Related function’s head
Newsletters form regulators
Timely meeting per regulator request
Compliance contact windows
CSR activities with government sector
On-site meeting

- Collaboration to sustainable
- Regular audit
- Compliance to related regulator standard

Respond the key topics with
stakeholder

Interval / Frequency

- Risk management committee
meeting

- Twice a year

- Board of directors meeting

- Quarterly

- Communication channels and
training included in new employee
orientation program
- Meeting with regulator
representatives

- Irregularly
- Annually

- On-line channels
- Website: www.deltathailand.com
- Facebook: DeltaElectronicsTH
- e-mail :
IR@deltathailand.com
info@deltathailand.com
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- Public disclosure of financial and
non-financial information

Stakeholder

Employee

Expectation

Engagement & Communication Approach

- Fair treatment on labor practice

- Labor Union, Welfare, OHSMR meeting

- Job security in 4.0 era and CTVO
impact

- Delta Thailand’s intranet

- Good health and well-being

- Corp communication boards and displays

- Delta Group on-line magazine
- CSR activities
- Top down communication
- Career development Training programs
- Employee satisfaction survey
- Suggestion boxes

Respond the key topics with
stakeholder
- Whistleblow and communication
channels for employees repeated in
COC & Anti-corruption training

Interval / Frequency

- Annually

- Career development program and
training for improving employee’s
skill
- LEED
building implementation for better
work environment

- Approx. monthly

- Stakeholder engagement questionnaire
- On-line channels
- Website: www.deltathailand.com
- Facebook: DeltaElectronicsTH
- Youtube: https://goo.gl/9dnYix
- Linkedin: deltaelectronicsthailand/
- e-mail :
det.sd@deltaww.com
whistleblow@deltaww.com

- Welfare committee meeting
- Irregularly
- Public disclosure of financial and
non-financial information including
update the CTVO progress

- Random Interview

Customer

- Code of Conduct

- Customer’s survey questionnaire

- Quality Product & services

- Direct feedback via sales channel

- Customer relationship
management

- On-site discussion, audit

- Innovation management

- Feedback through DET contact channel

- Ethic in supply chain

- Delta’s Customer satisfaction survey

- CRM System in Front Office

- Roadshow, Marketing events
- On-line channels
- Website: www.deltathailand.com
- Facebook: DeltaElectronicsTH
- Linkedin: deltaelectronicsthailand/
- Youtube: https://goo.gl/9dnYix
- e-mail :
product_info@deltathailand.com
info@deltathailand.com
whistleblow@deltaww.com
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- More detail disclosure in separate
SD report includes
 Corporate governance
 Risk Management
 Product stewardship
 Customer relationship
management

- Annually

Stakeholder

Supplier &
Business partner

Expectation

Respond the key topics with
stakeholder

Engagement & Communication Approach

- Code of Conduct

- Supplier’s social responsibility management measure

- Better profit margin

- Procurement Agreement

- Business continuity

- Feedback through DET contact windows

o

Code of conduct

- Regular and irregular meeting.

o

Customer relationship
management

o

Environment policy and
management system

- More detail disclosure in separate
SD report includes

- Daily business process.
- Supplier survey and stakeholder engagement
questionnaire.
- RBA Validation Audit
- Self-declaration of circular economy initiative
- On-line channels
- Website: www.deltathailand.com
- Facebook: DeltaElectronicsTH
- Youtube: https://goo.gl/9dnYix
- Linkedin: deltaelectronicsthailand
- e-mail :
supplier@deltathailand.com

-

- Annual Partner Meeting

-

- Supplier Management Standard
available on public domain.

Interval / Frequency

- Annually

- Annually

whistleblow@deltaww.com

Investor &
shareholder

- Economic performance
- Company structure
- Good return
- Corporate Governance
- Code of Conduct

-

- Risk & Crisis management

Random Interview
Direct e-mail
Press release/ Opportunity day
Annual report
Annual General Meeting
Stakeholder engagement questionnaire
On-line channels
- Website: www.deltathailand.com
- Facebook: DeltaElectronicsTH
- Youtube: https://goo.gl/9dnYix
- Linkedin: deltaelectronicsthailand
- e-mail :
ir@deltathailand.com

- More detail disclosure in separate
SD report includes
o Corporate governance
o Code of conduct
o Risk & crisis management
o Operation eco-efficiency
o Human resource related figures

- Annually

- Irregularly
- Improve communication channel

whistleblow@deltaww.com

Community

- On-site marketplace for better
income
- Continue Energy education at
schools
- Good health and well-being
- Job opportunity

-

Direct feedback via CSR on-site team.
Stakeholder engagement survey
Meet the community activity held by IEAT
Green building visit
On-line channels
- Website: www.deltathailand.com
- Facebook: DeltaElectronicsTH/
- Youtube: https://goo.gl/9dnYix
- Linkedin: deltaelectronicsthailand
- e-mail :
info@deltathailand.com
whistleblow@deltaww.com

- Random Interview
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- On-site visit/ meeting

- Avg. quarterly

- CSR activity

- Avg. quarterly

Consider emerging risk
Delta realized that emerging risks include tre nds, or events that happen suddenly, and are
characterised by a high degree of uncertainty in terms of their occurrence probability, the
loss amount that can be expected from them, and their potential impact. They are
frequently long-tail risks with a medium- to-long-term period for loss settlement. The best-

known example from the past is asbestos. In sustainable development context,
investigating emerging risk help us to realizer the design of new business ideas to meet
stakeholder expectation while reponse to the the precautionary approach and social
needs.

Executive Review
2018 Sustainable Development key performance had reported to the Board of Director

meeting dated 18 Feb 2019. According to the Board of director advices, stakeholder
interest survey result, emerging risk review; Sustainable development committee
summarized the material issues.

Step 5: Material issue validation
Prioritize the each material aspect by using Simple Correlation Test to validate the level

Material Issues

Page *

Transparency enhancement and Anti-

32 -35

corruption
Eco- friendly operation

41-64

and detail of stakeholders’ score and related suggestion with the Sustainable Development

Economic Performance

27

Committee to assess the impact of each issue to Delta Thailand’s performance.

Innovation management

41-43, 46

The result of materiality prioritization indicates that 6 from 15 issues have been expected

Occupational health and safety

81- 85

and interested by the Company’s stakeholders and evaluated by the Sustainable

Product stewardship

41-45, 53-54

Development Committee in high level. However, the SD Committee meeting agreed that

Supply chain management

48-51

of significance of each aspects to th e Company’s key performances. Discuss the result

Innovation management is the most signific ant issue to maintain the company’s
competence competences, this issue has added as Delta’s materiality. Finally, the 7
material issues had disclosed in this report in detail.
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Awards and Recognitions

As

both a Thailand-listed company and global corporate citizen, Delta offers long-term value-add to stakeholders that delivers on the company brand promise: Smarter. Greener.
Together. The growing list of Sustainability Development recognitions and international standard compliances under score Delta’s continuous improvement and long-term vision for
sustainable development.

Award for Excellence in Sustainability
Delta
Electronics
(Thailand) PCL. has won
a
prestigious
global
distinction
for
its
excellent
sustainability
performance and is the only Thai company to earn this award
in the electronics category. This recognition reinforces Delta
Electronics (Thailand) PCL.’s position as a global
sustainability leader within its industry.

had invited to join the disclosure program. Among them are
12 Thai companies which had participated in the Climate
Change category.

Nikkei Asia300

Created jointly by S&P Dow Jones Indices and RobecoSAM,
the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) was launched in
1999 as the first global sustainability benchmark and tracks
the stock performance of the world's leading companies in
terms of economic, environmental and social criteria.

Delta Electronics (Thailand)
Public Company Limited is on
the
Nikkei
Asia300,
an
exclusive list of the biggest and
fastest-growing companies from 11 economies across the
continent. Media conglomerate Nikkei Inc. selects the
companies on the Asia300 list based on market capitalization,
with consideration given to growth potential and geographic
balance to focus on ASEAN economies. As a SET-listed
company with global operations, Delta is one of the 25
Thailand-based companies listed in Asia300.

FTSE4Good Index Series 2018

SET Thailand Sustainability Index

Delta Electronics (Thailand)
PCL. is in the FTSE4Good
Emerging Index for the
second consecutive year.
Launched in 2001 by global index provider FTSE Russell, the
FTSE4Good Index Series measures performance in
companies demonstrating strong Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) practices. In 2016, the FTSE4Good
Emerging Indexes began for companies in over 20 emerging
countries.

Delta Electronics is one of 45 companies listed on the Stock
Exchange of Thailand’s first Thailand Sustainability Index
(SETTHSI Index). In June 2018, SET announced the launch of
its new SETTHSI Index for top performers in Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) aspects. Delta is one of the five
companies from the technology sector in the first SETTHSI
Index.

CDP Disclosure
In Delta’s second submission
for climate change related
questionnaire, the company
has scored an impressive
score of B. This is largely due
to
its
already
existing
operation plan and strategy centered around Sustainability
Development. In 2017, more than 5,900 companies g lobally

Delta has been on the
THSI since 2016 and
won
two
Thailand
Sustainability
Investment
Awards
from the SET. The SET
defines companies that
embrace
risk
management, supply chain management and innovation
together with responsibility for ESG aspects as sustainable.
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Thaipat Institute’s ESG100 Universe
Delta
Electronics
(Thailand)
Public Company Limited is one of
100 best-performing public listed
companies
in
the
Thaipat
Institute’s ESG100 Universe for the 4th consecutive ye ar.
Founded in 1999, Thaipat is a leading advocate in Thailand’s
corporate responsibility and sustainability movement. Delta is
one of nine companies in the 2018 ESG100 Universe’s
technology sector recognized for outstanding performance in
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG). .

Excellent Corporate Governance Disclosure
Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL.
retained its excellent score in the
Corporate Governance Report of
Thai Listed Companies (CGR)
2018. The Thai Institute of
Directors Association (Thai IOD),
with support from the Stock
Exchange of Thailand (SET),
conducts
the
Corporate
Governance Report (CGR). In 2018, CGR assessed 657
companies with an average score of 81%, the highest since
the project’s launch in 2001. The report classified the
companies into six groups according to their corporate
governance scores. The top five groups of companies have
scores over 50% and one to five National Corporate
Governance Committee logos to signify level of recognition.
Delta is one of the 142 companies, 22% of all assessed
companies, to score 90% or above with five logos and an
“Excellent” score.

Prime Minister's Industry Award

2018 Delta
Electronics (Thailand) PCL. won the Prime Minister's Industry
Award 2018 in the
two new award
categories:
Potential Industry
and the Corporate
Social
Responsibility
(CSR).
H.E.
General
Prayut
Chan-o-cha
the
Prime Minister of
Thailand presented
the awards to Mr. Hsieh Shen-yen, Delta President, and Mr.
Anusorn Muttaraid, Delta Executive Director.
The CSR category supports environment-friendly and socially
responsible efforts among factories to ensure Thailand’s
industrial sector for ISO 26000: Social Responsibility.
This is the fifth year for Delta to win the Prime Minister's
Industry Award. The company has won the award in many
categories including Productivity, Quality Management and
Energy Management in 1995 and 2010 to 2012. In 2012,
Delta won the Prime Minister’s Best Industry Award which is
the highest honor above all other Prime Minister’s Industry
Award categories.

Sustainability Award and THSI Award 2018
Delta Electronics
(Thailand) PCL.
received SET)
Outstanding
Sustainability
Award and the
Thailand
Sustainability
Investment (THSI)
2018 Award at the
SET Sustainability
Awards 2018.
Delta is among 15 SET-listed companies to receive the
Outstanding Sustainability Award and is in the category of
companies with a market capitalization between 30,000 -100
billion Baht. The award selection process leverages the SET’s

sustainability assessment system to provide a reliab le
reference for investors seeking long-term returns from
companies with strong Sustainable Development practices.
This is the fourth year for Delta to receive the THSI Award,
which recognizes organizations with excellent stock
performance and exemplary business practices based on the
key SD principles including environmental, social and
governance (ESG) aspects.

win the prestigious award. Delta previously won the TEA in
2013 and 2017 for its LEED green building certified
headquarters in Samutprakarn.

Sustainability Report Award 2018

Two Awards at Thailand Kaizen Awards 2018

Delta Electronics (Thailand)
PCL. was awarded the
Sustainability Report Award
2018 with a “Recognition”
level at the CSR Club
Conference 2018 held at the
Stock Exchange of Thailand.
Ms. Aonthip Aorthong, Delta
Senior
Executive
of
Sustainable
Development,
represented Delta to receive the award at the conference.
CSR Club, Thai Listed Companies Association, the SEC and
the Thaipat Institute as the event organizers aim to leverage
the conference and award to drive development in Thailand’s
capital market and economy while motivating listed
companies to implement CSR, sustainability and good
governance that is in line with the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

In addition, the Delta Energy Management System DIAEnergie
and Delta SCADA solutions help the managers monitor and
analyze energy consumption in real time and manage energy
saving in all its facilities.

Delta Electronics (Thailand)
PCL. received one Silver
Award in Automation Kaizen
and one Bronze Award in
Project Kaizen at the Thailand
Kaizen Award 2018, in BITEC
Convention Center, Bangkok.
These awards recognize the
company’s constant efforts to enhance performance and
efficiency while reducing cost and waste. One of Delta’s
Kaizen Award projects was the Automatic Carton Box Folding
Machine Project. This project improved productivity by
56.86% by reducing processes and improving work efficiency
and quality. Another Kaizen Award project was the “Smart
Automatic Assembly” Project. This project reduced missing
error from a monthly average of 8,000 DPPM (Defect Part Per
Million) to a zero DPPM. Both Kaizen projects boosted Delta’s
overall efforts to control product defects and waste whi le
increasing cost savings.

Thailand Energy Award 2018
Delta Electronics (Thailand)
PCL. received the Thailand
Energy Award 2018 for
outstanding performance in
energy conservation and
renewable
energy
development at the Queen
Sirikit’ National Convention
Center,
Bangkok.
Mr.
Pitisook Chitkasem, Delta Plant Administration Director,
received the award in a ceremony organized by the Ministry
of Energy.
In 2018, the Delta Energy Management System team’s rooftop
solar power project at Delta Plant in Chachoengsao met the
rigorous TEA award criteria. This is the third year for Delta to
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Stay connected
for more information : )

Our Commitment
Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. publicly commits to
conducting business based on these C orporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) policy and practices. Delta has always
conducted our business in the spirit of Sustainable
Development (SD) and CSR. The company’s mission
statement, “To provide innovative, clean and energy -efficient
solutions for a better tomorrow”, is an apt reflection of how
important SD and CSR are in every aspect of our business
practice.
For this reason, Delta’s SD Strategy aligns the company’s mission
statement with the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
aspects that form the backbones of SD and CSR. The company
considers SD as the only way to do business without exception. To
reinforce commitment at every level to the company’s mission
statement, Delta developed the brand promise- “Smarter. Greener.
Together.” Each word in this brand promise corresponds to the key
materiality issues for our company: Innovation, Eco-efficient Operation
and Partnership respectively. With this in mind, Delta continues to set
SD initiatives and roadmap that aim to deliver added value to our
stakeholders while ensuring sustainability in all three ESG aspects and
thus create a better world.
The company believes a sustainable business not only
performs well for stakeholders but also contributes in every
capacity, in direct and indirect ways, to fo rge a better
tomorrow for the world.
If you have comments or suggestions to make about Delta's
CSR & Ethics, please contact us
through det.sd@deltathailand.com

“Enable added values for the stakeholders
through smarter and greener business”
• Create company value and enhance shareholder value

• Invest in innovation and research, develop intellectual property
rights, and devote ourselves to the progress of human culture and
technology, the development of society and the economy, as well
as the sustainable development of the Earth and its environment.
• Develop environmentally-friendly, energy saving products and
implement sound practices to reduce our impact on the
environment to fulfill customer satisfaction.
• Provide employees with a safe and healthy work environment
where they can live up to their full potential in return for reasonable
remuneration and benefits.
• Promote CSR ideals and practices throughout our supply chain
and work together for better performance.
• All executives shall extend their collaboration and promote their
staff members to fulfill these policies successfully.
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Delta Thailand has continued improving its products, processes and business models to increase productivity and generate prof its while reducing costs. The company commits to
providing the best return to its stakeholders and we receive local, national and international honors for outstanding perform ance. Sustainable growth in the ever -changing business
environment to meet global needs is necessary for the company in the long -term. Delta is integrating sustainable development strategies with our business strategies. We focus on
product development and continuous CSR in our business processes to address emerging risks. To achieve our stra tegic goal while promoting value in the value chain, Delta is
responding to three key core company ideals: Smarter. Greener. Together. and our Mission Statement. Since 2004, every employee bases their daily operations on our core
company concepts which form the DNA of Delta culture and drive our social progress and effective responses to change. In 2015, Delta set targets to increase green revenue from
its products and solutions portfolio while increasing energy efficiency to up to 30 percent of total rev enue by 2023. These products and solutions areas include Solar Energy,
Datacenter and Industrial Automation systems that respond to the needs of businesses and the wider community. With the growth of valuable business opportunities in the past 20
years, Delta's energy efficiency products and solutions rose 6.37% from 2015 when this amount of revenue have acknowledged. Finally De lta’s green revenue account for 28% of the
company’s total revenue in 2018.
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Sustainable Development Organization
According to ISO 26000 guideline, Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. has a sustainable
development organization for the full implementation of our Global Sustainability
Development Strategy. The main body in the organization is the SD Committee which
includes the company President, Chief Human Resource Officer (CHRO), Chief Financial

Officer (CFO) and Chief Operations Officer (COO). The SD Committee reviews and
monitors each CSR project, at periodic meetings, according to project-specific standards.
In 2018, the company realized that information technology and information security play
significant roles in facilitating sustainable development and transparency, Chief
Information Technology Officer had join Delta Sustainable Development Committee. With
the CIO’s support, on-line platforms for stakeholder engagement and data collections
had developed with the right technologies and information security practices.
The SD Committee secretary proposes benchmarking procedures for the company’s CSR
projects and from time to time communicates the global sustainable development
practices to the committee for their reference. The committee secretary is responsible to
arrange quarterly CSR meetings to inform the SD Committee and operational leaders on
the progress of each company CSR project. In addition, the committee secretary will
follow-up on and compile ESG risk, critical concern and the results of each project in an
annual report to the Board of Directors.
The CSR target fields form three categories: Corporate Governance; Environmental
Protection and Energy Saving; and Employee Relation and Social Contribution. Each
category has relevant directors and managers who define key performance i ndicators
(KPI), set up specific achievement goals and take responsibility for the project’s progress
and on-time execution as per the company’s policy and relevant standard requirements.
Finally, Delta publicly discloses its sustainable development perfor mance on annual basis
at https://www.deltathailand.com/en/download-sd-report.
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Towards Sustainable Development Goals
From a broader business perspective, this dedication to CSR ideals ma kes Delta a true global citizen. Since Mr. Dick Hsieh, President,
delivered Delta Thailand’s Sustainable Development Goals to business partners and the company’s personnel in Delta Annual Par tner Meeting
dated 28 December 2016, awareness and various forms of collaboration in Delta’s value chain increasingly matter.
In 2017, Delta realized its potential to response to 6 major goals which aim to reduce disparities in society. The UN goals w e voluntary commit
to include SDG4 to promote quality education, SDG7 to deliver affordable clean energy, SDG9 to develop industry infrastructure, SDG12 to
have responsible resource consumption and operations, SDG13 to respond to Climate Change and SDG 17 to forge Partnerships to Achieve
Sustainable Goals.
Ms. Aonthip Aorthong, SD Senior Executive, at the
UN SDG7 Conference, Bangkok on February 23,
2018

Inclusive and equitable quality
education, relevant skills,
including technical and
vocational skills, updated
knowledge leading to decent
jobs which reduce inequality in
the society.
Higher opportunity from
quality education help ones to
access the developing
infrastructure in the changing
world. Delta promotes
education and life-long
learning by promoting;
1.) basic and STEM education,
2.) envi ronment education,
3.) talent cultivation
mechanism

Constructing a reliable and
sustainable clean energy
system is one of the global
focus.
Delta dedicates developing
solar power and renewable
energy solutions, and
discovering new business
opportunity from these green
solutions. Delta also provides
affordable renewable energy
and industrial automation
solutions for leading research
institutions to extend
affordability opportunity to
access clean and modern
energy in rural areas and
developing countries.

Accelerating industrial
innovation and assisting in the
construction of resilient
infrastructure are the best
soluti ons for companies facing
the dual pressure of climate
change and sustainable
development.

Sustainable consumption and
production are the basis for
sustainable business
operations. Delta upholds its
mission “To provide
innovative, clean and energy
efficient solutions for a better
tomorrow”.

Delta has implemented and
internal incentive system to
continuously accumulate
innovative energy -saving
solutions for global
customers. It applications
include smart manufacturing
and modal shift transportation
to reduce carbon in logistics
process.

The company has
implemented sustainable
consumption and production
into daily operations through
promoting eco-efficient
operation measures,
procurement localization,
circular economy
enhancement in supply chain,
green building promotion and
green life-style throughout the
organization.

4.) experience-based learning
Finally, life-long learning will
be a noble pursuit that will
keep ones healthy life even
after retirement.
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Property responding to
climate change and its
impact, and taking
countermeasures are a major
challenges for the company’s
sustainable business strategy.
Delta response to climate risk
by adaptation and mitigation,
and continue to identify
climate change opportunities.
In addition, Delta uses
“COP21”,“Carbon Footprint
for Organization (CFO)
C(CFO)”, “voluntary carbon
reduction scheme (LESS)”
and “Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDP)” and
participation in climate
change-related policy as
strategies to carry in-side-out
strong action.

As global citizen, Delta
participated in global
partnerships to help activate
sustainable development. In
business process, Delta
enhance smarter and
greener value chain through
various approaches of
communication to our
stakeholders.
Delta participates in national
and international sessions on
climate change and
sustainable development. We
collaborate with leading
universities and institution to
develop essential
infrastructures for greener
and inclusive future. The
company also share our
knowledge and practices
with business and social
sectors to create broader
greener impact continuously.
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Corporate Governance
whether the candidate is knowledgeable and experienced in

Board Competence

areas such as accounting, finance, management, strategy

and possesses individual skills and expertise in line with the
The Board of Directors (BOD) is the key driver in developing

company’s business and strategies. In addition, the NCC

the company’s corporate governance to enable added values

also consider any committee’s association of social group to

for Delta business. To enhance BOD’s competence, Delta

ensure none of them is membership of under -represented

has the policy to encourage directors, executives and the

social groups, cross-shareholding with suppliers

company secretary to participate training involving good
The company has prepared a skill matrix to define the

corporate governance at least once a year.

requirements for members of its Board of Directors to aid in

The company organizes internal and encourage the BOD

the Board nomination process. To ensure that selection of

members

re levant

Board of Directors is fair, Delta commits to basic human

institutions such as the SET, the SEC and the Thai Institute

rights principles including gender equality. In April 2018, one

of Directors Association (IOD). In 2018, Mr Anusorn

female director with experience in finance, accounting and

Muttaraid, Executive directors, attended Top Executives

tax has on-boarded. This is to ensure the achievement on

Program (Class of 27th) organized by Capital Market

company’s objectives Board diversity and a solid company

Academy (CMA). The course consists of 6 major modules

structure with good corporate governance standards. Each

include Economy and Capital Market Landscape, Capital

of the nine directors possesses knowledge and expertise in

Market Mechanism, Technology and Innovation, Current

various professional disciplines that are in -line with the

Issues for Capital Market Development, Sustainability and

company’s corporate governance policies and cover all

Leadership

aspects of sustainable growth.

to

participate

which

are

external

key

training

mechanism

by

for

effective

sustainability development
Corporate governance systems ensure that a co mpany is
transparently managed in the interests of shareholders
(including minority shareholders). On the one hand this
includes checks and balances that enable the Board of
Directors

to

have

appropriate

corporate-wide responsibilities.

control

and

oversight

In 2018 Annual General Meeting, the company consult our
shareholders to consider and approve the appointment of

Selection of Directors
The

Board

of

Directors

assigns

the

directors to replace the directors who will be retired by
and

rotation. Resolution in this agenda shall be approved by the

Compensation Committee (NCC) to search, select and

Nomination

majority votes of the shareholders attending the meeting and

nominate qualified candidates to be a director or member of

casting their votes. Finally, appointment of three directors

related committees. The committee member selection have

has approved with 98.6% score in average.

made regardless of gender, race and nationality based on
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Tenure

Non-executive
(Chairman)

Executive
(President)

Executive

Independent

Independent

Non-executive

Independent

Independent

67

72

67

73

65

70

72

55

61

65

-

-

2-Apr-18

5-Apr-16

31-Mar-17

31-Mar-17

5-Apr-16

2-Apr-18

31-Mar-17

2-Apr-18

2-Apr-18

years
shares

1.5
21,000

Mr. Hsieh
Heng-hsien
(Henry)

Mr. Witoon
Simachokedee

Non-executive

years

-

Mr. Boonsak
Chiempricha

Mr. Witoon
Simachokedee

Mr. Anusorn
Muttaraid

Mrs. Tipawan
Chayutimand

Mr. Chu Chih-yuan
(Roger)

Mr. Chu Chihyuan
(Roger)

0.8

2.8

1.8

1.8

2.8

0.8

1.8

0.8

0.8

None

None

None

None

21,000

None

None

None

None

0%

0%

0%

0.0017%

0%

0%

0%

0%

▲

▲

▲

▲

%

0.0017%

0%

Finance

-

5

▲

Business

-

3

Engineering

-

4

Humanities

-

0

Science & Technology

-

2

▲

▲

Solution Business

-

6

▲

▲

▲

International Business Management

-

7

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Local law/ Tax Compliance

-

8

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Human resouces & Talent Development

-

7

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Public and Investor Relationship Communication

-

3

▲

Supply Chain Management

-

5

▲

▲

Sustainable Development

-

7

▲

▲

Energy

-

7

▲

▲

▲

▲

Material

-

7

▲

▲

▲

▲

Industrials

-

9

▲

▲

▲

▲

Consumer Discretionary

-

7

▲

▲

▲

▲

Consumer Staples

-

1

Healthcare

-

0

Financials

-

5

Information technology

-

8

Communication service

-

0

Utilities

-

5

Real Estate

-

0

Education
background

% of held shares to paid up capital

Experience/ Knowledge
background

Delta's share holding

Mr. Boonsak
Chiempricha

Mr. Hsieh Henghsien
(Henry)

Date of Election by the Annual General Meeting

Mr. Wang
Ming-cheng
(Stronger)

Mrs. Tipaw an
Chayutimand

Total /
Average

Experience in Global Industry
Classification (GICs) Level 1 Sectors

Basic information

Age

Mr. Hsieh
Shen-Yen
(Dick)

Mr. Anusorn
Muttaraid

Unit

(as of 31 December 2018)

Type of director

Mr. Ng
Kong Meng
(James)

Mr. Wang Mingcheng
(Stronger)

Board of director's
qualification and competence

Mr. Ng Kong Meng
(James)

Board of Directors competence matrix






▲
▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
▲

▲

▲
▲

▲
▲

▲

▲

▲
▲
▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

In 2018 none of Delta’s board of directors possessed cross -board membership, cross-shareholding with suppliers and other stakeholders, existence of controlling
shareholders. For more information on the board of directors’ skill and experience please find http://www.deltathailand.com/about_board.php .
Delta’s directors and executives have equal voting right to other shareholders s aid “one share one vote”
Experience in Global Industry Classification (GICs) Level 1 has objectively evaluate by Sustainable Development Committee bas ed on Profile of Board of Directors published
at Annual Report page 60-65.
Delta has no explicit requirements indicating that the Board of director, CEO and/or other executive managers are required to build up share ownership equivalent to a
specific multiple of their annual base salary. However, the Board of director, CEO and/or other executive managers are required to disclose information on their personal
securities holdings (including that of their spouses and minor children) to the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commiss ion. Find CG Policy page 13.
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meeting attendance, general knowledge and expertise as

The Board of Directors comprises nine directors in a one -

Board of Directors’
Authorization

tier structure. With one female director who is o nboard in

The Board of Directors can authorize matters under their

Company Secretary for tabulation and the results will be

April 2018, Four of the Board members are independent

scope of authority stipulated by law, the Company’s

presented to the NCC with action plans to addres s the

directors, three are non-executive directors and two are

Articles of Association and the shareholders’ meeting

gaps, if any, for deliberation and onward submission to the

executive directors. The target number of independent

resolutions. Such matters include defining and reviewing

Board.

directors, according to the company’s practices of the

corporate vision, operating strategies, operating plans,

Board of Directors, is no less than one-third of the total

risk management policy, annual budget and business

In 2018, the Board had 99% an excellent group and 100%

number of board members. The Board must have at least

plans, and medium-term business plans. The Board will

individual member performance score. The Board of

three independent directors according to the regulations

also define the company’s target operating results and

Directors acknowledged the results of both group and

of the Stock Exchange Commission and the Stock

follow up by appraising operating results to ensure they are

individual level assessments and discussed possible areas

Exchange

the

in line with plans. The Board oversees capital expenditure,

for improvement.

https://bit.ly/2OYVYe3

mergers and acquisitions, corporate spin -offs, and joint

Structure of the BOD

of

Thailand.

“independecnce”

Explicit

publishes

on

definition

of

page 17-18.

well as proactive action in areas of responsibility. After the
assessments, the evaluation forms will be submitted to the

BOD Meeting

venture deals.

Board meetings are conducted at least once every quarter

Roles and Responsibilities
Delta Board of Directors is responsible to decide, give
directions

and

processes

to

supervise
facilitate

the

effective

decision -making

company’s

success

in

economic, social and environment areas.

Board of Directors Performance
Assessment
The Board arranges a yearly self-assessment for the Board
of Directors as follows.

1.
The company has the policy to separate the roles and
responsibilities of the Chairman the Board and the

2.

President. Different individuals must hold these two

to review the company’s business
performance

and

discuss

important

and ESG-related
strategic

issues

including their risk and opportunity. According to the
Corporate Governance Policy, the minimum attendance
rate for every Board of Director member is 90%.

Group self-assessment for the entire Board of
Directors
Individual self-assessment of the Board of
Directors members

positions to enhance management accountability and
transparency. The Board plays its role to setting purpose,

The independent directors’ service term is limited to a

values, and strategy and assigns the President to manage

maximum of nine years or three consecutive terms.

the day-to-day operations according to defined duties and

Appointed directors cannot hold a director position in over

responsibilities guidelines. Find Annual Report page 66-68
for roles and responsibilities in setting purpose, values and
strategy.

three companies listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand .
Areas

of

Board

Since 2017, it has agreed among the meeting that every

member’s

Board member require a minimum meeting attendance rate

qualifications, job performance, professional development

of at least 90% for good governance. In 2018, six meetings

and teamwork. Other areas of member’s assessment are

had held with an average attendance rate of 98.01%.

structural

assessment
composition

include
and

Board

duties,

individual
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Sub-Committee
In addition to their roles and responsibility as the nature of

and lease agreements (TFRS 16) on the preparation of

member and attracting qualified candidates for Board of

Delta business, the Board of Directors appoints sub -

financial reports of listed companies. The course aims to

Directors’ consideration. The Term of office shall follow the

committees to help study, deliberate and give opinions on

prepare listed companies to plan for the right response

Annual Director Election.

ESG matters. Presently, there are four sub-committees

and reporting changes in financial reporting standards

under

regarding financial instruments.

the

Board

Committee,

of

Audit

Directors

with

Committee,

the

Executive

Nomination

and

Compensation Committee and Corporate Governance
Committee. There are two committee under the President
with

Sustainable

Development

Committee

and

Risk

Management Committee.

The Board of Directors assigns the NCC to evaluate the
President’s Key Performance Indicators (KPI). The NCC

Audit Committee

works together with the President to set the President’s

The Audit Committee of the company consists of three
members and all the members are independent directors.
The Committee reviews the company’s financial reporting
and consider the capability and independence of an

Executive Committee

external auditor, review that the company complies to the

The Executive Committee of the company consists of five

law on securities and exchange, the regulations of the SET

members to operate and manage the business of the

and other laws related to the company business and do

company

in

company’s

objectives,

any other matters assigned by the Board of Directors. The

policies,

regulations,

service term of an independent director is no longer than

notifications, order as well as the resolution of the Board

9 years or no more 3 consecutive terms and qualifications

of Directors. The Committee also establishes policies,

and responsibilities of the Committee as prescribed by the

business plan, directions, strategies, budget and the main

Stock Exchange of Thailand.

Memorandum

compliance
of

with

Association,

organization structure and authority of each department
within the company including the organization chart in
order to propose to the Board of Directors for its
consideration and approval.

Besides, the Committee

Nomination and Compensation
Committee

monitors and follows up the result of the operation of the

This

company to be in accordance with the pol icies.

independent directors and one executive director to re view

Committee

consists

of

three

members,

two

the remuneration policy and determine the remuneration of
In 2018, the committee assigned Ms. Aruwan Sangrung -

the directors of the company and members of sub -

arun, CFO, to attend Thai Listed Company Association

committee. Up to 2018, there is no claw back provision nor

session, Impact of new financial reporting standards on

deferred share policy. The Committee also define the

revenue from contracts made with customers (TFRS 15)

qualifications, structure, size and composition of the Board
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KPI with consideration to his/her role as the Chairman of
the Sustainable Development Committee. The President’s
KPI covers economic, environmental and social aspect
which aligns with the company’s sustainable development

targets such as revenue, profit, return on equity, regional
business,

training

and

development,

optimization

and

environmental

performance.

With

variable

social

impact

performance

benefit

reduction
considered,

President and other executives’ deferred bonus is paid out
in April after which the income was earned for their
Janauray – December performance period. Find more
detail from remuneration policy page 7.
On 2 April, 2018, remuneration of Chairman of the Board,
non-Executive Director, executive director, independent
director

and

Audit

committee

chairman

had

100%

approved by the company’s shareholders in its Annual
general meeting. Finally, the Ratio of the annual total
compensation

for

Delta

President,

Executive

and

management : total empolyees’ wages and salary was
reasonably determined. Finally, increment of President ,
executives and management; and employee was 8.6% per
-14.7% respectively.

Corporate Governance
Committee

Technology

Sustainable Development
Committee

Officer

had

join

Delta

Sustainable

Development Committee. With the CIO’s support, on -line
platforms for both internal and external stakeholder
engagement had developed with the right technologies

To systematically drive transparency among Delta Group,

and securities.

Corporate Governance Committee has set up in early
2019 . The committee consists of three members, one

All the sub-committee agree to follow the Board of

non-executive director and two executive director. The

director’s good practice where the sub-committees’

Committee review whether the company’s Corporate

member

Governance Policy, Code of Conduct and Anti-Corruption

attendance rate of at least 90% for effective good

Policy are appropriate, adequate and regular update.

governance. In 2018, sub-committees’ attendance rate

This includes overseeing of how to promote them to

has reported as following.

employees

for

clear

understating

and

must

have

a

minimum

required

meeting

actual

implementation.

Risk Management Committee
Risk Management Committee is reporting to t consists of
10 members to delegate the risk management to their

In addition to periodical meeting, ESG issu es are
frequently discussed among Delta group through various
on-line platform

respective managers, develop and review strategic risk
management plans, monitor and continuously improve

Sustainable Development Committee consists of four

risk management and annually and/or any time that is

members

necessary to present a detaile d report to the Board or to

respective managers, develop and review strategic

the Audit Committee. In 2018, 19 risks with 1 critical

sustainable development plans, monitor and continuously

concern had communicated to the highest governance. In

improve CSR-in-process and ESG-related initiatives and

addition to consideration of impact and likelihood of the

annually and/or any time that is necessary to present a

ESG-related risk in daily business process, emerging risk

detailed report to the Board of Director.

of air pollution in Bangkok and surrounding areas which
will impact DET’s operation, employees’ health yet
expose another business opportunity had reported to the
BOD as well.

to

delegate

sustainable

development

to

Performance of Delta’s sub-committees in 2018
Find more information of Delta‘s sub -committees at
https://bit.ly/2WiFuRo

Since information technology and information security
play

significant

development

and

roles

in

facilitating

transparency,

Chief

sustainable
Information
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Ensure Norm of Transparency
Delta realizes that corruption brings serious risks to the company’s growth and competitiveness, unfair
competition, human rights violation, employee’s well -being and causes irreparable damage to our organization ’s
reputation. Governments in Thailand and the countries where Delta operates have taken strong stances against

corruption with countermeasures and anti -corruption campaigns. Delta’s group-wide anti-corruption policies and
code of conduct are in-line with global legislative and business trends that demand high levels of information
transparency and accountability from companies. We believe corruption runs counter to Delta goals by
● 87% of Delta
Thailand existing
employees has
trained COC and
Anti-corruption.
● 100% of new
employee had
communicated
Code of conduct
and anti-corruption
which included into
new staff
orientation agenda

Delta’s highest governance signed
Declaration of Intent in view of
establishing Thailand’s private sector
collective action against corruption
(CAC).
98 % of operators and of staff in Thailand
received anti -coruption training

increasing operational costs, reducing consumption efficiency, creating an unfair company culture and fostering
mistrust among stakeholders. Robust anti-corruption policies are essential for our corporate culture and
sustainability.
At risk likelihood 2/5 and impact level 3/5, the company applied the COSO Enterprise Risk Management to all
business processes in its daily operations to mitigate corruption risk and en sure transparency and traceability in
high-risk areas such as purchasing, resources use and reimbursement . In addition, Delta operates its business
with political neutrality, not participating and siding to certain political party or influential political l eader and not
using the Company’s capital, resource to support political parties, politicians directly or indirectly. Periodic 100%
risk assessment and internal monitoring has placed as part of for countermeasures. In 2017-2018 the company
does not make any contributions to or expenditures to political campaigns or organizations, lobbying, trade
associations, tax-exempt entities, or other groups whose role is to influence political campaigns, anti-competitive
behavior, violation of anti-trust and monopoly or public policy and legislation. Delta Thailand’s list membership of
association has report to the Sustainable development committee and publicly disclosed at
https://bit.ly/2W2yv9S.

Delta Thailand’s
Board of
Directors has
approved the
Anti-Corruption
policy and
disclose on
public domain.

206 Delta
executives and
employees from 14
key functions
collaborated with
66 persons from
33 suppliers to
perform a symbolic
act on
International Anti corruption Day

75

%

100% of our
supplier signed
Integrity
Undertaking to
build a ethic
purchase system
and avoid the
interference in
business
including any
business
misconduct.

of Delta Thailand governing body
passed Director Accreditation
Program where 100% of them had
communicated
the
policy,
practice and progress .

Delta Thailand’s Board of Directors has approved the Anti-Corruption Policy which aim to clarify the company’s
goal to combat all forms of corruption had communicated to all the Board of Director and Executives based in
Thailand headquarter since 2016 Delta has set a zero corruption goal to further develop our sustainability. The
company commits to conducting its business with transparency and integrity. To enhance our stakeholders’
confidence, Delta Thailand’s policy prohibits directors, directors of sub -committees, management, personnel and

related business partners of the compan y to act or consent to any form of corruption and all the form of bribery.
Our corporate codes of conduct cover discrimination, confidentiality of information, conflicts of interest,
antitrust/anti-competitive practices, money laundering and/or insider trading/dealing, environment, health and
safety and whistleblowing.
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Transparency retention
mechanism
In addition to due diligence by management,
Delta aims to instill a strong consciousness

of integrity among our employees. We
establishes a common understanding of the
standard

of

behavior

expected

of

all

employees as the most effective way to
combat

bribery

and

corruption.

During

October and November 2017, the company
arranged employee training on the Code of
Conduct and Anti-Corruption. 87% of Delta
employees in Thailand has communicated
accordingly. Among this 8,600 employees
10% is salary-based staff and another 90%
is daily-waged employees. The mandatory
course’s

training

scope

included

Anti-

Corruption as part of the Code of Conduct
and covered risks our businesses may face

such as bribery, gifts and hospitality. The
Code of Conduct places an obligation on all
Delta employees to take responsibility for their personal conduct and work with colleagues cooper atively to establish a collaborative workplace where people are happy and proud to
work.
To ensure integrity in its supply chain, Delta formed an agreement between its purchasing department and supplier in 2001. Th e Procurement and Supplier Covenants prom otes a
healthy procurement system that avoids the negative influence of human factors such as bribery or unwarranted returns on norm al business. 100% of Delta’s contracted global
suppliers has communicated and signed this agreement to be qualified for busi ness collaboration. To enhance anti-corruption operations, the company also seeks cooperation from

suppliers not to send any gift/gratuity to company management, employees or their family member during New Year and other fes tive occasions.
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Key governance-related issues

18

received

178-180 respectively. However, the stated provision has

announcement of intention to make a Tender Offer

not impact cost of goods sold, employee’s compensation ,

Major Connected Transactions

(From 247-3)

shareholder’s dividend or other business process.

On August 1st , 2018 was one of Delta’s stakeholder

22 February 2019 : The company received the

concern on the company business growth direction. Since

Conditional Voluntary Tender Offer from (From 247 -

the company received Letter of Intention from Delta

4). The Tender Offer period is from 26 February 2019

In February 2019 the Company Secretary compiled the

Electronics International (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. (“DEISG”)

until 1 April 2019, a total of 25 business days, at the

result of the 2018 annual assessment and stakeholders’

stating that they would like to make a Conditional Voluntary

offer price of THB 71.00 per share.

concerns of business ethic and transparency attained from

Tender Offer (“CVTO”) to acquire all of the ordinary shares
of

the

company

in

the

aggregated

number

of

1,247,381,614 shares (as of the date of this notification)
or the percentage of 100 of the total number of paid-up
ordinary shares of the company or equivalent to 100
percent of its total voting rights, at the offering price of
Baht 71 (seventy one) for each ordinary shares.
As of the date of this notification, DEISG does not hold an y
number of shares of the company and its Related Persons
under Section 258 of the Securities and Exchange Act B.E.
2535 (as amended) (“Related Parties under Section 258”)
hold the number of 261,112,590 shares or the percentage
of 20.93 of the total number of paid-up ordinary shares of
the company; therefore, DEISG and its Related Parties
under Section 258 will hold the total number of not
exceeding 261,112,590 shares or totaling 20.93 percent
of paid-up ordinary shares of the company.
Key chronicles of CVTO

February

2019

:

The

company

Complaints & whistleblowings

whistleblowing channels. Two major complaints were
2 April 2019: After the tender offer, DEISG acquired

reported to the Board of Directors as following:

534,479,306 shares (approximately a 42.85%) from
the company. DEISG together with Delta Electronics,

Case#1: This case was received from the suggestion box

Inc and its subsidiaries hold a stake of 63.78% in the

located at Delta Thailand headquarter. The complaint was

company.

made by anonymous source who claimed Delta buyer
received transfer money in his/her personal account. The

Tax assessment
On the contrary of the company and its’ subsidiary’s tax
privilege reported in our Annual Report page 28, the
company received tax assessment notice for the year 2008
from the Department of Revenue on 21 August 2018 . The

received notice approximately amounts to 49 million Baht
and specific tax 4 million Baht (including penalties and
surcharges). The company has submitted letter appealing
the assessment to the Tax Appeal Committee of the
Revenue Department and the appeal is currently under
consideration by the Committee (See Annual Report page
178-179).

request was made supposedly to assist in the purchasing
process. The case was handled by Delta’s Purchasi ng
Director and Internal Auditor. However, after investigating
all related parties and evidence, the complaint was not
found to be true and the Delta employee involved was
proven innocent. Though no legal nor disciplinary penalty
was brought to this case, the Purchasing Director gave an
official warning to both parties that stated if such a case
ever happened, both the DET employee and business
connection will be terminated according to company’s
Code of Business Conduct clause 8.2 (4).
Case# 2: This case was sent to the Delta Thailand
President’s

13 February 2019 : The company has been informed

According to our Tax Policy, Delta aims to be tax complied.

the accomplishment of the conditions percedent of the

The company has disclosed liabilities and provision from

Conditional Voluntary Tender Offer from DEISG

tax assessments under audited statement of financial
position and its note to consolidated financial statement
number 33.3.1 in our 2018 Annual Report page 119 and
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e-mail

address.

The

complaint

was

by

anonymous source who claimed that one of Delta
supervisors had received commission from a vendor to
assist in the vendor’s qualification approval process. After
a detailed investigation process by the Chief Operations

Officer, Internal Auditor and appointed Working Team there was reasonable proof found to
verify that the case was true. Hence, 10% of the ongoing business contract’s payment was
withheld from the vendor involved in the complaint. In addition, an official warning letter was
filed to the vendor that stated if any such case is repeated then the related business contract
will be immediately terminated (COC 7.4 (2)) As for the DET employee, his/her 2018
performance bonus or employee bonus was completely deducted and he/she was warned with

Whistleblowing channels:

dismissal if there is a repeat of this offence. (COC 8.2 (3))

Delta realizes the importance of
listening to all our related parties. We
leverage input from all sources to
ensure business integrity in the
company
that
benefits
all
stakeholders. Delta will
ensure
fairness and provide protective
measures to all complainants or
whistleblowers who collaborate to
report malpractice and corruption.
We
provide
the
following
whistleblowing or complaint channels
for both internal and external parties
to report any cases of misconduct in
ESG aspects.

In addition to these 2 cases, another reported case was regarding a personal conflict issue
unrelated to the company’s business. These three cases are internal disciplinary cases with no
relation to public legal issues. Delta handles every complaint under its Protection of
whistleblowers and Confidentiality Policy in the company’s Anti -corruption Policy.
More details on company practice guidelines are on the company’s website
https://bit.ly/2WUFBlG

Our next move
Delta Thailand has voluntary signed the Declaration of Intent in view of establishing Thailand’s
Private Sector Collective Action Against Corrup tion (CAC) on July 16, 2018.
Declaration is the first step in getting certified as CAC member. It formally



Head of the employee’s unit



Head of HRA, Internal Audit,
Legal Department or Company
Secretary



Electronic mailbox:
Whistleblow@deltathailand.com



Suggestion box at Delta Thailand
head office



Opinion Box: PO Box 50,
Bangpoo Samutprakarn 10280

communicates the intention of company to participate in the Coalition.
The Declaration also kicks off the 18-month deadline for companies to submit
documents to CAC for Certification.

Refer to our Anti-corruption Policy
published on https://goo.gl/ySUfWg,
confidentiality and anonymity will be
ensured for whistleblowers.
The
results of anti-corruption activities will
be reported to the Board.
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Seize the Risks
Since embarking on its ongoing sustainability journey, Delta
Electronics (Thailand) relentlessly exploit emerging trends and
impacts. To counter emerging risks, we take mitigating actions and

create proactive strategies to bolster our company’s long -term
(impact over 3 years) resilience. We seek to manage risks through
informed decision making, foresight and agility and to forge a
business that will benefit society far into the future.
Delta Thailand’s Risk Management Committee (RMC) reports risk
management to the President. The risk and risk management result
will be reported to Audit Committee or the Board at least 2 times a

year. In 2018, RMC consolidated working teams’ concerns from
Delta Thailand group including Delta Thailand, India and Slovakia to
report to the Board of Director on 18 February 2019. In addition to
each risk impact and likelihood measurement. RMC also study the
impact’s life time which can be illustrated by the size of each plot.
Delta extends its coverage of risk management from business and
operation risk to ESG-related issues. The status of the risks
management in terms of tax management, public policy change,
material

scarcity

in

supply

chain,

information

transparency and corruption, trade war’s effect,

securities,

human rights

management due to overtime working and air pollution risk to
employee’s occupational health and safety. Light color plots are risk
as nature of business have disclosed in 2018 Annual Report page 49-55.
From both internal and external stakeholder engagement, 2018 key mega trends which are potential to impact Delta’s business in long -term has raised as following:
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Emerging Risk

Raised issue

Delta material issue

Potential impact

Mitigating actions

Opportunity

- Negative | + Positive |
? Unknown

Rapid
urbanization
and Climate
change

Shift in global
economic
power

 Demand ramp up
 Material (+manufacturing
factor) shortage

 Eco-efficient operation





+ Demand ramp-up in energyefficient and clean energy
Economic performance
products and solutions.
Innovation management - Increased in power demand
Supply Chain
- Increase in local electricity
management
intensity
Norm of Transparency
- Increase in fossil fuel used to
generate electricity
- Higher production cost
- Natural resource scramble
- Flood way blockage
- Customer’s higher expectation
on ESG-related information
- ? Difference of governmental
policies to face
- ? Difference in supply and
demand behavior

 Air pollution

 Occupational Health and - Operation lost time
Safety
- Employee health and safety

 Public policy change
 Fluctuated exchange rate
in subsidiary sites
 Trade war impact on
operation, supply chain
and customer finance
performance
 Tax
 Corruption

 Supply chain
management
 Economic performance
 Norm of transparency

? High competition of supply
chain in emerging market
- Raw material scarcity
- Intellectual information and
confidentiality break-in effort
? Difference of governmental
policies to face
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Develop Supply chain in emerging market
Energy intensity reduction projects
Delta Smart Manufacturing
Renewable energy generate from Delta
solar roof top
Eco-friendly and ethical supply chain
Green product design
Business contingency and recovery plan
established
Build up awareness of Energy and
environment conservation
Brand development to seize future market
Review hazardous substance banned in
production process
Public disclosure of hazardous substance
management policy, GHG inventor and
CSR in supply chain information.

 Growth in Power
Electronics, Automation
and infrastructure
solutions.
 Value-added products
through substitute and
recycled material
development
 Growth in Power
Electronics, Automation
and infrastructure
solutions.

 Set up emergency and recovery plan
 Realize new demand in
pollution sensor products.
 Watch up meteorological and PM 2.5
statistics
 More frequent customer
and public sectors
 Utilize Delta Uno pollution sensor and
engagement on EV-relate
Delremo, green energy solutions, as key
and renewable energy
component to help OHSAS work.
product
 Expand GHG inventory coverage to
subsidiary plant in Slovakia
 Boost up ethic in supply chain
 Additional business
opportunity in emerging
 Systematic risk management
market.
 Material localization
 Promote circular economic in supply chain
 Publicize supplier standard requirement
 Delta’s presence in emerging markets
 Concentrate IT security policy and practice

Emerging Risk

Raised issue

Delta material issue

Potential impact

Mitigating actions

Opportunity

- Negative | + Positive |
? Unknown

Shift in global
economic
power (Con’t)
Demographic
and social
change

Technological
breakthroughs

? Difference in supply and
demand behavior

 Public disclosure of hazardous substance
management policy, GHG inventor and
CSR in supply chain information.



? More queries on ESG question
from new investors in emerging
market
 Labor welfare at subsidiary  Eco-efficient operation - Skilled labor force shortage due
to aging population and new
plants in India
 innovation management
industries flourishing (e.g. AI
and programming)
? Faster turnover of product life
cycle.
+ Higher expectation /
requirements on responsible
product & services esp. in ESG
aspect.

 Eco-efficient operation - IoT application to home
appliances/ devices
 innovation maintaining
- Adoption of Industry 4.0
 Supply chain
management
- Information security : Hacking
frequency increases

 Delta’s focus on automation and energy
 Growth in Power
management solutions resolve aging
Electronics, Automation
workforce problems
and infrastructure
solutions.
 Maintain comparable research &
development infrastructure
 Value-added products and
solutions through eco Green design & green supply chain
friendly supply chain.
development
 On-line communication channel
development
 Build up awareness of Energy conservation
 Brand development to seize future market
 Develop green supply chain

 IT Security Standard and practice
 Growth in Power
promotion.
Electronics, Automation
and infrastructure
 Delta SMART manufacturing and
solutions.
automation solutions
 Green design & green supply chain
development
+ Higher power and capacity
 Public ESG info used for investment
demand for datacenters
decision
+ Higher expectation /
 Build up awareness of Energy conservation
requirements on responsible
 Brand development to seize future market
product & services esp. in ESG
 Maintain R&D investment at approx. 5% to
aspect.
revenue
? Faster turnover of product life
cycle.
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Opportunity in Emerging Risks
To response to social needs in environment conservation
while mitigate climate change impact, Delta has invested
100 million Baht in average since 2015 to make its
operation greener. Meanwhile, the company maintains
its research and development cost at approximately 4 -5
percent of its consolidated revenue to develop smarter
and greener products and solutions for the mentioned
purpose

From previous emerging Since 2010 Delta has focused
on “Power and Energy Optimization Products and
Solutions”. These solutions businesses are growing and
underpin our sustainable development strategy by
responding to key emerging risks on a global scale. For
example, the emergence of climate change was a
powerful catalyst for increased innovation in our energy
management and green solutions. In 2017, Delta divided

its core business into three main categories: Power
Electronics, Infrastructure, and Automation respectively.
Compared

to

2016,

Delta’s

green

revenue

from

Infrastructure and Automation revenues represent steady growth in 2017.
Note :
• Green revenue consist of revenue from Electric vehicle products and solutions, Green and efficient energy solutions said renewable, EV charging, Data center, Industrial automation, Energy storage
systems.
• The green revenue reported accordingly to the company performance breakdown by business group presented to the Board of director on 18 February 2019.
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Eco-friendly operation
change-related risk occurred at likelihood and impact level
of 3 last year. With these 2 occurrences, raw material
scarcity, energy intensity constraint, our employees and
global citizen’s health and safety will impact our operation.

Environment Policy and
Management System
Delta’s founding mission is “to provide innovative, clean

Proactive Response to
Climate Change

and energy efficient solutions for a better tomorrow”. An
eco-efficient
reducing

operation

a

business'

environmental
To ensure our eco-efficient operation reduce negative
Ms. Ophilia Kuo, Delta Secretary to Sustainability
Development Committee, at the UN climate summit COP
Katowice 2018

impact on climate change, Delta learn from our stakeholder
requirement, global best practices and utilize possible

policy

requires

continuous

environmental
publicly

effort

in

impact.

Our

published

on

https://bit.ly/2K2g5EG is showing our sincere attempt and
partnership with global citizen to make a smarter and
greener future.

technologies to illustrate its brand promise; Smarter.
Greener. Together, in our daily operation to mitigate

With this practical management system, d rive business
operations on basis of the PDCA principle (Plan/ Do/

climate change impact.

Check/ Action). The system allows us to cope with various

Proactive action to Climate change once again occurs in
Delta Thailand’s stakeholder interests (both internal and

Delta aligned with ISO 26000, ISO 14001, Responsible

contexts of quality, economic, social and environmental

external) and risk matrix in 2018.SMOG or pollution fog

Business Alliance code of conduct and Carbon Disclosure

requirements

situation in Bangkok and surrounding areas outstandingly

Project, UNCG principle 7 and 8 guidelines to reduce

employees at all the levels can continue applying as part

demonstrates the impact of climate change. It is broadly

overall

The

of their daily activities. In 2018, there is no non -complied

discussed that such negative impact resulting from the

company proactively plan and periodically measures its

issues accordingly to our certified recognized standards

growth of business especially manufacturing sector.

environment-related

listed as following

environmental

footprint

of

performances

companies.
to

seek

for

improvement in every process. With smarter and greener
According Delta Thailand’s Risk management report,

business

climate change had been in our focus since 2012. At full

stakeholders and world’s environment will be inclusively

score of 5, its likelihood and impact level was stable at 2

enable in long-term.

process,

mutual

benefits

for

Delta,

and 3 respectively. However, SMOG is the latest climate
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its

and

stakeholders’

expectations,

which



ISO 26000:2010… Guidance on social Responsibility



ISO50001…International
management

Standard

for

energy



ISO9001:2015…International

standard

for

quality

addition, with a healthy balance sheet, DET is constantly

management

looking out for suitable M&A targets. The objective in M&A



ISO 13485…Medical Devices Quality System

is not only about growing revenue but more importantly to



ISO14001…International Standard of Environmental

seek out new perspective in business and product

management System

innovations from a healthy and compatible company.



ISO14064-1…Standard of Management System for

Quantification and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas

To ensure innovation is in place Delta targets to

Emissions

1) Launch market leading new technology every 2 years



ISO/IEC17025…Standard of quality laboratory system

2) Annual increase in power efficiency for the products



OHSAS 18001…Occupational
Management System

3) Continuously reduce carbon footprint in product
development process



IATF16949…International Automotive Task Force

4) Maintain high R&D budget above industry average.



TL9000…International



Health

and Safety

quality

The success of new product development (item1,2) will

management system for Telecommunications Industry

increase the revenue of the Company. Sales growth is one

IEC-61340-5-1

of CEO's KPI to link with the executive compensation.

and

Standard
Standards

of
of

Electrostatic

Discharge Control Program ANSI / ESD S20.20


ISO 27001…International Standard of Information
Security management



TS16949…Automotive Industry Standard

All

Delta

products

comply

with

international

safety

standards or international environmental requirements.
Products or product packaging are also labeled with
conformity

information

in

accordance

with

the

environmental regulations of the target market, such as the

The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a green design

EU RoHS and WEEE directives, and the China Measures

approach that systemically analyzes the environ mental

for the Control of Pollution from Electronic Informat ion

impact

Delta Thailand (DET) has been consistently investing

Products. We also display environmental certification

manufacturing, shipping,

around 5% (higher than industry's average) in R&D budget

information such as US Energy Star and 80 PLUS on our

According to guidance of ISO 14040 international standard

and will remain so in the coming years as can be seen in

products that are required by our customers.

divided LCA into several key processes including the

Eco-friendly Design

of

a

product

from

material

extraction,

product use, and disposal.

definition of the goal and scope, inven tory analysis, and

our Annual Report. The annual investment encompasses

impact assessment and interpretation. Due to the complex

state of the art equipment, global talent sourcing and

nature of supply chain relationships in the electronics

development, global R&D facilities enhancement and

industry, Delta knows that a complete LCA will consume

research activities. DET shall continue to collaborate with

enormous amounts of time and resources. Delta has drawn

well-established universities to keep abreast of the latest

on research by the Society of Environmental Toxicology

technologies and in return provide our R&D expertise (from

and Chemistry (SETAC) on LCA methodology and adopted

more than four countries) and training for the respective

the Screening, Simplified and Streamlined LCA (SLCA) to

institutions in countries like Germany and Thailand. In
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focus on the issues with the most significant environmental
impact, such as GHG emissions, and reduced the amount
of data that needs to be gathered. Additionally by using the
Simplified Life Cycle assessment (SLCA) methodology, we
can accurately identify design

or process areas for

improvement.

Hazardous and Environment
related substance reduction
Delta has implemented the Green Product Management
(GPM) IT system based on the QC 080000 Hazardous
Substance Process Management System. Apart from
inspecting materials testing reports from suppliers, Delta
manages parts/components based on their environment related substance risk level to ensure the proper control of
environment-related substances. Delta sites have also
introduced lead-free processes and low-halogen materials
to help customers develop greener and more eco -friendly
products.

With regard to hazardous substances and chemical safety
and control, Delta abides strictly to comprehensive sets of
ERS (Environmental Related Substances) procedures and
standards according to our corporate-wide proceduresManagement
Substances

Standards
(Document

for
No.

Environmental
10000-0162)

Related
and

ERS

Management Procedure (Document No. 06-028). Up to
2018, 80 hazardous substances endanger our employee,
users and environment had taken out from Delta’s book of
material.
The Management Standards for ERS (Document No.
10000-0162) is an exhaustive list of internationally banned

and

controlled

substances

according

to

recognized

standards. The standards include but not limited to the

Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006 - REACH concerning the
Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of
Chemicals (REACH) issued by the EU; the Directive
2011/65/EU (updated to Directive 2014/1/EU) f or the
restriction of use for certain hazardous substances
(RoHS); the Regulation (EC) No. 842/2006 on certain
fluorinated greenhouse gases. The ERS Management

to ensure adherence to the procedure by all related parties

Procedure (Document No. 06-028) is an operational

including

R&D,

procedure to complement the Management Standar ds for

production

and

ERS document so as to ensure that the substances and

Procedure also identified the ERS Organization that is set

chemical listed inside the latter are closely managed and

up specifically to drive effective implementation and

controlled

execution of the ERS monitoring and control efforts.

according

to

internationally

established

procurement,

many

more,

the

quality

ERS

assurance,

Management

procedures and methods.
The ERS Management Procedure elaborates the many

Product carbon footprint

measures that must be taken to control the related

Product carbon footprint is the best example of the SLCA

substances starting from product design phase including

in action. Delta has now completed the carbon footprint

subsequent design change and then vendor sourcing,

inventory and verification of several Business -to-Business

vendor audits, incoming parts inspection, in -process check

(B2B) products based on the PAS 2050 Product Carbon

and complete manufacturing control until delivery. In order

Footprint Standards issued by the British Standards
Institution (BSI), including notebook adaptors, PV inverters
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improving power efficiency and utilizing renewable energy

efficiency of over 98.7%, DC-DC converters for automotive

sources. Delta targets to reduce 2% of product carbon

with 96% efficiency, and telecom power supplies up to 98%

footprint of the sampled products every 3 years .

efficiency.

For

example, our power supply units used in data centers have
the highest efficiencies in the world to significantly reduce
power loss. Furthermore, the energy storage system of

Delta’s bi-directional PV inverters has overcome the
storage limitations of photovoltaic energy. In addition,
Delta’s wind power products are gradually entering the
market with the goal of increasing the percentage of
renewable

energy

sources

used

in

global

power

generation.

Product efficiency
enhancement
For ICT devices and solutions, Energy efficiency is the
frequently asked query raised by our customers. It is not
only the electricity and excessed heat management cost
resulting from ICT solutions’ 7/24 operating hours, but also
the transmission stability when the source of electricity
power switched to renewable sources resulting from their
environmental awareness. High efficiency power supplies
that help to stabilize power distribution and generating
power from renewable sources have become priorities for
customers in ICT industry.
Delta is strongly committed to our mission “To provide
innovative, clean and energy-efficient solutions for a better
tomorrow” The company will continue to improve our
product

energy

management
and DC fans. Delta is committed to developing new
products

that

reduce

product

carbon

footprint

efficiency.

products

have

Most

of

surpassed

Delta's

power

92%

energy

efficiency, such as our PV inverters with a conversion

by
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Eco-labels and Eco-declarations
Consequently from Delta Group participation in
COP21 and various occurences resulting from
climate change; product Safety, health and

environmental handling instruction on electronics
products is in global regulators and customers
focus. According to the company procedure of
Product Regulatory Mark Application and Control
Procedure (document no. 06-025), 100% Delta
products declare related compliances with health,
safety
and
environmental
regulations
to
encourage our worldwide customers to make
informed purchasing choice.
Content, that
particularly might produce an environmental or
social impact, safe use of the product and proper
disposal; for example, had si gnificantly posted
onto our products.

In 2010, Delta launched the “EnergE” program for
rectifiers which offers a energy savings calculator
on the product webpage to help customers

understand the cost and energy conservation
benefits they can achieve by using Delta rectifiers
under different scenarios based on the

type of

power source, number of sites, average load per
site and energy cost information. In addition, we
added “EnergE" labels to our Rectifier product
catalogs and products with energy efficiency of
over

95%,

96%,

and

97%

to

allow

easy

identification by customers.
Delta support informed purchasing choice by applying Ecolabel onto its product. In 2018, Delta Thailand had sampling checked its top ten revenue custom design products which
cover 21% of Thailand’s revenue. The sampling check is to ensure implementation of environmental declaration on its products. Finally, the result from the test are as following:
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Standard
/principle
references
ISO 14024

Type

 80 Plus family
 Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS)
 The Eurasian Conformity mark

-

ISO 14021






 EnergE

9%

ISO 14025

 quantified information
 may be presented in variety of forms eg text,
graphs, pictorals.
 multi-issue, based on Life Cycle study
 Generally B2B, or used in public
procurement
 self-declared but must be peer reviewed
according to ISO technical report

Ecolabels

Selfdeclared
environment

Type III
Environment
declarations

Key samples

 pass/fail award system third party grants
license to use label (typically a logo) ·
voluntary
 multi-issue, based on product’s life cycle
impacts
 criteria set and product assessed by third
party

Type I
Type II

Features

% to
sampled
products

text statement and/or logo
improvements should be quantified
voluntary
avoid meaningless statements eg
‘environmentally friendly’, ‘sustainable’
 generally single issue but may be multi -issue;
must be significant according to ISO
standard
 self-declared, no third party involvement




RoHs II
family
WEE EU
Directive

91%



Resulting from Up to 2018 more than 200 of Delta power supply products had obtained 80 plus certification, and some of them achieved the Tit anium level launched in volume
production. Nevertheless, Delta Key businesses majorly falls at ODM/OEM business section, any label on product is under customers’ specification requirement. During the reporting
period, there was no incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information labeling, marketing communication, the health and safety impacts of products and
services up to the reporting period.
Referen ce:





UNOPS. (2009)) A GUIDE TO ENVIRONMENTAL LABELS - for Procur ement Pr actition ers of the United N ations S yst em . Retreiv ed May 02, 2019. Fro m
https://www.un gm.or g/Ar eas/Public/Downloads/Env _Label s_Guide.pdf Charl es Allison & Anth ea C arter .
OECD. (May 2016). Envir onmental labellin g and infor mation sch emes . Retrieved May 23, 2019, from https://www.oecd.o rg/env/policy -per sectives-environmental -labellin g-and-information-sch emes.pdf
Lanchakorn Pathumrat, PhD . Th ailand Environment In stitute . (Jul y 7,2013). Gr een Product s and Eco lab els . Retrieved May 23, 2019, fro m https:// www.ditp.go .th/contents_attach/ 77079/77079. PDF
Big roo m Inc.(N A) All ecolab els on electro nics. Retrieved May 23, 2019, from htt p://www. ecolab elindex.com/ ecol abel s/?st=cat egor y,electronics
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Keep introduce innovative solutions
In 2018, Delta continued our R&D investments with specific focus on our fast growing businesses for electro -mobility, networking, datacenters and industrial power. Major extensions
of the product lines and integrated solutions where achieved as well as continued improvement of our product’s key f eatures efficiency, power density and digital intelligence.
Additionally, Delta R&D has increased the application range and customer base respectively of its power technology products l ike industrial wireless charging, combined charge units
for the electro-mobility and artificial intelligence.
The healthy view of the markets, their customers and their demands combined together with the R&D manpower’s know -how and strengths is the door to Delta’s competitiveness and
leadership in green environment and effici ent energy saving power devices and solutions.
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Retain Innovation pipeline
Regarding more frequent technology break though and changing aspect of customer requirement changeover, innovation pipeline i s vital for our long-term growth. With over 1,400
patents and countless knowhow, Delta frequently disseminate its cutting edged technologies to develop ICT and related industries infrastr ucture. Among over hundred site visit a
year, followings are some key events happened in 2018.

business, ecosystems and modernization. The main aim of

The company is seeking potential partners to boost its

the TAI delegation’s visit was to explore Delta’s best -in-

mass supply capacity, strengthen supply chains and

class EV products and technology and the company’s

bolster its EV stations with hi-technology.

advanced automotive production.
Delta

welcomed 77 student participants of the Robot

Design Contest 2018 from 34 universities across Thailand
to

explore

the

company’s

robot

innovation

at

its

headquarters in Samutprakarn. In its 11th year, the
contest’s 2018 theme is-“Robot for Smart Manufacturing”.

Delta Industrial Automation Camp 2018 for 60 students

The visit to Delta’s headquarters and automotiproduction

from top Thai universities at the Delta Training Center,

inspired the TAI delegation to plan improvements to their

Chachoengsao. Delta hosted the training camp to bolster

education

the students’ skill in Industrial Automation field. Familiarity

programs. Delta collaborates with the TAI to promote

with technology, application and related process es will

development Thailand’s EV sector with industry seminars

allow these students to adopt their knowledge to any chain

and donation its state-of-the-art DC and AC EV chargers

of automation industry.

to the TAI Technology and Innovation Learn ing Center for

syllabus

and

student

career

development

EVs. 250 trainees at the Delta Industrial Automation Labs.

The contest organizers are the National Metal and

Delta welcomed a Thailand Automotive Institute (TAI)

Materials Technology Center (MTEC), National Science

delegation, with 25 instructors from the campuses of

and Technology Development Agency (NSTDA) and the

Automotive Industry Technical College (AITC), to see
company’s

Delta welcomed 15 representatives of the PTT Public

Samutprakarn headquarters. The TAI is Thailand’s leading

Company Limited (PTT) led by Mr. Saksri Ngernklom,

organization for automotive and auto parts industry

Government

development

Division Manager, to explore Delta’s latest EV charging

Delta’s

latest

EV

with

technology

a

focus

on

at

the

environment-friendly

and

Industrial

Marketing

Development

solutions at the company’s Samutprakarn headquarters.
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Ministry of Science and Technology in collaboration with
Chulalongkorn University, Chiang Mai University and
Suranaree University of Technology. Delta Electronics is a
contest sponsor alongside Electricity Generation Authority
of Thailand (EGAT) and the major IT mall-Pantip Plaza.

Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. sponsored student teams from top universities
in Thailand, India and Vietnam at the 5th Delta Advanced Automation Contest
(Delta Cup) at Wujiang, China.
From total 75 participated team, the teams from the three countries vied for top
prizes with elite engineering student teams from Taiwan and China. Delta
Thailand’s business associate, Delta Electronics Inc. organized the 5th Delta Cup
under the event theme-Seeking Smart Manufacturing Talents.
Since 2016, Delta Thailand sponsored prize -winning teams from Thailand’s
Chulalongkorn University, Kasetsart Univers ity, King Mongkut's Institute of
Technology Ladkrabang (KMITL), King Mongkut's University of Technology North
Bangkok (KMUTNB) and King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi
(KMUTT). Delta’s offers training and sponsorship in the Delta Automation

Academy, Delta Automation Labs and Delta Cup as part of its commitment to
develop society and support Thailand’s competitiveness in the Industry 4.0 Era.
After on-field experience on application, equipment and knowledge adoption,
these new generation engineer s will be quality blue pillars to advance innovation
infrastructure of ICT industry in long -term.
With their creative use of Delta automation products for industrial applications,
Thai teams participating at the Delta Cup received the following awards from the

judging committee comprised of industry, government and academic experts.
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Responsible supply chain
In

2001,

Delta

formed

an

agreement

between

its

The right focus

purchasing department and over 1,800 active suppliers to
ensure integrity in its supply chain. The Procurement and
Supplier Covenants promotes a healthy procurement
system that avoids the negative influence of human factors
such as bribery or unwarranted returns on normal
business.
During the Delta EV Supplier Summit 2018, the company’s
business ethic and directions including emerg ing risks and

Delta managements and executives from sustainable
development, supply chain management and manufacturing at
Delta EV Supplier Summit 2018

W

collaborative

opportunities

among

supply

chain

had

communicated to our global automotive suppliers.

Procurement Strategy
ell-managed supply chain only help Delta but
also our customers in term of competitive

Delta undertake its annual procurement spending analysis

quality,

human

of its 100% supply chain to secure its productivity

technology,

delivery,

cost,

rights and social responsibility. Climate and

performance, cost management and seek for the right

demography change lead to raw material scarcity and high

decision among global fluctuated situations. The company

competition among global supply chain.

Delta views

categorized its production suppliers into three types: direct

suppliers as long-term partners as described in our Delta

materials (production-related), indirect materials (non-

Supplier Social Responsibility Management Measure which

production-related) and labor.

is based on the RBA code of conduct guidelines. 100%
New suppliers that were screened using environmental

In 2018, the company performed sources diversity while

criteria We believe a prolonged partnership is only viable

engage new automotive and automation suppliers to be

between enterprises with similar cultures and make

ready for higher demand of new business group e.g.

integrity, code of business conduct and honesty our top

automation and automotive business. However, compare

priorities when selecting a supplier. Thousands of suppliers

with our historic purchase expenditure, there wa s no

all over the world are Delta business partners and support

significant change in Delta’s direct material‘s supply chain.

our promotion of a sustainable business.
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The first step to understand supply chain risks and
dependencies from a general, economic point of view is to
aware potential areas of possible risky occurrences.
Once a company has identified its critical suppliers, it
can focus

its

supply

chain monitoring

and

risk

management efforts on those suppliers with the potential
to cause problems. When ESG-related risk consider,
suppliers that meet any of the three criteria s are
considered as “critical suppliers.

supply chain hiccup, Delta target to have one third (35%)

Direct deal preferred

of total suppliers localized by 2023. In 2018, 29% of direct
materials had purchased locally for our major production
sites in Thailand India and

Slovakia.

This material

Risk in supply chain
Delta request all new suppliers to have certifications in
Quality, Environment, and Occupational Health & Safety
and sign the company’s “Integrity Statement” and “RBA
(EICC) Commitment Statement”. Delta also encourages
existing

suppliers

to

have

the

above -mentioned

certificates.
In additional to risk as nature of business

2018, raw

material scarcity has high competition in the industry
gradually lead to tight supply with longer lead time of some
critical parts. Long-term agreement/MOU had processed
in collaboration with key supplier for capacity reservation.

For effective communication, ESG-related issues control,

localization ratio slightly increase from 26.8% in 2017.

Resulting from the mentioned measurement, Delta had
review its material purchase plan to ensure sufficient PO

Delta major raw material and component had supplied by

Regarding these 3 major procurement practices, either risk

coverage for requirement and lead-time. All critical items’

direct manufacturers rather than agents and outsourced

as nature of business process or emerging risk in supply

demand and supply has closely monitored and periodically

suppliers.

ESG

chain can be effectively mitigated. With smooth and

followed up on supplier sites. Finally, as long -term solution,

responsibility, Delta aims to have 100% tier -1 supplier in

collaborative supply chain, agile action to fulfill Delta

Material Control function had openked discussion with

2023. In 2018, Raw material and component direct

requirement and customer satisfaction has stably retained.

Research and Development team to seek for alternative

For

direct

control

our

supplier’s

suppliers make up the majority, up to 98% where increase

sources

from 93% in 2017.

engineering specification are reserved.

Closer is better

Delta uses tools such as risk mapping that considers

To enhance ESG performance of critical supplier type 1

potential risks in the supply chain and strengthen risk

(high purchase volume) while closely monitoring critical

management. During the past years, the number of key

supplier type 2 and type 3 competence, Delta continues to

suppliers

adopt

relevant industry standard certificates has increased every

purchasing
local

localization

development

partners,
in

the

substitutional

raw

materials

whereas

economic, environmental, and social factors to verify

is

highly

required.

year.

Localization is Delta practical way to establish close links
with

and

improve

social

community

and

and

economic

reduce

the

environmental footprint of our operation. To mitigate
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for our power supply products that received

Components

Risk Attributes

PCBs

Wire A’ssy

Heat Sink

Inductor / Transformer

Metal/Plastic casing

Environment

Environment, Society

Socio-environment

Environment, Society

Environment, Society

 Etching process
hazardous substance

 VOC discharged from PCB
process

Potential
Risks

 Hazardous chemicals

 Labor intensity, labor right

 Labor intensity

 Labor intensity

 VOC discharged from PVC
heating

 Labor safety risks during
stamping process

 Process chemicals

 Labor safety risk in
injection stamping
processes

 Labor safety risks in
soldering process

 Dust and high noise level
in work environment

 High temperature and high
humidity in work area

 High temperature and high
humidity in work area

 REACH

 Odor of plastics and resins

 RoHS

 Safety concern in
tooling/mold installing and
stamping/ injection
process

 Toluene emissions

 Human toxicity from
melting process

 Imm. Tin causes cancer

 Solid waste production
from AL dross

 Aquatic toxicity
Global warming

Key Suppliers

18

26

11

 Red phosphorus
 Halogen Free

 High noise
 High temperature

45

32

Ethical risk
RBA code of conduct became our world-class customers’ expectation. According to Delta stakeholder engagement questionnaires and frequent customer engagement quest ionnaire,
human right issue especially forced labor in ICT industry was still in broader society’s interest.
Delta implements a policy that bans the use of Tungsten, Tantalum, Tin, and Gold (3TG) mined from human right harassment countries. The company’s suppliers had request our
power supply products suppliers to declare the origin of out a “Metal Origin Surv ey Form” and to sign a “Responsible Minerals Initiatives (RMI) Agreement ”. These are very important

steps to help mitigate human rights risk , we also help trace the original ores of metals in our supply materials. By 2018, 98 % of our main material suppliers have signed
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the “Responsible Minerals Initiatives (RMI) Agreement ”. It
was ensured that conflict metal in our supply chain yet and
continue to communicate the need for our major materials
suppliers to leverage their influence for corporate social
responsibility and increase efforts for origin verification of
ore products by the RBA or a third party.
The company has introduced the IECQ/QC 080000 Quality
System and promotes a Green Product Management
(GPM) system. We implemented the IECQ based on the
risk classification of materials and the Green Supply Chain
based on the following principles:


A supplier must have total compliance with loca l
statutory regulations and define its own risk control



mechanism.

Delta Thailand performed on-site audit to its oversea suppliers to
ensure and advocate their quality and ESG-related performance

A supplier must set up environmental protection,

Since 2014 Delta promotes RBA (EICC) Verification

staff health and safety. The supplier must be

Consultation to lower ESG risks in our supply chain and

hazardous substance free (H-F).

improve

A supplier must follow relevant Delta Thailand’s standards
on managing environment-related substances (such as
10000-0162 Management Standards for

Environment

Related Substances).
The company also leverages the GPM system as a shared
platform of environmental information in the supply chain.
Delta relays the most recent international environmental
requirements, such as the latest controlled substances of
EU’s RoHS 2.0 and REACH SVHC, to all supplier partners

on the platform.

competitiveness.

Delta

Thailand

set

up

a

verification and consultation team, “RBA (formerly) EICC
committee”, composed of five major departments: Human
Resource Administration, Occupational Health and Safety,

Facilities, Central Purchasing Control, Purchasing Material
Control and Supplier Quality Management. The RBA
committee

will

examine

related

law

and

regulation

compliance, human rights, labor rights, health and safety,
environmental

issues

and

Ethics

and

Management

Systems. We found room for improvement for most of our
suppliers in Health and Safety aspects of the RBA
management system. Delta plan to implement 100%
critical supplier RBA audit in 2023. Our 2018 audit
included 11 suppliers who all passed with an average score
of 87 points, mean 88 points and highest score 93.75
points. Finally, accumulated 58 suppliers (50.4% of critical
suppliers) audited up to 2018.
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Excessive work hours is a common management problem in

Silicon, a semimetal element, makes up 27.7 percent of

To

the industry. Our RBA verification and consultation team

Earth's crust. It is the second most abundant element in the

agreement/MOU with key supplier for capacity booking.

provided experience in introducing and promoting Delta

crust where is surpassed only by oxygen. Most silicon is

The company has closely monitoring demand & supply of

Thailand’s Management System to address these findings to

commercially used without being separated, and often with

all

our suppliers. The team also conducted status followed-up

little processing of the natural minerals. Such use includes

managements

to ensure continued improvement. The company sets target

industrial construction with clays, silica sand, and stone.

solution, this issue had brought to a discussion among

to gain 100% agreement implementation of all commodities

Silicates

in Portland

buyers, suppliers and Delta’s Research and development

include Electro mechanical, Non-metal and Metal in 2023.

cement for mortar and stucco, and mixed with silica sand

team to seek for alternative and/or replacement material

and gravel to make concrete for walkways, foundations,

for support ramp-up demand of ICT and renewable energy

and roads. They are also used in white ware ceramics such

solutions.

In addition to general audit finding, the RBA committee
receive 1 complaint of discrimination issue from an
employee of an audit supplier in 2018. This employee

are

as porcelain,
glass and

and

in

many

used

mitigate

critical

this

items.

issue,

On-site

had

Delta

implement

follow

schedule.

up

Finally,

long -term

with

suppliers’

for

long-term

traditional quartz-based soda-lime
other

specialty glasses.

complained that his/her career development and OT
application had blocked by his/her employer without proper

Enhance smarter and greener
supply chain

reason. However, after the investigate process and random
discussion with his/her colleague, it is summarized that the

“How to have long-term business with reasonable margin

case has no basis of dismissal. It was only personal attitude

and

to another one.

constraint, changed-over technology and high competition

smooth

supply

chain

among

natural

resources

market?” was the question recurrently asked by our
suppliers during supplier engagement meetings with

Tight supply of silicon-related raw
material
Climate

change,

rapid

urbanization

and

accounted buyers.

To this concern, Delta encourage our suppliers to provide

technology

their collaboration to enhance Green supply chain. This not

breakthrough gradually expose natural resource scarcity in

only lowers operational costs for us and our suppliers but

supply chain. In 2018, Delta’s supplier faced silicon-related

also increases the competitiveness of the entire supply

raw material tight supply.

chain.

Finally,

the

company

realized

collaborative actions as following.
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our

suppliers’

Recycled Input Material
In spite of takeback program for close-loop recycling, Delta reduce impact to natural
resources through close loop recycling. Since Delta is 100% export company, take
back program will double total variable cost (eg. people cost, shipment cost, customs
process cost) and GHG scope 3 for both Delta itself and our customer s. To ensure

80% recyclable part & component as WEEE requirement will be utilize, in 2018, Delta
conducts circular economy possibility survey to seek for further possibility to
encourage our supplier to use recycled input material in their process.
From the supplier self-declare process and solder dross recycling project result
reported to Operation Vice President, Delta realized that 3,201 tons of recycled
material had used by our suppliers in their production process. This 3,201 tons
account for 2.75% of our purchased recyclable materials in 2018 without any impact
on material cost and technology investment cost .92% of this volume of recycled input
material was used as direct material for conversion to our product while another 8%
was recycled and reused as packaging of 100% of our products shipped world-wide
last year. From this outstanding result, it is discussed among Sustainable
development, Component engineering and purchasing function to seek for further
possibility to add allowed percentage of recycled material in to supplier’s certificate of
conformance (COC).
In parallel, Delta manufacturing team had recycled material such as resistor lead and
solder dross since 2015. These small scrap was use as our input raw material at
average 0.5% of total weight of purchased material . In 2018, 21 tons of solder dross
which account for 22% of total purchased solder dross/tin/wire in 2018 had recycled
at our production line. Finally, over 14 million bath of virgin solder dross purchasing
had saved accordingly to the project.

.
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consolidated delivery, full-truck load, packaging design,

some constraints when ad-hoc innovation required, but not

container packaging and selection of optimal delivery

for flexible SMEs. Delta has joined forces with Department

routes. Since Delta attained ISO/IEC 27000 Information

of Industrial Promotion (DIP) to continue its “Angel Fund

Since 2015, Delta cooperates with major processing

Security Management System (ISMS), we encourage our

for Startup” for the third consecutive yea r. This fund is the

factories to reuse packaging materials such as Expanded

suppliers to utilized e-invoice and e-document as much as

first fund by a private sector to collaborate with DIP to

polyethylene (EPE-used as filling packaging) and paper

possible to save natural resource and mitigate greenhouse

support new entrepreneurs and startup companies with a

etc. Delta recycles up to 71% of the packaging materials

gas from distance transporation.

granted fund of THB 4 million. To establish a business, the

Reuse and recycle packaging
materials

requirement relies on two concepts: Green Solution for

for mechanical products and 30% of packaging for non metal products.

Introduction of energy saving and
carbon reduction products and
solutions

Thailand 4.0 and Advancing Thailand’s Industry with AI

Delta cooperated with five suppliers to introduce energy

business plans but are lack of financial support. That is

saving products and solutions. After Delta implement

why we collaborate with the DIP to establish the ‘Angel

lobby, solar roof carpark, showroom renovation and

Fund’ project for young entrepreneurs to submit their

Delremo (real-time solar energy monitoring) to draw more

business plans and compete for a fund of over THB 4

attention of suppliers who visit our site.

million, along with providing business knowledge for young

Solution.
Delta recognizes that startup companies that have great

generations with dreams and passions to make their

Boost up innovation infrastructure
with SMEs’ innovation

businesses happen. We want startup companies to grow
efficiently during the competition and be able to develop
new products and innovations that has positive effects on
the economy system, as well as be the country’s
foundation in driving the economy in long term according
to the government’s policy.
The online admission on February 2018 was very well
received, with over 100 teams of entrepreneur around the
country applying for the competition. In early July, the
winner was selected under the consideration of the

committee from Delta, specialists from DIP and expert

Green Logistics
Major global distribution centers cooperate with logistics
providers to implement transportation cost optimization,

professors from educational institutions.
Agile

response

breakthrough era.

is

highly

required

in

technology

For big organization, there might be
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A greener process
According to Thailand’s pollution situation in 20 18, business sector was broadly reminded to reduce environmental negative impact and climate change risks is in global focus. Delta’s
founding mission is “to provide innovative, clean and energy efficient solutions for a better tomorrow”. With no significant change in operating locations and supply ch ain, the company
carried out its eco-efficient operation with continuous effort in reducing a business' environmental impact. Our group-wide environmental policy publicly published on

https://bit.ly/2KMAehY is showing our sincere effort and partnership with global citizen to make a smarter and greener future.
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Delta drive business operations on basis of the PDCA

supply chain, to achieve sustainable developments. Our

other indirect emissions (Scope 3) were 46,265 tons

principle (Plan/ Do/ Check/ Action). The system allows us

company’s two plants at Bangpoo Industrial Estate and

CO2e. Delta’s emissions disclosure had validated by the

to cope with various contexts of quality, economic, social

Wellgrow Industrial Estate have work in partnership with

independent

and environmental requirements and stakeholders’

Bangpoo IEAT network and its communities and are

transparency. When our goal in 2020 is to reduce 30%

expectations, which employees at all the levels can

certified to Green System, Level 4- Green Culture, which

GHG intensity per 1 million USD production amount, latest

continue applying as part of their daily activities. No

is a level for industries with systematic environmental

statistics shows that the GHG intensity of 2018 was 0.03

issue of non-compliance with environmental law and

management

tons CO2e/ M USD, a decrease of 25% from base year

regulation in past 3 years should be the golden proof of

evaluation and improvement.

2015.

generation.

Plan with awareness

Our India and Slovakia site’s GHG Inventory report,

The Company fully supports the Environment protection

To ensure our eco-efficient operation creates positive

Program and is committed to work while strictly and

impact on climate change, one of Delta’s significant

continuously observe and comply with environment laws,

emerging risk on natural resource scarcity and the biggest

our strong willing to ensure better tomorrow for the next

processes

that

include

monitoring,

standards,

regulations and customer’s requirement customer to

threats

implement green-label products. The company always

Disclosure Project guideline to provide concrete measures

confine and conserve available resources of global

to continuously implement energy management in orde r to

contents, listen and respond to comments from every

improve usage efficiency of energy as well as to reduce

source to improve environment conditions. We strive to

carbon emissions.

drive

pollution

management

reduction

and efficient

programs,
utilization

execute
of

waste

energy

and

resources. Environment education has promote among our
employees. Release and instill information of environment
productive to every employee and to the public. We always
strive for the support of all activities that fosters to achieve
safe and clean environment. To confide our related
stakeholder, the company has disclosed our environment
policy on our public domain.
Delta has participated in the Ministry of Industry’s “Green
Industry” program to showcase its serious commitment to
following environmental-friendly practices by shaping up
its production and environmental management processes
to be greener as well as displaying greater social
responsibility internally and external ly throughout its

to

our

society,

Delta

aligned

with

Carbon

In 2009, Delta started to collect data on greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, both direct and indirect and reported our
progress on the website of Standard for Quantification,
reporting

greenhouse

gas

emissions

and

removals

(ISO14064-1) in 2010 - 2018. The GHG Inventory has
disclosed on Delta Thailand’s website to show our GHG
performance. In addition, the company, in it s relentless
endeavor

to

submitted

its

pursue

a

disclosure

sustainable
on

climate

business

model,

change

related

questionnaire to CDP for the first time in 2016.
Delta had included GHG scope 3 to its report in 2016 to
expand its responsibility throughout its sup ply chain. The
direct emissions (Scope 1) of 2018 were 248.7 tons CO2e,
indirect emissions (Scope 2) were 39,336 tons CO2e and
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assurer

to

ensure

methodologies,

data

accuracy

assumptions,

and

and/or

calculation tools used, source of the conversion factors
used,

and

greenhouse

third

party

gas

https://bit.ly/2JuH2Qh

assurance

inventory

is

for

all

reported

available

at

Do more with less
From our close monitoring on Greenhouse gas inventory
report, Delta realizes its potential to mitigate climate change
impact

by

reducing

greenhouse

gas

and

related

environment footprint in our daily operation. With smarter &
greener operation, mutual benefits will be enabled for Delta,
its stakeholders and world’s environment.

Refrigerant replacement
Delta keeps tracking its ozone depletion substances (ODS)
based on IPCC2007 methodology.
According to UNEP initiative, Delta uses HCFCs to replace
CFC to decrease Ozone Depletion Potential. Therefore,
during the HCFCs lifecycle, only about 1-10% of CFC-12
had emitted to Ozone. According to the company’s 2015 2018

GHG

Inventory

Chlorofluorocarbons
tetrachloride

(CCl4),

report

(CFCs),

,

Halon

Methyl

OSDs

include

(CBrF3),

chloroform

Carbon

(CH3CCl3),

Hydrobromofluorocarbons (HBFCs), trichlorofluoromethane

(CFC-11) equivalent), Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs),
Methyl

bromide

(CH3Br),

and

Bromochloromethane

(CH2BrCl) as defined in the ‘Montreal Protocol’ has not
produced, imported or exported by Delta.

Energy Saving Programs
Since energy conservation became a major component of

our

comprehensive,

multifaceted

climate

protection

program to reduce the amount of CO2 released by our daily
operations.

Our

manufacturing

processes

within

the

organization consist mainly of system assembly and the
largest source of GHG emissions (95%) is externally
purchased electricity.
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To fulfill our commitment, since 2015, Delta have developed an Energy Management
System (EnMS) Plan to reduce energy consumption in the entire grid by decreasing
electricity intensity (Electricity consumption/Production value) by 30% in 5 years
(2020) based on the

electricity intensity of 201 5. In 2018, we have achieved a

decrease of 18% of electricity intensity. With strong focus on energy management,
we continue to aim higher and share our experience with our clients.

Process Innovation
Delta continuously develop its manufacturing process for less material use,
decreased energy intensity, lower production waste and provide greener products to
customers.
From 2015 – 2018, the Company had accomplished more than 602 automation
projects in 6 major potential processes. At the same time, the Company has made a
strategic decision to upgrade all Delta factories to "Delta Smart Manufacturing". It is a
five-year plan to integrate all manufacturin g process digitally with optimum automation
rather than just upgrading with single station automation. Such integration aims to
enable all data regarding the manufacturing process to be available at any time and in
anywhere with IoT platform. Since 2014 when we gradually introduced higher
innovative automation processes and robotic arms. The big data collected will be used
for predictive analysis to optimize production plan, improve logistic efficiency and
enhance machine maintenance process, quality control and many more.
Delta Thailand’s overall manufacturing productivity for the factories in 201 8 had
achieved 16% improvement from the previous year . Our focused investment and effort
in process automation and continuous process improvement projects had been the
main contributors. 69 majors process with latest automation technologies had
implemented to concrete Delta smart Manufacturing line.

The rapid deployment of

such new processes can be done due to the thoughts and researches put into the

concept and implementation phase to ensure disruption on daily production schedule
and output will be minimized. Beyond Delta’s benefit of stable cost of goods sold,
accurately automated process helps to reduce environment negative impact, optimize
manufacturing resources and electricity power while our employees’ safety had secure
from complex and hazardous process.
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Green Building Certified

In 2017, Delta Thailand Plant 5 (Headquarter) in Bangpoo Industrial Estate plans had been certified Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) Certified by the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC) in our existing building: Operations and Maintenance (EBOM) - Gold Level category by renovating the building energy -efficiently. For example, smart air conditioning, lighting, energy-efficient elevators, avoiding invasion plants in the company’s landscape and energy management information systems and solutions which are developed
by the company are used. Presently, Delta Thailand is the first manufacturing factory in Thaila nd which has certified LEED-BOM.
Delta is willing to share its experience in energy -efficient building, low-carbon green buildings and green factory-office buildings through the Open House Activity to green building
programs. This includes working with local environmental protection groups to promote environmental education programs and the energy -saving ideas of green buildings with the
government, school, media, communities and the public.
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To ensure sustainable share of renewable energy in the

production

global energy mix, Delta utilizes its expertise in renewable

customers and managing all the relevant parties in the

(solar) energy for the energy conservation projects. In

logistic chain in line with the “Green Logistics” approach.

Delta’s pursuit of replacing conventional energy sources

Delta is constantly working towards optimizing operations

with renewable energy, solar roofs are installed in all the

processes and minimizing the harmful impacts to the

three Thailand factories. All new factories within the group

environment.

will be built as certified Green building while existing ones
will have to work towards the same standard. For example,
Delta’s Plant 5 in Thailand has attained LEED Gold
certification for existing building while India’s fac tories are
certified Gold and Platinum.
Delta’s green building initiative has replaced 5,840MW/
year of electricity generated from natural gas sources

provided by Electric Generating Authority of Thailand
(EGAT) with off-grid solar energy generated from the
building’s solar rooftop in 2018. The amount of natural gas

line,

delivering

finished

products

to

our

saved.
Just-in-time production is achieved and
minimize empty backhauling.
2.

Request freight forwarders at the point of origin
to fill containers with freight to full container load
(FCL) so that a large amount of shipments can be

With our attempt to be greener and confident in IT security

delivered in one trip without having to waste free

management, Delta has addressed the value of paperless

space in the container and involve intermodal

work by sampling check of e-invoice process for out-going

transport. Delta also encourages suppliers to use

shipment and realize an impressive impact as following:

durable eco packaging to prevent damage to

1.

goods and materials during transport. If products

Ensure that inbound and outbound shipments

are damaged, Delta is responsible for delivering

are for full truck load (FTL) by loading trucks

replacements to the customer, which results in an

with as much cargo as possible. By doing this,

increased transportation cost.

the number of trips between the production base
to port per day is reduced, warehouse cost is

3.

Use major carriers and freight forwarders to
ensure high quality service standard and green

saved needed to provide the equivalent of 5,840MW/ year

logistics operations. Not only does our choice of

of electricity is about 240.96 mmcft/ year. Consequently,

freight counterparts guarantee efficiency in the

Delta’s direct externality impact on the environment is

transportation, it also protects the environment

demonstrated with its reduced dependence of fossil fuel,

by reducing CO2 emissions.

i.e., natural gas that is non-sustainable and produces
4.

carbon emission. The company plan to implement LEED

Promote modal shift by using sea freight over air

standard to its new plant in Chachoengsao, Thailand in

freight as sea freight is more energy efficient and

2019.

more environmental-friendly.

Discover Delta group’s 13 own green building and 4

In

addition

to

its

effort

to

reduced

transportation

donated green building at https://bit.ly/2S81XuR

environmental footprint, Delta encourage our stakeholder
to reduce transportation and paper works in business

Smart logistics modal plan

process by utilized our secured on-line communication

platform. IT Security for reliable on -line communication.

Delta Thailand Logistics function is mainly responsible for
transporting domestic and international materials to the
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employees’ awareness on this issue, the company target

Reliable on-line business process

to conduct 100% IT security to its employees annually and
On-line

communication

among

Delta

group

and

its

target to 100% implementation in 2023*. Up to the report

business partners is Delta’s effective tool to reduce GHG

period, there is no confirmed case of breaches of customer

scope 3 from unnecessary transportation and business trip

privacy identified leaks, thefts, losses o f customer data or

; for instance, on-site stock checkup, material flow follow

misuse of intelligence properties from outside parties or

up, order fulfillment status, and design and business-

regulatory body to Delta’s whistleblowing channel.

related discussion. Delta strengthens its online operation
by acquiring ISO/IEC27001 for its information security
management system. In addition to Delta own product and
solution utilization, this enables a secure flow of important
information to support our customers and suppliers to
ensure a sustainable cooperation.

On top of transportation reduction, Delta InfraSuite help
the company to optimize energy consumption with 1.37
PUE rate. This competitive performance finall y help the
company to reduce ghg scope 2 from IT 7/24 operation
where

represent

approximately

1%

of

total

energy

consumption at Delta. Furthermore, Delta will continuously

ISO/IEC 27001 is formally specified as an information

improve its data center’s PUE to achieve its PUE 1.31

security management system (ISMS) and includes a range

target in 2019.

of activities concerning the management of information
security risks. It is an overarching management framework
taking care of:
1. Assessing the risks inherent to transmitting
confidential information
2. Implementing information security measures
through

development,

documentation

and

dissemination of methods
3. Building a management system to share roles
and responsibilities, establishing an internal audit
4.

Managing

the

risk

evaluation

process,

developing countermeasures and understanding
exceptions and ongoing improvements protecting

our information is critical for a successful and
smooth operation.
To ensure valuable information security and ethical
communication,

Delta

communicate

the

Information

security policy on our intranet. In addition, to raise
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We ensure natural resources conservation
Outstanding emergence of pollution outstandingly raised our stakeholder’s awareness of climate change. Delta realized regularly monitors its environmental performance and disclose
it transparently to get related stakeholder f eedback.

Waste in Focus
In consequence of Delta’s Management Standard for Environment-related Substances, Delta ensure that our
stakeholders’ and natural resources by counter checking our waste management will stay safe and sound for
long-term. All of Delta's main plants divide waste into three categories: production waste, non -production waste
and hazardous waste .Production waste includes metal waste, plastic waste, waste pallets, paper, and paper
boxes, which are sorted, collected, and handed over to local qualified recycling businesses. General waste (nonproduction waste) had transported to garbage incinerators, c omposting, and landfill plants designated by the
government by qualified garbage disposal businesses. According to the Department of Hazardous waste includes

electronic waste, waste glass tubes and glass, and solvents which are also sorted, collected, and handed over to
local qualified waste treatment businesses.
With 2016 based year, Delta targets to reduce 30% of non -hazardous waste from routine operation in 2023 (5%
yearly). In the reporting period, Delta generated non -hazardous waste 2,436.84 tons. Thes e 2,436.84 tons of
non-hazardous waste which included recycle 2,390 tons, reused 36 tons, secure landfill 11.24 tons, waste to
incineration 5.59 tons and 0 ton of hazardous waste, had transported to third party located in proper distance to
manage. Total waste volume increased 747.15 tons or 44.21% compared to 2017 of 1,689.69 tons. This increment

resulting from Delta Thailand’s plants renovation and plant relocation. In addition, Delta is tracking this issue by
using waste intensity (ton waste generation/m illion USD of revenue) as an indicator, waste intensity in 2018 was
0.0646 tons per 1 Million USD revenue which increase from 0.0550 tons per 1 million USD in 2017.
Due to business expansion and higher production requirement, Delta plans various waste redu ction project in
Delta’s daily operation to minimize environmental footprint. In 2018, the company ran its waste reduction projects
to reduce its production waste. In addition to waste reduction, 12.53 million baht or 0.024% of cost of goods sold
in 2018 so reduced by following projects.
1.

Size of our plastic runner for finish goods transportation had reduced. Th e mentioned mini runners which
can be reused for several times help to reduce 3.5 tons of single -wooden carton.

2.

Design for new tooling for reduce Silicone steel waste by increase sectional area met al sheet and modify
tooling 5 part number leading to 60tons of metal waste reduction last year.

3.

Work with 8 packaging suppliers to change material packaging form carton to recyclable plastic box 8
vendor use recycle box. 58 tons of packaging waste had reduce.
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We emit less
To mitigate environment health and well-being impact on our employee and surrounded
community, Delta keeps monitoring our Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), e.g. , Xylene
(C8H10), Toluene (C6H5-CH3) Styrene (C8H8) and Isopropyl alcohol (C3H8O)
discharged from our manufacturing process. Periodically, the company has carried out

air quality monitoring at various stations. This is to make sure the air quality protection
and control process is in norm and sufficient to mitigate environmental impact such as
surface water quality, underground water quality, and soil quality. Charcoal Tube and
GC/NIOSH, unambiguously and related methodologies have complied for close
monitoring. VOC control is another way to mitigate impact to healthiness and wellness
of the company’s personnel’s as well as neighbor communities.
Annually, the company proceeds its air quality measurement accordingly to the

Notification of Department of Industrial Works subjected “ Standard Quantity of
Pollutants Discharged from a factory B.E 2549 (2006) ”, “ficationof Industrial Estate
Authoriry of Thailand No.46/2541 Re: Prescribing of Air Pollutant Emission Ratio from
the Stack in Industrial Estates, B.E 2541 (1998) ” and “NIOSH standard”. To ensure
the transparency, accuracy and compliance, Delta’s air quality inspection is performed
and assured by 3rd party specialist company. Proper methodologies such as US. EPA
5,10,18 and 29, Charcoal Tube and GC/NIOSH 1501 will be applied to each stationary
sources.
Delta’s 2018 pollution inspection result ensured all the key parameters met the local
standard and regulations. However the company targets to reduce 5% of VOC yearly
(30% in 2023 from base year 2016), the company achieve 12% of VOC reduction when
compared with 2017 and 36% from based year. 17 tons of total suspend particles had
discharged from our factory, Hazardous air pollutants (HAP) discharged from our
process. Suspended Particulate (Particulate matter - PM) are inspected at our stacks by
using US.EPA Method 5 annually.

No significant chemical spill reported from any

location. 1.3 tons of Nox and SOx had discharged from India sites’ diesel generators
while xylene, toluene, isopropyl alcohol and strylene of 1.80 tons had reported as Delta
Thailand’s volatile organic compound discharged from its stacks.
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We maintain water security
The company’s water management had been interested by our stakeholders. Such interest is not only their concern of global change in baseline water and drought severity, but also
their concern about chemical contamination to natural water source from technology industry . Although water is not our production factor or used in manufacturing process, the
company has taken many measures to conserve clean and accessible water for our local community. Based on Delta’s water consumption breakdown, 95% of the water used by Delta’s
own operation sites for domestic and sanitary purpose (95%). According to our water bill, municipal water supplied by governmental offices is the main source for Thailand, India and

Slovakia plants.
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In 2018, the company had consolidates information about the rivers near Delta’s major operation sites. This information is presented without any right of ownership. All the information
in this booklet is from Wikipedia, the world’s largest free online encyclopedia, to be used as reference for the Delta Group’s sustainable development study and performance improvement
on natural resource management tracking. In this booklet, readers will learn the size of nearby water sources, national or in ternational protection status, biodiversity values (such as
species diversity and endemism, and public highlighted number of protected species), and value of the water source to your lo cal communities and indigenous people. Finally, this
resource of consolidated data should help to raise awareness of water and natural resources conservation specific to each area.
Delta estimates that 80% of our total withdrawal water will be discharged as wasted water .
Our discharged water has handled and professionally treated by Gusco, IEAT’s Industrial
Park’s environment management agent, with reliable standard, methodologies and
assumption. However, Delta keeps tracking the quality of our discharged water twice a
month to ensure our biodiversity will be saved whenever these water discharge to the
surrounded canals. According to

2015 -2018 (as ar Mid December) wasted water quality

inspected by using Azide Modification method, the biological oxygen demand (BOD) is
85.1 milligram/ litre in average which is under 500 milligram/ litre as the BOD standard for

factory located in Export Zone of the industrial park.
According to Delta group’s participation in Paris climate agreement (COP21), Delta take
2015 as base year to measure its implementation of various water-saving at main sites,
such as recycling the condensed water for cooling tower, gardening, toilets flush. or
irrigation. The company adopts water-saving taps and water-saving sanitary wear,
reducing water output from taps and the water level of cisterns, managing the excess
water of cooling towers as well as reusing the wastewater from RO-system water purifiers.
With target to reduce 30% water consumption intensity ( km3/MUSD consolidated revenue)
in 2020, we have a consolidated reduction of 18.6% in 2018 compared to that in base year
2015. Since 2015, no wasted water from our production process discharge d to our local
industrial parks sewage points.
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The deeper we check
Delta’s eco-efficient operation is not only help to lessen environmental impact, but
also mitigate occupational disease rate Delta realizes that 45% of our total Delta
employees

involved in routine work/ activities which exposure to risk to

occupational diseases announced by the Ministry of Labor of Thailand dated

August 15, 2007.
Though the company has establish Personal Protective Equipment Manual and
provide work instruction training on occupational health and work environment to
our new employees. Delta constantly monitor the exposure to hazardous
substances and the list of materials used. The results are used for aligning work
practices or make engineering improvements to reduce the risk of occupational
illnesses. Delta provides employees engaged in hazardous operations, with annual

high-risk group health exams and then providing health management according to
their health exam results.
The company target 0 volatile organic compound impact to its workers’ health, in
2018, 4,947 employees whose works expose to hazardous factors including noise,
particulate matter, mineral oil, acetone, x -ray, ionic ray, lead, tin, light, thinner and
heat had encouraged to participate annual high -risk group checkup performed by
Bangkok

Occupational

Medicine

Center’s

physicians.

0%

of

hazardous

substances contamination in blood and urine found from recent specific checkup
ensures

both immediate and chronic effects or diseases from manufacturing,

stamping,

soldering,

labor-intensive

work,

grinding

and

chemical-related

processes; for instance, had properly managed. This annual action aims to prevent
our employees and subcontract from disease caused by chemical agents and
specific process such as deafness from sound -intensive work, chronic physical
hazard, occupational respiratory diseases, occupational dermatitis disease s,
occupational musculoskeletal disorders, occupational cancer and impact on
reproductive system.

Due to the pollution issue in Bangkok and metropolitan

areas, respiratory abnormality detection had slightly increase from 2.4% in 2017
to 4% in 2018. Finally, without any medical treatment required for these specific
employees, ZERO occupational disease rate had reported for the 3 rd consecutive
years.
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Biodiversity
All of major Delta’s own sites are located in industrial parks, this minimize the environmental impact on the local
ecosystem, biodiversity and habitats during its operations . Delta realizes that protecting biological diversity is important
for ensuring natural ecosystems which provide clean water and air, and contribute to food security and h uman health.
Biodiversity also contributes directly to local livelihoods, making it essential to reduce poverty, and thus achieve
sustainable development.
The monitor Lizard (Varanus salvator), semi-aquatic local wetland habitat included as protected reptile species ranked
91 (page 113) of the appendix list of Ministerial Regulations B.E 2546 of Thailand’s Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment according to Wildlife Preservation and Protection Act, B.E. 2535 , has been simply investigated as our

headquarter(approximately 70,000 s.q.m)’s environment management indicator .
Generation by generation, local monitor lizard help to keep the environment balance by eating fish carrions and human’s
leftover and animal carrions in nearby wetlands. Since most of Bangpoo Industrial Estate’s surrounding areas are fish
farms and swamps, huge number of fish were killed when when the temperature change. With such expertise in janitorial
habit, Delta and our neighbor communities have protected from plague resulting from bacteria. Unless these local
crawlers are recognized by the IUCN Red List as Least Concern species (LC), they help to protect Delta employees and our neighbor communities from plague resulting from
bacteria with such expertise in janitorial habit over 30 years we have been being here . ♥

Strong action with partnership
In addition to the IEAT’s certificate process to affirm its close monitoring of Delta Thailand’s environmental performance, t he communication channels
“Whistleblow@deltathailand.com” and “OHSC@deltathailand.com” are always available to the public to report any cases in violation of environment -related regulations or human
rights. Delta’s Safety H e alth and Environment Committee has established to drive, monitor, review and improve the company’s environment -related issues. The committee also
provides appropriate countermeasures for any confirmed cases. Up to 2018, there was no any case of non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations , significant fines for
non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations, non -monetary sections for non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations nor Cases brought through dispute
resolution mechanism.
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Better together
The contribution

of innovation

to natural resources

standards have applied equally across all operations within

with local regulations and to meet international labor and

conservation and responsible supply chain does not only

the organization. The key focus of the criterion is on

human

create positive impact to Delta, but also create vital impact

companies’ policies to manage labor relations, related

Business Alliance Code of Conduct (RBA), Universal

to Delta’s stakeholders. The shared values have not limited

KPIs, equal employment and development opportunities,

Declaration of Human Rights, International Labor Office

to Delta’s value chain, but spreads to partnership with

human rights and freedom of organization.

Tripartite Declaration of Principles, OECD Guidelines for

global citizen to make a smarter and greener future . In
long-term, to unceasingly maintain inclusive well-being
against the global changing scenario, Delta personnel’s

potential and social voluntary participation must be
unleashed. In addition to our internal society, sound

As a world-class enterprise and responsible corporate
citizen, Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. commits to
providing our employees with an environment to develop
to their full potential.

sustainable development practices enables long-term

Delta’s Labor & Human Right Risk Assessment including

mutual benefit to its externalities.

risk matrix and mitigation process has reviewed by Human
right working team and SD committee on annual basis . To

Employment with care

accomplish this objective, the Company has implemented
the group-wide Delta Employment Policy (which in-line with

According to customers and regulator engagement in
2018, Electronics industry characterized by organized
labor, maintaining good relations with employees is
particularly essential for the success of a business’s
operations and innovation. Delta’s employees represent
one of a company’s most important assets. In addition to
employees’

capabilities

multinational

enterprise,

wellness

providing

by

development,
endeavors

a

safe

and

Delta,
its

as

a

employees’

healthy

worki ng

environment, fair treatment and non -discrimination, fair
remuneration and supporting freedom of association. The
company always complies with local and international
standards on labor and human rights. In addition, these

ISO26000) and disclose on our website to facilitate the
company’s personnel to acknowledge their rights and
obligation. Furthermore, the policy can be used by related
business partner as the guideline for review the co mpany’s
operation. The 9 pillars of Delta’s employment policy to
retain our innovative and skillful employees are as
following:

rights

standards,

including

the

Responsible

Multinational Enterprises, and more. Minimum 1 month
notice for relocation case; for instance, typically provided
to employees and their representatives prior to the

implementation of significant operational changes that
could substantially affect them accordingly to Thailand’s
Labor Act B.E 2541clause 120.
Since 2016 to 2018, no grievance in the workplace such
as, but not limited to, a breach of the terms and conditions
of an employment contract, raises and promotions, or lack
thereof,

as

well

as

harassment

and

employment

discrimination had raised by employees towards Delta.

2. Freely chosen employment
To prohibit hiring forced labor or child labor, all jobs at
Delta are voluntary and employees can voluntarily leave
the company within a reasonable period after giving notice.

1. Law & regulation compliance
To comply with applicable labor or employment laws and
international standards wherever it operates . To fulfill this
commitment, the Company constantly strives to comply
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The company prohibit hiring forced or child labor to ensure

that all jobs are taken voluntarily and employees can
voluntarily leave the company within a reasonable period
after resigning officially.

Boundary
Indicators
Employee turnover
Employee turnover rate
Voluntary turnover rate8
Employees turnover by area
● Thailand
% to total workforce
● Slovakia
% to total workforce
● India2
% to total workforce
Permanent employees turnover by age
● Over 50 years old
% to total workforce
● 30-50 years old
% to total workforce
● Under 30 years old
% to total workforce

Unit

2018
Male

Female

2017
Total/
AVG

Male

Female

2016
Total/
AVG

TH

SK

IN

Male

Female

Total/AVG

head

●

●

●

215

375

590

177

271

448

125

183

308

%

●

●

●

6.9%

4.7%

5.3%

6.7%

3.4%

4.2%

5.6%

2.3%

3.0%

%

●

●

●

95.3%

95.2%

95.3%

98.3%

92.3%

94.6%

94.4%

69.4%

79.5%

head

●

●

●

215

375

590

177

271

448

125

183

308

head

●

102

339

441

129

246

375

113

153

109

%

●

3.3%

4.3%

4.0%

4.8%

3.1%

3.5%

5.1%

1.9%

1.1%

head

●

25

29

54

36

25

61

6

14

20

%

●

0.8%

0.4%

0.5%

1.4%

0.3%

0.6%

0.3%

0.2%

0.2%

head

●

88

7

95

12

0

12

6

16

22

%

●

2.8%

0.1%

0.9%

0.5%

0.0%

0.1%

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%
308

head

●

●

●

215

375

590

177

271

448

125

183

head

●

●

●

10

18

28

3

21

24

7

56

63

%

●

●

●

0.3%

0.2%

0.3%

0.1%

0.3%

0.2%

0.3%

0.7%

0.6%

head

●

●

●

68

250

387

58

72

130

31

64

95

%

●

●

●

2.2%

3.1%

3.5%

2.2%

0.9%

1.2%

1.4%

0.8%

0.9%

head

●

●

●

137

107

175

116

93

209

87

63

150

%

●

●

●

4.4%

1.3%

1.6%

4.4%

1.2%

2.0%

3.9%

0.8%

1.5%

Remark
1. Voluntary employee turnover rate = (headcount of total leavers - (headcount of over 50 years-old retired levers + headcount of dismissal for
disciplinary reasons) ÷ headcount of total leavers"

3. Humane Treatment
Delta refer to Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and Responsible Business Allliance (RBA)’s guidel ine to prohibit any form of harassment or
inhumane treatment, including sexual harassment, abuse, slavery, corporal punishment, threatening, exploitative, mental or ph ysical coercion or verbal abuse
of employees. As such, Delta have incorporated human rights principles, namely RBA’s Code of Ethics and ILO’s labor standards, into the Company’s operations
and developed our human rights policy based on the UN’s Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights – UNGP . The company commits to protecting,

respecting and supporting our employees, business partners and vulnerable individuals or groups in all our business processes as outlined in
the Company’s Human Rights policy. We will ensure that human rights are respected and that human rights violations in all forms are prevented throughout
the Company and our value chain. In this policy; roles and responsibility of related functions, coverage of prevention, communica tion channels, Protection of
whistleblowers and confidentiality, investigation and penalties and remedy guideline, had clearly communicated. In 2018, no any form of human right violation
, harassment or inhumane treatment , violation of labor right had been noted raised through whistleblow@deltathailand.com.
In January 2018, Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. held the “Human Rights in Business Process” training seminar at the comp any head office at Samutprakarn. Mr. Youngyut Pakdoungjan, Delta Human
Resources Development Director welcomed and Mr. Sarawut Saowapab and Mr. Nitipat Satapanasut, judges of the Samutprakarn Prov incial Court, with three delegates from the Samutprakarn Pro vincial
Courts to teach the program to 40 Delta employees representatives from operations and administrative positions. Employees’ ri ght, communication channels, grievance and remedy mechanism had been
repeated to the participated employees.
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4. Non-Discrimination
The company hires its employees based on their capabilities and not to discriminate based on race, religion, nationality, age,
gender, sexual orientation, disability, or any other reason which is protected by law for recruitment, training, award s,
promotion, termination, retirement, or other employment conditions.
Delta recruits, appoints and develops employees based on their capacities, and treats all in the same way, regardless of race ,
faith, color, nationality, age, gender, sexual orientatio n, marriage status, political affiliation or disability. Due to business
expansion in 2018 , official (monthly) employees account for 47% of the total while another 67% are in production, operation
and other function positions. Employees are 25% males and 75% females. Direct employees account for 76%, and 41% of the
employees are under the age of 30. For management, 67% are native to the country where they are employed and 42% are
female. 96 disables work and get vending stalls at Delta to ear.
Delta believes that diversity of workforce By the end 2018, Delta Thailand and its subsidiaries had a total workforce of around
11,000. The distribution of diversity in employee composition can be illustrated as followings

Indicators3

Unit

Boundary
TH SK IN

2018
Male

2017

Female

Total/
AVG

Male

2016

Female

Total/
AVG

Male

Female

Salary-based workers

head

●

●

●

2,524

1,088

3,612

2,297

1,254

3,551

1,679

1,130

Daily wage workers

head

●

●

●

602

6,874

7,476

363

6,777

7,140

553

6,862

Total permanent workforce (Sub- contract and other workers excluded)

head

●

●

●

3,126

7,962

●

●

●

●

● Thailand

head

●

● Slovakia

head

● India 2

head

Employees by age

head

●

●

●

● Over 50 years old

head

●

●

●

140

177

317

147

165

312

120

157

277

● 30-50 years old

head

●

●

●

2,261

5,688

7,949

1,862

5,557

7,419

1,576

5,473

7,049

● Under 30 years old

head

●

●

●

●

Employees by level

10,691

40

7,415
10,224

●

8,031

118

7,992

●

2,660

75

2,232

head

11,088

43

10,691

head

7,962

126

8,031

Permanent Employees by areas

3,126

78

2,660

2,809

Other workers 1

●

48

11,088

Total/AVG

2,232

71
7,992

111
10,224

1,796

7,642

9,438

1,692

7,764

9,456

1,621

7,752

9,373

329

242

571

316

229

545

321

209

530

1,001

78

1,079

652

38

690

290

3,126

725
3,126

7,962

11,088

2,097
7,962

2,822
11,088

2,660

651
2,660

8,031

10,691

2,309
8,031

2,960
10,691

2,232

536
2,232

31
7,992

321
10,224

2,362
7,992

2,898
10,224

● Executives (level 10-12)

head

●

●

●

14

4

18

15

3

18

18

3

21

● Middle Management (level 7-9)

head

●

●

●

244

291

535

225

285

510

212

203

415

● Senior and Operative (level 3-6)

head

●

●

●

1,542

1,522

3,064

1,238

1,601

2,839

1,018

1,598

2,616

● Daily employees (level 1-2)

head

●

●

●

1,326

6,145

7,471

1,182

6,142

7,324

984

6,188

head

●

●

●

480

624

1,104

277

371

648

165

583

748

15.4%6

7.8%

10.0%

10.4%

4.6%

6.1%

7.4%

7.3%

7.3%

165

583

748

Total New Employees
New hire rate
Hiring cost
New Employees by areas
● Thailand

%

●

●

●

1,000THB :
head

●

●

●

head

●

●

●

head

●

13.7
480
256

624
571
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1,104
827

18.3
277
177

371
334

648
511

7,172

11.2
137

557

694

Indicators3

Unit

% to total workforce

%

● Slovakia
% to total workforce
● India
% to total workforce

New Employees by age

Boundary
TH SK IN
●

head

●

%

●

2018

2017

Male

Female

Total/
AVG

8.2%

7.2%

7.5%

38
1.2%

31
0.4%

Male
63.9%

69
0.6%

Female

Male

Female

Total/AVG

90.0%

78.9%

83.0%

95.5%

92.8%

11
4.0%

2016
Total/
AVG

21
5.7%

32
4.9%

5
3.0%

14
2.4%

19
2.5%

head

●

186

22

208

89

16

105

23

12

35

%

●

6.0%

0.3%

1.9%

32.1%

4.3%

16.2%

13.9%

2.1%

4.7%

748

head

●

●

●

480

624

1,104

277

371

648

165

583

● Over 50 years old

head

●

●

●

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

● 30-50 years old

head

●

●

●

22

19

41

30

56

86

13

58

72

● Under 30 years old

head

●

●

●

456

605

1061

247

315

562

152

525

677

Number of employees entitled to maternity / parental leave 7

head

●

●

●

323

● Number of employees taken maternity / parental leave 4

head

●

●

●

0

● Number of employees return to work after maternity / parental leave

head

●

●

●

0

253

253

1

276

277

0

374

374

Parental leave retention rate 5

head

●

●

●

NA

93%

93%

100%

100%

93%

NA

100%

93%

%

●

●

●

41%

59%

100%

31%

69%

100%

30%

70%

100%

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration to total compensation

7,338
273

7,661
273

316
1

8,031
276

8,347
277

321
0

7,992
374

8,313
374

Remark:
1. Terminologies of employee categories ar e as follows
1.1) Permanent or Monthly employees refer to employees who are included in the salary -based payroll
1.2) Daily employees refer to employees who are included in the daily -wage payroll
1.3) Direct employees/laborers refer to employees whose working hours relate to manufacturing standard time and productivity and are mostly stationed in the production lines.
1.4) Indirect employees/laborers refer to employees in supporting functions which are not related to manuf acturing standard time and productivity targets.
1.5) Other workers include canteen workers and nurses in the medical room which increase due to warehouse expansion to other wareh ouse building in Thailand. These workers work
8 hours a day an d 6 day a week though the time they start and finish their works differ from Delta employees
2. Additional manpower in India resulting from R&D & operation expansion (https://bit.ly/2HYhCqJ )
3. Major employee-related information has collected from SA P system based on ISO 9001 standard.
4. According to Slovakia labor law, maternity leave is entitle for male workforce.
5.

Return to work rate = Total number of employees that did return to work after parental leave

6. Due to business expansion, recruitment of experienced research and development engineers, process engineers and male operators for labor -intensive tasks leading to higher hiring cost
ratio of male employee.
7. Up to the reporting period, Delta has no indigenous worker, no in cidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people happen in our operation.

5. Working hours
To establish a management mechanism for working hours in line with labor laws and regulations. In spite of operating under sp ecial conditions required, employees allowed at least
one day off for every seven working days. Delta refer to Responsible Business Alliance (RBA) code of conduct which refer to Thailand’s Labor Protection Act B.E. 2541 to monitor its
employee’s working day, working hours, overtime an holiday. Annually, Delta’s working hours and holid ays had informed to its employees not less than 30 days before the next fiscal
year. The working calendar had announce and be available on the company’s intranet site for employee to plan their schedule.
In the reporting period, the company had studied its worker’s working hour by using sampling check method. Delta employee had not required to work overtime on a working day
and/or holidays unless the employee’s prior consent is obtained on each oc casion, exceed overtime had found. In spite of validity of employees’ voluntary OT applications, their
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overtime records are not over 36 hours a week accordingly to Thailand’s local regulation, Delta aim to align with RBA code of conduct regarding working hours by using following
measures:
1.

Before the working period, employees will raise their overtime requisition and/or RBA working hours waive request form through OA system. The forms must get approval by
related supervisors, without the mentioned approval, the company will not responsible for their overtime pay and related supporting facilities.

2.

Plant manager and operation vice president will have weekly OT summary from payroll system for workforce planning.

3.

The company utilizes Delta Smart Manufacturing s ystem and on-line application to shorten certain process while facilitating 24 -hours operation run. Cloud-based real-time
material stock balance check, auto component insertion, cloud-based production process simulation; for instance, can help to release l abor-intensive tasks and shorten the
reporting line for smooth operation.

4.

The company keep training its operation to have overall skills through their related process. With clusters of multi-skill operators, skilled workforces can replace each other.

5.

In certain/ urgent condition that exact employees is required for overtime work, the supervisors/managers will consider skilled labor overtime record . If that operators’ OT
excess the OT limitation, other operator will be replace to have the job done.

6. Compensation and Benefits
According to the company’s Remuneration and Welfare Policy which is in-line with Thailand’s National Wage Committee
Notification on Minimum Wage Rate (No.9) Delta Electronics (Thailand) Public Company Limited places great importance
on the remuneration package of its employees to ensure reasonable remuneration based on individual performance and
in line with the Company’s operation performance. Since the agreement signing day, all new employee will be informed
about their role, working day, code of conduct, communication channel and thei r compensation and benefit by access
Welcome onboard!, a guidebook for new employees and will be repeated on the Orientation day. In addition, the Company
also places importance on remuneration by market benchmarking so that remuneration is fair within the organization and
competitive with other companies. The Company has set the following guidelines:
1. Employment and Hiring shall be conducted with consideration for the necessity and appropriateness of a job.
The hired employee must have the academic background, experience and ability to fit the position. He/she must
also possess qualifications in accordance with the Company’s rules and regulations;
2. Command line and job division: The Company shall organize a command line and job division so that a job’s
scope of responsibility and position are clear and suitable to the nature of the Company’s business operation. The Company sh all regularly review this part of its po licy.
3. The Company manages remuneration, salary and wages fairly by taking into account factors such as qualifications, experienc e, job grade, position, responsibility and
individual performance; when benchmarking with the salary rate of other companies with a similar business nature; the domestic wage rate, market conditions and demand
and the Company’s operation performance. In addition, the Company reviews the remuneration package in collaboration with labo r unions every year.
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4. Welfare: The Company has a policy to take care of its employees’ health and working environment to ensure their performance and efficiency. The Co mpany also has policy
to lighten costs by providing welfare for the employees that is comparable with similar companies in the sam e industry or as prescribed by the laws. In addition, the welfare

●
●
●
●
●

Transportation

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Islamic prayer room

▲

▲

▲

▲

Facilities for disables

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

(English,Thai, Mandarin)

▲

▲

▲

▲

Family education bursaries

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Voluntary early retirement package

▲

▲

▲

▲

20 years disciplinary reward (2018)*

●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Employees life insurance

Self medical fee subsidy
Self dental fee subsidy
Living cost subsidy (daily meal)

●

●
●

Family funeral support
Cemetary fund for fatality at work
Meal allowance for business trip

●
●
●

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

●

▲

▲

▲

▲

●

▲

▲

▲

▲

●

▲

▲

▲

▲

●

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

●

Graduation leave
Meal allowance for business trip

●

Free EV car charger *

●

Dormitory for foreign staff

●
●
●
●

Annual recreation trip
Free alternative language courses

▲

▲

▲

●

Friend for friend emergency support
▲

▲

Irregularly

▲

Yearly

▲

▲

Quarterly

▲

▲

Monthly

▲

Daily

●

▲

Performance-based

▲

Executive

▲

Management

▲

Irregularly

Yearly

Quarterly

▲

●

Uniform and anti-static slippers
Job-based personal protection
equipment
Annual checkup

Free drinking water *

●
●
●

●
●

Night shift allowance

▲

●

Executive

Annual increment

▲

▲

●

Management

Short-term

Year-end bonus

▲

Vacation leave
Training and work-outside expense
subsidy
Maternity leave

Eligible for
Staff

Holiday pay and holiday overtime pay

Breastfeeding facilities

▲

Frequency
Daily employee

Overtime

▲

▲

Short-term

●

▲

●

Employee benefit

Long-term

●

Quarterly incentive
Language ability and experience
surplus entry benefit2
Patent reward

●

Staff

Productivity achievement incentive

●

Eligible for
Daily employee

●
●

Monthly

Yearly diligent bonus1

Diligent bonus1

Frequency
Daily

Employee benefit

Performance-based

committee conducts monthly reviews of employee welfare.

●
●
●

●
●

Medical fee subsidy for family *

●

Dental fee subsidy for family *

●

Education fee subsidy
(for post-graduate degree) *

●

Provident fund

●

Social assurance

Remark:
* Delta’s new welfares introduced during 2016-2018. All Delta new employee will be notified
1. Managers and executive level’s time records are not co nsidered as compensation and benefit evaluation.
2. Included in salary base .
3. The stated benefits are not eligible for part -time employee
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●
●

●
●

5. The company consider setting up compensation schemes for management and other employees to provide long -term incentives when appropriate, such as employee stock
ownership plan (ESOP). In 2010, Delta raised the proposal of employee’s stock option plan as agenda item 2 into its 1/2010 Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders .
The proposed stock option is to create unity among directors and employees in many locations of the company and its subsidia ries as one team, one company. With the
company’s significant growth at that time, there will be many new businesses and new teams to add to create more value. As in the past 2 ESOP scheme in year 2000 (DELTAW1) and year 2005 (DELTA-W2), providing directors and employees with additional incentives through the grant of warrants has been a proven effective tools in maintaining
and promoting loyalty as well as improvement of personal competency for continued success and growth of the Company.
This agenda item must be approved with not less tha n three-fourths of the votes of the shareholders attending the meeting and having the right to vote . On the other hand,
shareholders holding an aggregate number of shares exceeding 10 percent of the votes of shareholders attending the meeting mu st not oppose the offering of warrants to
the directors and employees of the Company and its subsidiaries under ESOP 2010. Finally, the objection of this Agenda item w as made by the amount of 117,875,122 votes,
representing 10.74% of the total votes of the shareholde rs attending the meeting, this Agenda item was disapproved. However, due to the company’s healthy growth, the
company keep studying ESOP
In addition to public information available at https://www.deltathailand.com/en/careers , Delta employee benefit has described in above table. The company provides employee compensation
and benefits that meet applicable laws, including industry -comparable wages, holidays with pay and legally stipulated welfare. In a ddition to standard life insurance and healthcare
(including disability and hospital admission), operative and executive staff are eligible for short -term and long-term incentives based on their years of service and ESG performance.
According to the 2016-2018 financial statement, the company’s provision for long-term employee benefits is set at an average of 3% of consolidated revenue (7% of basic salary). To
optimize benefit and maintain transparency, the jointly -establish fund has managed by TMB Bank Pub lic Company Limited. (Find 2018 Annual report page 119 and 164). As at December
2018, the weighted average duration of the liability for long -term employee benefit of the company and its subsidiaries is 9-21 years (Delta Thailand only : 13 years )

7. Freedom of Association
To respect the rights of the employees to associate on a voluntary basis, to organize labor unions and to
establish employee communication channels according to the local regulations.
According to Delta’s Human Right policy clause no. 1.6 The Company allows its employees the freedom to
associate or have affiliation with groups whose activities are not in conflict with the company’s code of ethics
and will not have negative consequences on the Company’s image or economic results. In the reporting period,
Delta supported various affinity groups activities ran by its employees. Sample of Delta affinity group’s key
activities happened in 2018.
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spring and to signify the victory of good over evil. Though
it is a Hindu festival, Delta employees who respect
Hinduism, Islam, Sikhism, Christianity, Buddhism, and so
on celebrate Holi such a vibrant and festive occasion
together.

Delta Credit Union Limited:, To boost up Happy money,
part of Happy workplace initiative, Delta supports credit
union offices and related facilities since Delta Credit Union
Paint for Good Deed by OOm Plaeng group: OOm plang

Limited’s registration in 2011. The organization complies

group founded by Delta’s engineers and technicians since

with The Coperative Act of Thailand B.E 2542. Since 2015,

2012. The name Oom Plaeng means “support the better

Delta Credit Union has recognized by the Cooperative

change”. When Delta brand has not renowned, the group

Audit Department as TOP 10 co-op in central Thailand

leader was asked for help by a temple in his hometown to

highest number of regular member records of 3,101

re-paint the building since the abbot misunderstanding that

members and reach approximately 3,200 members in

Athletic groups: Delta supports various athletic groups

Delta is the brand of paint manufacturer company.

2018.

founded by its employee according to happy workplace

However, this misunderstanding has guide the group to

and White factory guideline. Delta football, Volleyball,

additional opportunity to bring up volunteer spirit among

sepak takraw and running club has continuously supported

the members while maintain religious spirit in rural society.

by the company. The accomplishment of such support is
only employees’ health, but also the healthy relationship

After the first activity, the group had continuously helped

across the organization and industry. In 2018, Delta’s male

to paint other temples. 60 members from manufacturing -

and female volleyball team won first prize s from Bangpoo

orient functions pay their holidays in turn to paint over 10

Industry Society Leagues.

temples a year. All the resources used by this activ ity are
donated and voluntary supplies by the group’s participant.

Affiliation or association with a political group by the

To keep group’s outstanding result and strong action,

Company’s employee is regarded as a personal d ecision

Delta partially support the paint expense and arrange free

which is a personal right. The Company has no policy to

transportation to the group. In 2018, Oom Plaeng’s

support or associate itself with any political groups or

activities had shared in Happy Workplace Network’s

Hindi group in Delta India: India is a land where people of

parties at any level. Since the company start its operation

session and pursue over 10 additional members to join

different religions and cultures live in harmony and so as

in Thailand, none of political parties are allowed to run their

activity in Ratchaburi and Nan provinces.

our plant in Rudrapur (Uttarakhand). Holi Festival takes

political or election campaign at any Delta operation site

place across India each year to celebrate the arrival of

or on-line platform.
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8. Training opportunity
To ensure equal opportunity for employee development and provide job -related training to enhance employee capabilities and skills. The company aligns its employees capabilities with the
company’s innovation and eco-efficient operation, Delta keeps developing our employees’ both hard skills and soft skill. The company doesn’t not only keep focusing on deepening employees’ capability, but
also inspiring employees’ motivation and potential to fulfill continuous growth.

To realize organization’s long-term development and conquer future challenges, we provide a comprehensive and solid training platform to our employees. These training resources are distinguished into several
different approaches according to different strategies and goals. On one hand is to diminish the gap between individual contribution and organization’s need, on the other hand is to incubate core advantages

for business’s future transformation and environment challenges. According to level-based human delevelopment scheme 100% of our employee receiving regular performance and career development reviews
annually.
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2018 Training perform ance

In-house training hours 3

Unit

Male

Female

Total/
AVG

Statutory training:

Self-learning and experience-based

Provide a series of timely training according to statutory

learning

ho urs

38,114

80,263 118,377

● Salary-based workers

ho urs

31,233

17,907

49,140

● Daily wage workers

ho urs

6,880

62,357

69,237

requirement and RBA regulation. Every employee shall attend at

ho urs

6447

3608

10,056

least 1 hour annual training regarding to RBA regulation (including

Off-site learning hours

4

Total Training hours

ho urs

44,560

83,871 128,431

3

ho urs

38,113

80,263 143,694

- Salary-based workers

ho urs

31,233

20,914

52,147

- Daily wage workers

ho urs

29,190

62,357

91,547

6,447

3,608

10,056

46.0

21.5

● In-house training hours

4

● Off-site learning hours

Average training hours per total employee
● Average training hours for salary-based
worker

● Average training hours for daily-w age w orker

ho urs
ho urs
ho urs

17.39

2.34

13.6
19.7

ho urs

-

3

ho urs

38,114

80,263 118,377

- Salary-based workers

ho urs

31,233

17,907

49,140

- Daily wage workers

ho urs

6,880

62,357

69,237

ho urs

6447

3608

10,056

● In-house training hours

● Off-site learning hours

4

0

to uphold Human Right).
In 2018, 17,396 statutory training hours had recorded. Key
courses related to this category of training included training of
Labor Relation Act, Workmen’s Compensation Act, Labor
protection Act, Social Insurance Act and Responsible Buisness
alliance Code of Conduct.

Professional competency-based

training
Orientation :
Delta provide new employee a general understanding of code of
conduct, company regulation and policy aiming that employee in all
level will produce better work performance, provide better products
to customers, and observe laws and code of ethics to help uphold
the company assets, interests and image and contribute to the

Delta prepare employees for equipping qualified capability by
different segment, including Manufacturing related, Sales and
Marketing related, supporting related and managerial related
training programs. A training roadmap and a clear career
roadmap are also delivered to employee during performance
management cycle.

sustainable operation and development of the company.
In addition to ethic-related subjects, organization value and
sustainable development direction, environment and safety
regulations, employees’ rights, human rights, welfare and benefits,

hours of orientation had provided to Delta new employees.

Fundamental training:

Delta encourage our employees to attend advanced or continuing
studies, provide a sponsorship and flexible working hour program
for employees. Delta leverage Corporate and outside learning
platform to provide employees an open learning resources so that
employees can learn along with individual needs without time or

In 2018, advance skill and training course such as statistical

location limitation. Travel fare, accommodation expenses and meal

process control, why-why analysis and OHSAS18000 internal

allowance for supporting employee’s domestic and oversea

auditor courses had arranged to strengthen our expert in various

learning for each level of employees had clearly announced and

functions.

available on Delta’s intranet. With IT security practice, internet

Information security measures, had included into the orientation
program for 100% of new-hired employees. In 2018, 2,441 training

To boost up expert and professional pools in various functions,

Leadership competency-based
training

access authority had granted to Delta’s talent and specialists when
specific on-line learning channels required.
To ensure employee’s career development, Delta assess the

Design for front-end Research and Development leaders, entry-

various tools to 100% of our employees that companies use to

This type of training regards to computer skills, language skills

level supervisor, middle and high level manager. Focus on

measure individuals’ performance and to what extent these tools

and other interpersonal skills training to help employees perform

corporate’s strategic goals, core value and competency delivery

are applied throughout the organization.

in a decent manner.

aligned with Corporate Multi-language training programs is also
delivered.
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9. Health and Safety
To provide a safe and healthy working environment that is in accordance to the required safety and health regulations. Furthermore, we strive to establish and maintain an occu pational
health and safety management system that defines operational procedures and monitors the implementation of continuous impr ovements in the safety and health performance. The
company organizes internal occupational safety health and environment inspections carried out at each plant in accordance with the Ministerial Regulation on the Prescribing of
Standard for Administration and Management of Occupational Safety, Health and Environment B.E. 2549 (A.D.2006) which in-line with ILO’s Code of Practice on Recording and
Notification of Occupational Accidents and Diseases (Code of Practice) . Delta also organize cross-site audits conducted jointly by the OSH committee members and audit personnel
accordingly to formal agreement. Complete audit plans, the task force audits Environment, Safety and Health (ESH) documents, the results of risk assessments, Safety Health and
Environment control and operations, monitoring and measurements, as well as the work environment, wasted water quality, air q uality, noise level, lighting sufficiency, the equipment
and onsite operations, has implemented as due diligence to ensure OHSAS 18001 management system fulfilled.

Delta established various periodic activities and audits to ensure inclusive safety and well-being through our operation
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SHE Compliance
The Company complies with Ministerial Regulation on the Prescribing of Standard for Administration and
Management of Occupational Safety, Health and Environment B.E. 2549 (A.D.2006) ),

Environment

Management standard (ISO14001), occupational health and safety standards (OHSAS18001), standards
of the industrial sector (Responsible Business Alliance-RBA) by ensuring the safety and health standards
of food, water and overall employee well -being at the workplace. To ensure safety, health and environment
related negative impacts either for Delta employees or our surrounded community has systematically
mitigated, and reporting directly to the highest management in charge. 9, 438 employees in plants of Delta
Thailand (85% of Delta global workforce) is controlled by the organization that are represented by formal
joint management worker and Environment Health and Safety Management Representatives (EHSMR)
Committee.

This exclusive

committee consisting

of 61

employer,

employee and labor

union

representatives shall be established and measures implemented for the prevention, investigation, audit
and management of emergencies, work-related accidents, illnesses or injuries. The committee will also
implement safety procedures for risk-exposure processes, machinery and labor-intensive tasks.
The Company has safety officer in professional level

who had trained in human rights policy and

procedure to tracked injury frequency rate (IFR.) and Injury Severity Ra te (ISR.) the main safety and health
management indicators. Annual plan and targets for each plant have been set along with safety & health
audits, safety and health education, regular work environment inspections and improved information
exchange to effectively reduce the frequency of safety and health incidents.
Although no work-related disability and work-related fatality had report in 2015-2018, Delta strives to
reduce accidents to zero to meet our “Zero Accident” target in 2023.

The annual industrial safety

management goal of 2018 in Thailand, was Injury Frequency Rate < 0.5 and Injury Severity Rate (I.S.R))
< 6. The results for 2018 were I.F.R = 0.15 and I.S.R = 4.07 where standard target had met.g
In 2018, the total injury rate (including minor injury and fatality) was 0.51 cases per 1 million working
hours. There were 55 injury cases in 2018, increase from 46 cases in 2017. Of these beyond-first-aid 55
cases, 40 cases caused less than 3 days of work loss, 2 cases led to work loss of over 3 days and another
2 case of Delta female operators and 1 sub-contractors faced machine clamping and knife injury
respectively but not lost any body part . For the mentioned cases, Delta fully take responsibility in this
operator’s medical expense and his legal process as remedy action. Finally, the operator had received lost working day compensation from the Social Security Office accordingly.
The number of severe injuries cases (with work absence of 3 scheduled work days or more) declined by 25% or represented only 0.03% of total employees. No occupational disease
and fatality cases at work were recorded for Delta employees, subcontractors and other related workers.
Analysis of the major reasons for failing to fulfill preset goals as well as avoid r epeat occurrence revealed that the number of days for employees on industrial injury leave was longer
than expected. To help employees recover quickly from injuries with a reasonable number of days for industrial injury leave, the company will reinforce its re-examination mechanism
while employees are on industrial injury leave and will include the number of leave days as part of periodic follow -ups.
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Targeted accident prevention audits are also implemented at the plants for special or

instruments. To relief these man-made failures, Delta embed following measures into its

critical equipment. Examples include electrical safety audits using thermal imaging to

routine operation.

check for the potential electrical hazards, soldering pots, chemical use, surface mount
technology (SMT) equipment, specialist equipment, ventilation equipment, contractors’

1.

was 46% of our total training hours. 65,177 OSH-related training hours had

specialist operations such as cranes and fire, RBA - OSH execution, and other specialist

provided to our employees which 4, 399 hours increased from 60,778 in 2017

checks. The Executive Directors on each site also convene monthly OSH meetings to

and 11,584 hours in 2016. 20:80 is the ratio of work instruction and specific

review OSH performances. On top of daily 6Ss Safety audits are performed on a yearly

training hours recorded. The company realized that the higher injury severity rate

basis. Departments found with deficiencies are asked to analyze the causes and improve.

caused by machinery-related activity. Hence, intensive courses of work

Auditors confirm improvement results in subsequent follow -up audits.

2
High-technical
safety o fficer

instruction; for instance, 8,671 hours of training coursed of overhead crane

5 690 236 15 948
P ro fessio nal
safety o fficer

Superviso ry
safety o fficer

Executive safety
o fficer

Training: In 2018, Occupational safety and health and work instruction trainings

Full-time safety
o fficer

operation, Print circuit board cutting machine operation, trimming and stamping
machine operation had organized to ensure employees’ sufficient knowledge and
awareness of hazardous at their work.

To tal

In addition to the company’s new staff

orientation and in-house training, 1,107 hours of public course of ergonomics in

workplace, radiation management, advanc e occupational safety officer; for

Delta's occupational security personnels

instance, had provided to enhance Delta’s OHS standards.
At the monthly interplant safety and health meetings, representatives from each plant
discuss incidents related to employees, analyze the reasons and propose improvements

2.

Improper work place and process management : 6S audit, workstation safety,
personal protection equipment and operator’s readiness checkup has carried out

or engineering changes to prevent incidents in the future. In addition, Based on Thailand’s

daily in operation morning talk. In addition to regular OSH committee meetings,

Social Security Office’s guideline of injury data collection, 8 major types of injury had

the OSH department uses the company intranet and suggestion boxes to convey

recorded by Delta in 2018.

OSH messages to the employees and boost the exchange of OSH information in

2016

2017

a timely manner. Employee feedback on OSH issues is also collected and

2018

Male

Female

TTL

Male

Female

TTL

Male

Female

TTL

studied. We hope that the creation of a smooth, two -way communication channel

Electrocuted

2%

2%

3%

2%

2%

5%

0%

0%

0%

will help increase employee safety awareness and involvement and in turn, help

Knife

8%

14%

22%

9%

7%

16%

10%

6%

15%

Machinery

2%

10%

12%

7%

23%

30%

8%

37%

44%

Slip, trip, fall

3%

8%

12%

7%

9%

16%

4%

8%

12%

ensure the safety and health of all the employees.
3.

Human failure resulting from insufficient knowledge and improper work condition.

10%

15%

25%

0%

11%

11%

2%

6%

8%

To ensure our employees are awareness of all initial policies and procedures and

Transportation

3%

8%

12%

0%

5%

5%

0%

8%

8%

kept aware of any changes on a formal basis, create feedback loop and continual

Fire and heat

0%

3%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2%

8%

10%

7%

11%

18%

8%

6%

13%

improvement and a safer workplace, Delta Environment and Occupational Health

Others

Chemical

and Safety Management Representative Committees initiated various activities
in 2018. In parallel, the company’s Happy Workplace activities and other affinity

Due to Zero accident target and 2015-2018 collective statistics, electrocuted and fire and

groups activities help to release the operato rs’ stress. The result of these

heat injury had successfully eliminated in 2018. Most significant risks for Delta employees,

activities reflect in better trend of reported case.

subcontractors and workers were 2 major causes; working with machine and knife
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Emergency and Recovery Plan
Due to the changing context of the world and business, precaution of all the possible emergency case is to ensure well -being of our employees and those who work at our site including
business continuity. Delta is spotting, allocating resource and plan preventive action for hazards from potential emergencies which include fire , accident, chemical spill & chemical
waste, explosion, flood, labor strike, earthquake, tsunami, sabotage and terrorism, hurricane, depression, thunderclap, radiation spill and plague. To eval uate, remove and control
these risks before any possible harm, Preparedness Procedure has established as regulation and legislation for preventing To localize any emergencies that may arise and if possible

eliminate them; (b) to minimize the harmful effects of an emergency on people, property and the environment.According to the company’s public Human Right policy, Delta factories
in Thailand has fully incorporated human rights principles, namely RBA’s Code of Ethics and ILO’s labor standards , into the Company’s operations and developed our human rights
policy based on the UN’s Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights – UNGP.

2018 Emerging issue
According to Delta’s Environment, Safety and Health Policy, Delta commit to identifies and manages environmental, safety and health risks to create a work environment that promotes
personnel health and prevents occupational injuries and disease. In spite of our serious action to control on its emission discharged to mitigate global warming and rapid urbanization ,
Delta experienced the rising PM2.5 pollution situation in Bangkok in 2018. The SMOG pollution possibly impact to our employees’ health and safety which could be able to enlarge to
our productivity, on-time delivery and even our recognition.
In parallel with emergency preparedness and
response plan, Delta implements business
recovery plan for business continuity. Though
the pollution issue in 2018 pass without any
impact to our employee’s health nor Delta’s
operation,

the

company

prepares

5-year

roadmap to prepare the organization to be
ready for such issue. This roadmap includes
focusing

on

science-based

study,

disseminating eco-efficient practice to the
company’s

stakeholders,

setting

routine

environment-related inspection and additional
performance

indication

to

be

report

in

Sustainable Development Committee. From the SMOG pollution issue, Delta found new business opportunity “Uno”, air quality sensor, which response to social emergency needs. The
emerged climate change impact leads to change in demographic behavior and new business segment for Delta. Instead of wearing protecting mask when the pollution matter, citizen
in metropolitan and manufacturing intensity area require their health security. By close monitoring to pollution -related factors such as humidity, temperature, total volatile organic
compounds and quantity of PM 2.5; user will be able to forecast pollution situation in their area leading to proper preparation to save themselves.
For additional information, suggestion and complaints on environment, health and safety issue; our Environment, health and safety team is ready to help at OHSC@deltaww.com
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Eco-friendly habit cultivation
Delta corporate social responsibility commitment does
not mean only natural resources saving in our operation
process, but also our the devotion to the progress of
human culture and technology, the development of
society and the economy, as well as the sustainable
development of the Earth and its environment.
From manufacturing-based practices, the result of our
sustainable practice had embedded into every single
actions at Delta in both organization and individual level.

1. Eco-friendly work environment
Delta’s work environment and facilities are not only
managed for employee’s safety, health and well -being,
we also manage our work environment to minimize waste
and pollution which may occur from our daily personal
life too.

Green purchasing products and services that cause
minimal adverse environmental impacts. It incorporates
human health and environmental concerns into the search
for high quality products and services at competitive
prices. In 2018, 59% of 194 million baht of our spending
solar power and burn in recycling system, 20% was spent
for energy star computing devices and testing equipment,
11% spent for high efficiency chiller while another 9%
had spent for paper from responsible sources and
process, green printing ink, eco-friendly cleaning agent
and LED lighting.
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employees while SD committee and the company played

April 21, 2018 - Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. provided

supporting role for sundry facilitations backup. Following

volunteer

are sample of key activities to extend usage of stuff in

multipurpose sports stadium at the Samut Prakarn School.

collaborative manner.

Founded in 1883, the public school is a key educational

labor

and

materials

to

paint

a

covered

institution in Samutprakarn province that offers junior high
school and high school education to 3,250 students.
The renovation project gives students a new place to
enhance learning experiences, improve health and boost
well-being through sports and physical education. In
addition, the stadium will serve as a venue for community
activities during school holidays

On June 5, 2018, Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL.
announced its Green Meeting Initiative to employees on
the United Nations (UN) June 5 World Environment Day.
This year people around the world strive to change their
everyday lives to reduce plastic pollution for the 2018
theme-

“Beat

Plastic

Pollution”.

Delta’s

Sustainable

Development (SD) Team announced the non-compulsory
Delta Eco-Friendly Meeting Guideline to minimize the
environmental impact of company meetings.

January 16, 2018 Mr. Thanayot Samanvorakij, Delta
Component

Senior

Engineer,

leads

Delta

employee

representatives to distribute approximately 700 donated
calendars to over 60 students at SDCB. Inspired by Delta’s
passion in a green future for all, Delta employees have
organized annual volunteer activities on their own initiative
that extend eco-efficient consciousness beyond their work

The guideline gives recommendations for ev ent hosts and

and to the community. This activity was a visible way for

participants

Delta to demonstrate its employees’ eco-friendly and social

in

the

areas

of

accommodation

and

transportation; food and drinks; conference venues and

care

facilities; and support for local communities. Delta also

resources and transportation.

mindset.

Delta

supported

its

volunteers

gives actionable recommendations to support the UN’s

with
November 2018 Initiated by Sustainable Development (SD)
Week organize on annual basis, over 2 tons of Delta

goal to free communities from over-reliance on plastic

employees’ used personal stuffs in good condition had

disposables.

passed over to Yuvabaddhana Foundation. The donated

2. Extension of stuff useful life

stuff will be categorized and sold at Pun-Gun shops. The

Next to transparency, eco-efficient lifestyle turns to be

gained money will handed over to poor students to support

everyone’s norm at Delta. We realized decline trend of

their education fund. From simple initiative to our culture,

cash donation request to SD Committee while the trend of

SD Week and New Year Festival has emphasized the

circular economy initiative to optimize stuff usage was

genuine meaning

higher. Various activities had initiated and run by our

2017.
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of

“Season of Giving” at Delta since

3. Regeneration of natural systems

near Delta’s major operation sites. This information is

sustain

presented

collaboration from business and local c ommunities.

without

any

right

of

ownership.

All

th e

information in this booklet is from Wikipedia, the world’s
largest free online encyclopedia, to be used as reference
for the Delta Group’s sustainable development study and
performance

improvement

on

natural

resource

management tracking.

coastal

ecosystem

and

biodiversity

with

4. Sharing best practices
Employee Relation Internal communication is vital for
Delta as it enables exchange of information within our
organization. Information sharing can also foster a
healthy relationship between two or various parties and
improve our business performance across the board.
Delta Thailand’s labor union was established in 1998 to
represent its employees and to encourage effective
information exchange between Delta’s Employees and
Management through various communication channel s.

This approach does not only promote the participation of
In addition to well-managed integrative process, location

multiple parties in collaboratively solving issues, but it

and

also strengthens our unity and contributes to our growth.

transporation,

water

efficiency,

energy

and

atmosphere, material and resources, indoor environment
quality, innovation and regional priority, Sustainable site is
another significant factor that drive Delta to the first
manufacturing factory with LEED EBOM certified From
LEED standard, Delta had learned importance of native

plants that provide shelter and food. On the other hand,
native plants are the determining factor for what local
birds, insects, and animals can live within the community.
During 2017-2018, Delta replaced its ornament plants by
local plants. Turf area had limited to 25% of the total
vegetated onsite area.
Though

the

company

Since Delta’s headquarter is based in Samutprakarn, one
of the coastal provinces located alond the Gulf of Thailand.
We are well aware that mangrove forests are highly diverse
coastal ecosystems that that play a crucial role as a
nursery for marine life, thus ensuring bountiful fishing in
the future. Without waste water from our production
process discharged to public water basin and well -control
of emission, the company collaborate with Bangpoo
Industrial Estate to reforest Bangpoo coastal mangrove
forest yearly.

does

not

use

water

as

its

manufacturing factor, our awareness of water conserv ation
had raised frequently by our investors. In 2018, the
company had consolidates information about the rivers

Delta uses Intranet to communicate with the Employees
via our internal portal where information about Delta
including its subsidiaries and Delta Group in both local
language and English can be accessed and speedy top -

down information transfer is possible. In addition to the
Company’s information, Employees can find out about
latest announcements, policies, updates, good practices,
code of ethics, guidelines and specific technical
information for self-learning on the Intranet. For the
convenience of our Employees, Delta’s Office Automation
(OA system) is accessible through our Intrane t to provide

In 2018, 18 Delta employees joined 1,300 participants to

an easy-to-access platform for various types of employee

reforest Avicennia alba at Bangpoo Recreation Center .

benefits offered, such as leave requisition, medical

Bangpoo Induatrial Estate organize this activity annually to

expense reimbursement and travel claim.
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In addition, since 2016 the company has established its
official Facebook page and official Youtube channel to be
alternative communication channels for the company’s
personnel and our business related parties which can be
easily accessed. ESG stories, business move, events and
CSR activities can be access easily by our internal and

external stakeholders. From 1 January to 31 December
2018), our facebook posts reached 15,055 organic
reaches by our employee and stakeholders.

The same communication theme had applied to digital
sustainable development (SD) panels located at various
path to work stations. In addition to Delta friends’ SD related practices and performances, digit al SD panel had
utilized for sharing the others’ responsible practices both
in domestic and international level. Vedios of global eco friendly movements, social actions and simple method to
reduce

environmental

footprints

had

inspired

non -

computer-user employees.
With NovoDS Studio, Delta’s own cloud-based digital
signage solutions, non-computer-user employees can
To boost up non-office employee’s participation, Delta

learn of global eco-friendly milestones, best practices and

separate CSR board from general announcement boards in

tons of how-to available on open sources. Stories of

2018. With classy design, proper locations including

electronic waste recycling, PM 2.5 cause and effects,

photos with simple captions; latest activity, statistics,

design for the dump, importance of renewable energy and

awards, projects, global CSR trend and simple but

waste categorization; for instance, had shared through the

effective practices had communicate to all level of

platform to raise operators’ awareness without any

passerby. Our employees are encouraged to suggest a nd

violation to any intellectual properties.

report their activities by using this channel.
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In addition to one-way communication, periodical face-toface activities like Safety Week and SD week had organized
more frequent. In 2018, SD team initiate DETtalk activity

to encourage our employee to share their simple ideas for
a better tomorrow to their friends. The 5 finalists did their
speech in person for the judge panels ad 80 audiences on
9 November 2018 at DET5 conference hall. The speech
time limit was 10-15 minutes. There are no restrictions for
media or presentation methods during the speech.
To

amplify

the

impact

of

the

speaker’s

first-hand

experiences, videos of the finalists had posted on the Delta
Thailand Facebook account. The clip’s number of Likes (1
point) and Shares (5 points) will be included with the
judges’ final score. The 5 videos had published on Delta
Thailand’s Facebook had reached 11,992 times, 3,057
engagement, 1,009 shares and 1,900 likes in 3 days.
Meanwhile,

the

same

clips

broadcasted

on

Delta

Thailand’s Youtube channel had view 731 times in 3 days.

Employee Retention
latest study employee retention rate is significantly relative

In spite of competitive turnover rate compared to industry

to the company’s strong return of human capital rate at 6.5

peers at 5.3 in 2018, Delta keeps monitoring the reason

in average in past 3 years.

why our employees made their decision to go.

While Delta works over its fair employment policy and
various program to ensure our skilled personnel with eco efficient awareness will be with us in long term, Delta

In 2018, 95.3% of leavers are voluntary turnover. As every

organize the first Global Employee Engagement Survey in
2018. With 100% coverage, the standard method survey

In 2018, 1,935 employees or 50% of Delta Thailand’s

had conducted by renowned external consultancy to

global staff had actively engaged. Ratio of male to female

provide independent and fair analysis.

of participant were 70:30 accordingly to staff’s gender
diversity proportion. These staffs’ year of service had

From basic survey regarding Delta Thailand’s employees’
satisfaction on their work environment infrastructure which
cover 28% of global employee in 2014 and 70 since 2016
, Delta expand the survey coverage to its subsidiary in
Slovakia, India and South East Asia business units to meet

considered as selection criterion as well. 1,238 employee’s
feedbacks corresponded to 64% response rate which was
in line with participation rate of large enterprises based on
the standards of the consultancy company’s advice to the

employees’ understanding in the company and emplo yee’s
value, ideals and team-work which reflect their willingness
to stay with us in long-term. For timely response to
employee’s expectation, Delta plan to conduct this survey

reason

of

leaving

does

matter

for

effective

management of human resources, 2018 exit interview
information had collected accordingly. When over 50

years-old retired levers and headcount of dismissal for
disciplinary reasons is not considered, 95.3% of our
leavers are voluntary. From exit interview in 2018 , It is
found that 23% of our employees enjoy the company’s fair
early retirement program. Another 18% found their
potential from gained knowledge and experiences, they

analysis.

100% coverage in 2018.

The objective of the survey had adj usted to realize its

single

challenges themselves with new career and their own
From 4 point scale plus 1 NA scoring system, Top 3 most

business. 30% of leavers made decision to back to

favorable and least favorable areas including in-depth

hometown and take care of their family, 25% continue their

analysis

Sustainable

study for higher degree while 4% of this group of leavers

result

need time for taking care of their health issues.

had

Development

reported
Committee.

to

the

CEO,

Thereafter,

the

had

discussed and followed up closely by Delta’s executives.

every 2 year to retain our healthy retention rate. From our
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Inclusive well-being
Delta Thailand, as an active corporate citizen, carries specialism of making smarter and greener life
on its social responsibilities through various CSR activities, projects, and pr ograms which our catering
to the needs of its stakeholders. In addition to continuous effort to take care of its customers,

employees, suppliers, creditors, societies and environment simultaneously with fair competition to our
competitors accordingly to the Company’s Fair Treatment Policy; Delta Thailand broaden our effort to
enrich its corporate citizenship in equivalent view and extended view accordingly to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals guidance. Hence, the Company’s CSR activities has developed, m ore impact to
larger group of stakeholder and more in -line with external society’s directions.
In 2018, Delta management and SD team have realized that the years of efforts invested in SD have
reached a milestone especially with the recognition by D owjone Sustainability Indicies’ outstanding
assessment results. Therefore, Delta has derived a more focused strategy that will align our corporate
mission and brand promise (Smarter. Greener. To agether. with all of the company’s SD endeavors. This
will ensure a clear and consistent message and action reaching and influencing every level of employees
in the company.
To amplify our effort to mitigate global agenda of climate change, Delta disseminate its innovation to
and eco-efficient operation expertise to navigate greener communities by make it ; Smarter- Creating
innovations that will benefit the society and environment; Greener - energy and environmental
conservation and; Together- actively work with our stakeholders for a better tomorrow.
Quality education, affordable and clean energy, industry innovation and infrastructure, responsible
consumption and production and partnership to sustainability had taken as our prioritized goals based
on our core competence. In 2018 Delta Thailand contributed approximately 8.75 million Baht which
decreased from 15.4 million Baht in 2017 as measured by the London Benchmarking Group (LBG)
guidelines .
57% of the reported amount had contributed to the local and national communities to enhance industry
innovation, eco-efficient living and climate action initiatives. This is made up of 3% cash donations,
(charitable and other donations), and 54% non-cash donations, (which include employee time, in kind
donations, and certain management costs). Full list of our 2018 philanthropic programs is available at
https://bit.ly/2lmbW44
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Participation and Membership
Delta Thailand’s total contributions and spending for association memberships in 2018 was 159,000 THB 85% of the spending goe s to business related associations while 15% goes
to governance, leadership enhancement and sustainable development related associations. Major purpose of these spending is to exchange and advocate emerging trend, climate
change and innovation issues and sustainable development matter.
Type of
spending

-

-

▲

▲

-

24,610

24,610

24,610

24,610

24,610

Thai Photovoltaic Association)

▲

-

-

-

-

▲

▲

▲

-

5,000

5,000

-

-

-

3

Electricity Vehicle Association of Thailand

▲

-

-

-

-

▲

▲

▲

-

10,000

10,000

-

-

-

4

Thai Automotive Institute

▲

-

-

-

▲

▲

▲

▲

-

100,000

-

-

-

-

5

Thai Listed Company Association

▲

-

-

-

▲

▲

▲

▲

-

7,000

7,000

7,000

7,000

7,000

6

Thai Institute of Directors

▲

-

-

-

▲

▲

▲

▲

-

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

7

Thai IoT Association

▲

-

-

-

▲

▲

▲

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

SDG-Friendly Business (with Thaipat Institution)

▲

-

-

-

▲

▲

▲

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

Happy workplace Network

▲

-

-

-

-

▲

▲

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Thai Breastfeeding Center Foundation

▲

-

-

-

-

▲

▲

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

158,610

58,610

43,610

43,610

43,610

2

10

Total contributions and other spending

Others

▲

Thai Chamber of Commerce

Routine
membership due

-

1

Member

-

Name

participate in
projects or
committees

Trade association

-

Item

Management
Role

Tax exemption

Contribution and other Spending (Thai Baht)

Politic

Organizational
level role

Business

Membership purpose

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Remark:
1. Delta member fee expenses systematically recorded in SAP system.
2. Delta's payment and reimbursement system module s had design in accordance with Thai Financial Reporting Standard (revised 2017) aligning with the corresponding International
Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS).
3. None of these amounts had paid for lobbying, interest representation or similar purposes.
4. Delta does not have any payment to local, regional or nati onal political campaigns / organizations / candidates.
5. All the stated organization locates in Thailand where Delta generate 7 2% of Delta Thailand Group total revenue.
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We learn and Share
According to our commitment to invest innovation and

awareness of energy and environment conservation. The

March

research, develop intellectual property rights, and devote

program targets elementary students nearby Delta’s Bang

welcomed 40 delegates from the Metropolitan Electricity

ourselves

and

Poo factory, some of whom are Delta employees’ children.

Authority

technology, the development of society and the economy,

In 2018, with strong support from 64 Delta (accumulated

headquarters, a LEED Gold certified Green Building, at

as well as the sustainable development of the Earth and its

116 ) volunteers, 5,516

students from 7 schools had

Samutprakarn. The MEA is a state enterprise under

environment, Delta has perform various activities to

educate; Wat Klong Kao School, Eamsuree School, Wat

Thailand’s Ministry of Interior that supplies municipal

disseminate what we’ve learned from our long journey in

Tamru Mittaphap Thi 65 School, Piboonpachaban School,

electricity to the Bangkok Metropolitan Area.

ITC

Wat Prackasa School, Praksawited School and Nakdee

to

Industry.

the

On

progress

the

of

contrary,

human

Delta

culture

realized

that

communities sustain innovation because as they share
ideas they can mutate and grow, especially at they adapt
to new conditions. From both business and non-business

simple visits, projects and discussion, we have learned
what we can do more to balance our passion for betterment
with the communities’ requirement.

8,

2018(MEA)

Delta

Electronics

Bangkok

head

(Thailand)
office

to

PCL.
Delta

The main aim for MEA’s visit was to seek partnership with

Anusorn School.

Delta to boost market demand for renewable and clean
In 2018, the program created 11,032 training hours. In
addition

to

quantitative

measurement,

simple

questionnaire has designed to get qualitative achievement
from participated student feedback. The impressive result
from 359 students sampling size at confidence interval 5
expresses

that

93

%

of

participated

students

will

disseminate the gained knowledge to their family and

energy in Thailand, collaborate on an MEA smart-grid
project and explore Delta clean energy products and
solutions in-depth. Mr. Kittisak Ngoenngokngam, Delta
SEA Business Director, led the delegation headed by Mr.
Jumpote Himacharoen. MEA Director of Research and
Development Division, on a company tour that showcased
Delta green solutions including Delta solar inver ters used

friends, 91% will adopt the gained knowledge to their daily

in the plant’s rooftop PV energy system and the EV charger

life and overall satisfaction is 96%.

in the company parking area.
Delta and MEA then discussed specific Delta solutions that
curb pollution and reduce energy consumption including
Delta Ultra Fast Charger 150kw, the company’s flagship
EV charging station model, and the Delta Energy Storage
System (ESS) with Delta Power Conditioning System (PCS)
solution that offers top power efficiency.

Delta Electronics (Thailand) Public Company Limited,
develop Delta Energy Education Program (DEEP) to build
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March 30, 2018- Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL.

March 17-18, 2018- Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. held

May 4, 2018- Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. welcomed

welcomed a Thailand Automotive Institute (TAI) delegation,

the Delta Industrial Automation Camp 2018 for st udents

the Ministry of Digital Economy and Society (MDES)

with 25 instructors from the campuses of Automotive

from top Thai universities at the Delta Training Center,

delegation to the Delta headquarters at Samutprakarn. The

Industry Technical College (AITC), to see Delta’s latest EV

Chachoengsao. Delta hosted the training camp to bolster

MDES’s current vision is to encourage Thailand’s industry

technology at the company’s Samutprakarn headquarters.

the Delta-sponsored Thai teams’ performance at the Delta

sectors to use digital technology to drive the country’s

The TAI is Thailand’s leading organization for automotive

Cup 2018.

economy and society within the next five years. Dr. Pichet

and auto parts industry development with a focus on
environment-friendly

business,

ecosystems

and

modernization.

The Thai teams that are qualified by the Delta Cup
Committee to compete will face fierce competition from
elite engineering student teams from Taiwan, China, India

Durongkaveroj, Ministry of Digital Economy and Society
Minister, and seven delegates to explore h ow Delta’s smart
green solutions can support the MDES’s strategic goals of
Smart Network, Smart Government, Smart Business and

The main aim of the TAI delegation’s visit was to explore

and

Delta’s best-in-class EV products and technology and the

Automation Design Contest held during July 24 -26 at

company’s advanced automotive production.. The visit to

Wujiang, China. Delta Thailand’s business associate, Delta

After the tour, the visitors explored Delta’s extensive

Delta’s headquarters and automotive production inspired

Electronics Inc. organizes the annual Delta Cup contest, in

product and solutions portfolio at the compan y showroom

the TAI delegation to plan improvements to their education

collaboration with China’s Ministry of Education, to serve

that can seamlessly integrate for Smart City applications.

syllabus and student career development programs. Delta

as an international platform for students to showcase their

Delta and MDES then held an open discussion. Dr. Pichet

collaborates

development

innovative automation inventions. The three categories for

said the Thai government’s key focus is to boost innovation

Thailand’s EV sector with industry seminars and donation

the Delta Cup 2018 are Smart Robots, Smart Machine and

and training for skilled manpower needed to usher in the

its state-of-the-art DC and AC EV chargers to the TAI

Smart Manufacturing for Industry 4.0.

Thailand

with

the

TAI

to

promote

Vietnam

in

the

contest’s

5th

Delta

Advanced

Smart People in Thailand.

4.0

government

Technology and Innovation Learning Center for EVs.

era.

He

policies

acknowledged
requires

that

sustainable

enacting
talent

development and expressed his appreciation for the Delta
Automation Academy and Delta Cup programs that focus
on driving innovation and fostering talent at top Thai
universities.
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July 10, 2018-Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. welcomed
over 100 suppliers and representatives of companies in the
Bangpoo

Industrial

Estate

to

an

open

house

and

investment seminar at its Samutprakarn headquarters. The
special event was an opportunity to showcase Delta’s

solutions. Mr. Johnny Tam, Delta’s Senior Business

Hsieh Shen-yen, Delta President, welcomed H.E. Mr. Shiro

Development Director, welcomed the delegation led by Dr.

Sadoshima, Japanese Ambassador to Thailand, and the

Chairat Panthuraamphorn, CEO of Samitivej and BNH

embassy delegation to the company headquarters in

Group to the company’s Bangpoo headquarters.

Samutprakarn.

Delta management took the

The aim of the Japan Embassy visit was to establish cordial

delegation to see the

company’s highly automated production lines and the wide

relations

with

array of energy saving building solutions used around the

collaboration. Mr. Johnny Tam, Delta’s Senior Business

LEED-certified green building. Delta managers highlighted

Development Director, introduced Delta and highlighted

how the company integrates energy-saving solutions for

the company’s energy-saving solutions for smart factories

elevators and HVAC systems with building automation

and

control software to make a more efficient and comfortable

management led the ambassador and his delegation to

green building.

tour the company’s highly automated production lines,

green

Delta

buildings.

and

explore

Next,

Mr.

opportunities

Hsieh

and

for

Delta

energy-efficient data center and innovative rooftop solar

smart green operations to its business associates and offer

The visitors then explored Delta’s extensive portfolio of

global opportunities at the company’s new manufacturing

products and solutions including ventilation and building

plant in Krishnagiri, Tamil Nadu .

automation products and solutions used by top Thai

Delta’s industrial automation team explained to the

property developers.

delegation how the company integrates its automation

energy system.

controls and devices in its Delta Smart Production system.
Finally, the delegation explored Delta’s extensive portfolio
of

products

companies.

August

9,

2018-

Delta

Electronics

(Thailand)

PCL.

welcomed a group from Samitivej Hospitals to explore
Delta’s energy saving solutions and building automation

September 13, 2018- Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL.
welcomed the Japan Embassy in Thailand to explore
Delta’s green energy and smart factory solutions. Mr.
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and

solutions

used

by

leading

global

December 8, 2018- Delta Electronics (Thailand) PCL. held

The company donated its industrial cloud router as part of

a ceremony to award scholarships and internships to

the control solution which operates in Bangpoo.

outstanding Thai students at Delta’s headquarters at

April

Bangpoo Industrial Estate. The fresh round of talent
development

comes

as

part

of

Delta’s

innovation

Pakdoungjan,

Delta

Delta

Electronics

(Thailand)

PCL.

Global Utilities Services Company Ltd. (GUSCO) Head

funds to more Thai engineering students.
Youngyut

2018-

Industrial Estate’s Director, and Ms. Nantawadee Kitisri,

incubation program expansion which offers training and

Mr.

19,

welcomed Mr. Tada Soontonphan, Office of Bangpoo

Office’s Operations Manager, with 17 delegates from IEAT
Resource

and Gusco to the company’s Samutprakarn headquarters.

Development Director, hosted students and professors

Human

Mr. Anusorn Muttaraid, Delta Executive Director, opened

from Chulalongkorn University, Kasetsart University, King

the donation ceremony to present Delta’s industrial cloud

Mongkut’s Institute of Technology , K ing Mongkut’s

water pump control solutions as a contribution to the

Institute of Technology, Ladkrabang and King Mongkut’s

Bangpoo Industrial Estate’s Eco Green Netwo rk. In 2016,

University of Technology (Thonburi and North Bangkok

Delta joined the network, which includes the IEAT Bangpoo

campuses). Students taking part in the program prepared

and 352 companies, to synergize environment protection

an engineering project of products or solutions to meet

efforts

social needs and deliver on the Delta brand promise:

government and private sectors to mitigate the impact of

Smarter. Greener. Together.

floods and other natural disasters.

At the ceremony, participants presented their projects to

At the donation ceremony, Mr. Kasemson Kreuatorn,

Delta’s judging panel of senior management and technical

Delta’s Senior Regional Manager for industrial automation,

specialists from various fields including business strategy,

gave a detailed presentation of how Delta’s industrial cloud

R&D and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) solutions. The

and

boost

the

collaboration

between

the

router and its DIACloud service offer a precise monitoring

market

As part of its commitment to the community, Delta

and control solution for pump stations in the Bangpoo

applications including aged care products and agricultural

leverages its innovation to respond to social needs. The

Industrial Estate’s canal network to counter flooding. After

production solutions. The Delta judging panel awarded four

rapid urbanization in the coastal Bangpoo and Praksa

the ceremony, Delta managers gave the visitors a tour of

students with a oneyear internship contract, a cert ificate

areas have disrupted the water flow in the local canal

the

of achievement and a 100,000 THB scholarship. In

network. In 2015, unseasonal rainfall brought on by climate

highlighted the company’s green products and solut ions in

addition, nineteen students received a certificate and a

change caused floods in the Export Zone of the Bangpoo

its showroom. In addition, the delegation visited an IEAT

20,000 THB scholarship .

Industrial Estate. To address this issue, Delta proposed an

water pump station in Bangpoo to see Delta’s industrial

innovative industrial cloud water pump control solution,

cloud solution in operation.

winning

products

and

solutions

had

real

which includes design, hardware, software and service.
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company’s

rooftop

solar

energy

solutions

and

Your satisfaction, our pride
Paradigm shift in sustainability requirement turns to be a
new normal for long-term business relationship. From the
changing scenario of global business, 4Ps (Product, Price,
Place

and

Promotion)

are

not

sufficient

customer

satisfaction and loyalty.
Plenty of non-financial dialogues between Delta and its
world-class customers had opened in recent year. In 2018,
Delta’s sales representative and Sustainable Development
Office receives a numbers of questionnaire from the

.

company’s customer. Code of conduct, Anti -corruption
progress, human rights in supply, hazardous substance

General Motors Supplier Quality Excellence Award ; for

control and environmental management; for instance, had

instance, can be concretely illustrate Delta’s effort to

repeatedly engaged by our customers.

response

and

technology

but

also

in

social

and

environmental inclusiveness to meet expectation.

Our outstanding customer satisfaction rate correlates with
our high customer retention and lifetime value (LTV)*. From

the standpoint of customer satisfaction, Delta gains from
value-add to its core competencies, including costeffectiveness, low service requirements, partnerships for

In 2018, Delta conducted Customer Satisfaction survey by

sustainability and business that generates referrals for

using on-line questionnaire to ensure our business really

business growth. To help maintain its steady business

suit our customer’s needs. The candidates had select

growth, Delta has tracked the annual customer retention

accordingly to their contribution percentage of Delta’s 43%

rate of its top 20 clients since 2014. During this reporting

sales revenue in the reporting cycle. The survey help to

period, the company’s annual customer retention rate was

reflect the customer satisfaction level on the company’s

an impressive 85%.

With 72% response rate, the 2018 customer

satisfaction survey showed that customer rated high

award

Over

the

years

Delta

Automotive

has

continuously

improved its performance in quality and delivery. Delta
Automotive Plant Cross Functional Team (CFT) received a
Certificate of Recognition for “Excellent teamwork to drive
quality improvement with 100% Problem Reporting and
Resolution (PRR) reduction from Y2016” from General
Motors (Thailand) Ltd. Mr. Thawatpong Romkaew, Delta
Automotive Quality Manager, also received a Certificate of
Recognition as “Key person to drive quality system
improvement and lead quality review during GM Vehicle

Launch”. Following the certificate, Delta Automotive met
the criteria to win the coveted General Motors Supplier

product, service and business ethics, etc. in different
aspect.

The

to develop onboard charging modules (OBCM) since 2007.

Agility and Teamwork accordingly to our corpo rate culture

product

requirement.

valued business partners. Delta has been work ing with GM

force for all the factors, including Innovation, Quality,

driven to foster worldclass standard level not just in

customer’s

recognizes the achievements of General Motors (GM)

Customer satisfaction is positioned as the central driving

all Delta family aim for. As a result, Delta is constantly

to

Remark:*

Due

to

customer’s

privacy

and

confidentia lity

agreement, Delta is not allow to publicly disclose this information

satisfaction 84% while moderate satisfaction 16%.
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Quality Excellence Award.
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Independent Limited Assurance
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About the report
Delta Electronic (Thailand) Public Company Limited or “Delta Thailand” or “Delta”s disclosures annually disclose its Sustainable Development report to transparently communicate our
continuous effort to ensure our stakeholder mutual benefit. Since our first stand -alone Sustainable development report launched with GRI -G4 standard in 2016, the company keep
improve the accuracy of the report until our previous release with GRI Standard in June 2018 .

Reporting cycle
Annually, in June, Delta Thailand’s annual performance of economic, social, environmental and related achievements between Ja nuary 1 s t and December 31 th of 2018.

Coverage
Delta’s fiscal year is from January to December. The report therefore co vers performance over 1 year period, in accordance with the methodology used in Delta’s 2018 consolidated
financial statements that covered a 12 -month period. The scope of this report includes Delta and its subsidiaries in Thailand and its overseas subsidiaries and associates in India and
Slovakia whose nature of business are manufacturing and assembly factories. Social and Environmental performance was consolidated from 7 factories in said 3 countries.

Reporting standard
This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards: Core Option in both Thai and English. The material issues of this report has been selected as per the Company’s
stakeholders’ feedback via our on-line questionnaire published on https://goo.gl/HKsqeV and also through face-to-face random interviews including emerging risk and issues
consideration. The Company bases on Global Reporting Initiative’s GRI Standards, Dow Jones Sustainability Index and SET Sustainability Awards frameworks to identify the
questionnaire’s aspects per sustainability context, data collection as well as the report implementation.
The report qualitative and quantitative contents can be obviously indicated with GRI Content Index which shows in the final p age after table of Company’s performance In addition, to
boost up both internal and stakeholder participation, Delta add the linkage of this report to related sustainable business pr actices into its GRI content table. Delta has engaged Lloyd’s
Register, an independent third party, to provide external assurance for selected environmental and social indicators and ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data reported herei n.

Restatements of information
There was no major changes resulting from business merger and acquisition, base year change, natur e of business nor measurement method during the r eporting cycle.

-----------------------------------------------------------------We value your suggestion for guidance to better tomorrow





website | www.deltathailand.com
Sustainability Development webpage | http://www.deltathailand.com/about_SD.php
Delta Thailand’s Corporate & CSR News | http://www.deltathailand.com/news.php
Share your suggestion on this report and the Company’s Sustainable Development.
Sustainable Development Committee Delta Electronics (Thailand) Public Company Limited Headquarter: 909 Soi 9 Moo 4 Pattana 1 Rd., Bangpoo Industrial Estate (Export Zone)
T. Praksa A. Muangsamutprakarn Samutprakarn 10280 Tel : +662 709 2800 ext. 6395
Fax: +662 709 2827 e-mail: det.sd@deltathailand.com or voice us through https://forms.gle/7tmDywNMpFMQABkb6
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GRI Content Index
GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

102-1

Name of the organization

 This report page 6
 Annual report page 4

6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

 This report page 6,8,9, 29
 Annual report page 6, 18-26

6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-3

Location of headquarters

 This report back cover
 Annual report page 4

6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-4

Location of operations

 This report page 55
 Annual report page 4, 12-16

6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-5

Ownership and legal form

 This report page 7
 Annual report page 4, 12-16

6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-6

Markets served

 This report page 10,24
 Annual report page 40, 42-44

6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-7

Scale of the organization

 This report page 7, 55
 Annual report page 17, 26, 32

4.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

This report page 73

4.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-9

Supply chain

This report page 4850-56

4.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its
supply chain

This report page 7, 34, 48, 50,
55, 57

4.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

This report page 19, 23, 29, 31, 36-39

4.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-12

External initiatives

This report page 25, 35, 41

4.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2

102-13

Membership of associations

 This report page 32
 Full Major social contribution list

4.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2
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CDP

UNGC

principle 6

CC2.3 b , CC2.3c,
CC 2.3 d

SDG

8.5, 10.3

GRI
Standard

102-14

102-15

Description

Statement from senior decision-maker

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of
behavior

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

103-2

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

This report page 5

This report page 19, 36-39








This report page4, 32-35
Corporate Governance Policy
Code of Conduct
Anti-corruption policy
Delta’s membership on Thai CAC site
Supplier SR Management Measure

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

4.4, 4.7, 6.2

CC2.2, CC2.2a,
CC3.1, CC3.1e,
CC3.1f

4.4, 6.2

CC2.1, CC2.1a,
CC2.1b, CC2.1c,
CC2.2, CC2.2a,
CC3.1a, CC3.1b,
CC3.1c, CC3.1d,
CC3.1e, CC3.1f,
CC5.1, CC5.1a,
CC5.1b, CC5.1c,
CC6.1, CC6.1a,
CC6.1b, CC6.1c

UNGC

SDG



4.4

This report page 27



4.4, 5.2

The management approach and its components

This report page 27,29

4.4, 5.2

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 27,28,29,31,32,33




102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

This report page 33



4.4

102-18

Governance structure

102-19

Delegating authority

This report page 11,24,29

4.4, 6.2

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic,
environmental, and social topics

This report page 24, 29

4.4, 6.2

102-21

Consulting stakeholders on economic,
environmental, and social topics

This report page 16-18, 24

4.4, 6.2

16.7

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and
its committees

This report page 27, 29

4.4, 6.2

5.5, 16.7

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

This report page 28

4.4, 6.2

16.6

102-24

Nominating and selecting the highest governance
body

This report page 27-28

4.4, 6.2

16.7
5.5

● This report page 11, 27-31
 Corporate Governance Policy
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principle 10

16.3

principle 10

16.3

4.4, 5.2

4.4, 6.2

CC1.1, CC1.1a

CC1.1a

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

102-25

Conflicts of interest

This report page 27-30

4.4, 6.2

102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting
purpose, values, and strategy

This report page 29

4.4, 6.2

102-27

Collective knowledge of highest governance body

This report page 27

4.4, 6.2

102-28

Evaluating the highest governance body’s
performance

This report page 29

4.4, 6.2

102-29

Identifying and managing economic,
environmental, and social impacts

This report page 11,24,29

4.4, 6.2

CC2.1, CC2.1a,
CC2.1b, CC2.1c

102-30

Effectiveness of risk management processes

This report page 11-31, 36-39

4.4, 6.2

CC2.1, CC2.1a,
CC2.1b, CC2.1c

102-31

Review of economic, environmental, and social
topics

This report page 29

4.4, 6.2

CC2.1, CC2.1a,
CC2.1b, CC2.1c

102-32

Highest governance body’s role in sustainability
reporting

This report page 5, 24

4.4, 6.2

102-33

Communicating critical concerns

This report page 5, 24

4.4, 6.2

102-34

Nature and total number of critical concerns

This report page 14-19, 29, 31

4.4, 6.2

102-35

Remuneration policies

102-36

Process for determining remuneration

This report 14-19, 36-38

4.4, 6.2

102-37

Stakeholders’ involvement in remuneration

● 2018 AGM Minutes page 7,8

4.4, 6.2

102-38

Annual total compensation ratio

● This report page 29, 30
 2018 AGM Minutes page 7

4.4, 6.2

● This report page19,29, 30
 2018 AGM Minutes page 7,8
 Annual report page 141
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4.4, 6.2

UNGC

SDG
16.6

4.7

16.7

CC1.2, CC1.2a

16.7

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

102-39

Percentage increase in annual total compensation
ratio

This report page 30

4.4, 6.2

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

This report page 16-18

4.4

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

This report page 77

4.4

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

This report page 16-18

4.4

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

This report page 16-18

4.4

102-43
102-44

Approach to stakeholder engagement
Key topics and concerns raised

This report page 16-19

4.4

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

This report page 19

4.4

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial
statements

This report page 57

4.4

102-46

Defining report content and topic Boundaries

Appendix, About this report

4.4

102-47

List of material topics

This report page 19

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

This report page 15-19

103-2

The management approach and its components

This report page 15-19

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 15-19

102-48

Restatements of information

Appendix, About this report

102-49

Changes in reporting

This report page 99
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4.4

4.4, 5.2

4.4, 5.2

4.4, 5.2

CDP

UNGC

principle 3

SDG

8.8

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

102-50

Reporting period

This report page 99

102-51

Date of most recent report

This report page 99

102-52

Reporting cycle

This report page 99

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

This report page 99

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI
Standards

This report page 99

102-55

GRI content index

This report page 100

102-56

External assurance

This report page 98

External
Assurance

 This report page 27
 Annual report page 10,13-13, 27-28,
89,119-120
 Full Major social contribution list

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

This report page 27, 32

103-2

The management approach and its components

This report page 27, 32, 35

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 23

201-2

Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities due to climate change

This report page 27, 39

201-3

Defined benefit plan obligations and other
retirement plans

This report page 30, 75-76
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Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

4.2






4.2

CC8.6, CC8.6a,
CC8.6b, CC8.7,
CC8.7a, CC8.8,
CC14.2, CC14.2a

6.8.1, 6.8.2, 6.8.3,
6.8.7, 6.8.9

material issue

4.4, 5.2

4.4, 5.2

4.4, 5.2

6.5.5



2.a, 5.1, 5.4,
7.a, 7.b, 8.1,
8.2, 9.1, 9.4,
9.5, 9.a

6.8.7

CC5.1, CC5.1a,
CC5.1b, CC5.1c,
CC6.1, CC6.1a,
CC6.1b, CC6.1c

principle 7

13.1

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

201-4

Financial assistance received from government

This report page 34

202-1

Ratio of entry level wage by gender compared to
local minimum wage

This report page 75

6.3.7, 6.3.110,
6.4.3, 6.4.4, 6.8.1,
6.8.2

principle 6

1.2, 5.1, 8.2
8.5

202-2

Proportion of senior management hired from the
local community

This report page 73

6.4.3, 6.8.1, 6.8.2,
6.8.5, 6..7

principle 6

8.5

203-1

Infrastructure investments and services supported

This report page 42, 85, 90

6.3.9, 6.8.1, 6.8.2,
6.8.5, 6.8.7, 6.8.9

11.2, 2.a,
5.1, 7.a, 7.b,
9.1, 9.4, 9.a
1.2, 10.b,
17.3, 2.3,
3.8, 8.2, 8.3,
8.5
1.4, 5.1, 8.3

203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts

This report page 23, 24, 36 - 38

6.3.9, 6.6.6, 6.6.7,
6.7.6, 6.8.1, 6.8.2,
6.8.7, 6.8.9

204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

This report page 50, 51

6.4.3, 6.6.6, 6.8.1,
6.8.2, 6.8.7

205-1

Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

This report page 32

6.6.1, 6.6.2, 6.6.3

principle 8
principle 10

16.5

205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption
policies and procedures

This report page 32, 33

6.6.3, 6.6.7

principle 7
principle 8
principle 10

16.5

205-3

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions
taken

This report page 34,35

6.6.1, 6.6.2, 6.6.3

principle 8
principle 10

16.5

206-1

Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, antitrust, and monopoly practices

This report page 32

6.6.1, 6.6.2, 6.6.3

principle 8

16.3

301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

This report 55, 57

6.5.4

principle 7
principle 8

12.2, 8.4

301-2

Recycled input materials used

This report page 55



6.5.4

principle 8

12.2, 12.5,
8.4

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

This report page 50, 52, 53



4.4, 5.2

103-2

The management approach and its components

This report page 50, 52, 53, 54



4.4, 5.2
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material issue

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 50, 52,53, 54

301-3

Reclaimed products and their packaging materials

This report page 55

302-1

Energy consumption within the organization




103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

103-2

External
Assurance

This report page 57
ISO 50001 certificate



Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

4.4, 5.2

CC10.1a, CC11.2,
CC11.3, CC11.3a,
CC11.4, CC11.5

principle 8

12.2, 12.5,
8.4

principle 7
principle 8

12.2, 13.1,
7.2, 7.3, 8.4



6.5.4

This report page 59



4.4, 5.2

The management approach and its components

This report page 44, 54, 59



4.4, 5.2

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 43, 44, 54, 59



4.4, 5.2

302-2

Energy consumption outside of the organization

This report page 58, 59

6.5.4

principle 8

12.2, 13.1,
7.2, 7.3, 8.4

302-3

Energy intensity

This report page 57, 59

6.5.4

principle 8

12.2, 13.1,
7.3, 8.4

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

This report page 59, 62

6.5.4, 6.5.5

principle 8
principle 9

12.2, 13.1,
7.3, 8.4

302-5

Reductions in energy requirements of products
and services

This report page 43

6.5.4, 6.5.5

principle 9

12.2, 13.1,
7.3, 8.4

303-1

Interactions with water as a shared resource

This report page 61, 64-67

principle 8

6.4

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

This report page 61

principle 8

6.4

303-3

Water withdrawal

This report page 66

principle 7
principle 8

12.2, 6.3,
6.4, 8.4

303-4

Water discharge

This report page 66
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CC3.1, CC3.1a,
CC3.1b, CC3.1c

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

303-5

Water consumption

This report page 66

304-1

Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or
adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

This report page 57, 66-67, 69

6.5.6

304-2

Significant impacts of activities, products, and
services on biodiversity

This report page 69

6.5.6

principle 8

14.2, 15.1,
15.4, 15.5,
6.6

304-3

Habitats protected or restored




This report page 69
The River

6.5.6

principle 8

14.2, 15.1,
15.4, 15.5,
6.6

304-4

IUCN Red List species and national conservation
list species with habitats in areas affected by
operations




This report page 69
The River

6.5.6

principle 8

14.2, 15.1,
15.4, 15.5,
6.6

6.5.5

CC13.1, CC13.1a,
CC13.1b, CC13.2,
CC13.2a
CC7.1, CC7.2,
CC7.2a, CC7.3,
CC7.4, CC8.1,
CC8.2, CC8.9,
CC8.9a, CC9.1,
CC9.1a, CC9.2,
CC9.2a, CC9.2b,
CC9.2c, CC9.2d

principle 7
principle 8

12.4, 13.1,
14.3, 15.2,
3.9

6.5.5

CC13.1, CC13.1a,
CC13.1b, CC13.2,
CC13.2a
CC7.1, CC7.2,
CC7.2a, CC7.3,
CC7.4, CC8.1,
CC8.3, CC8.3a,
CC10.1, CC10.1a,
CC10.2, CC10.2a,
CC10.2b, CC10.2c

principle 7
principle 8

12.4, 13.1,
14.3, 15.2,
3.9

6.5.5

CC13.1, CC13.1a,
CC13.1b, CC13.2,
CC13.2a,
CC3.1a, CC3.1b,
CC3.1c, CC3.1e,
CC8.9, CC8.9a,
CC14.1

principle 7
principle 8

12.4, 13.1,
14.3, 15.2,
3.9

305-1

305-2

305-3

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions







This report page 58
Delta Thailand GHG Inventory Report
Delta Thailand ISO14064-1 certificate
Delta India ISO14064-1 certificate
Delta Slovakia ISO14064-1 certificate

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions







This report page 58
Delta Thailand GHG Inventory Report
Delta Thailand ISO14064-1 certificate
Delta India ISO14064-1 certificate
Delta Slovakia ISO14064-1 certificate

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions







This report page 58
Delta Thailand GHG Inventory Report
Delta Thailand ISO14064-1 certificate
Delta India ISO14064-1 certificate
Delta Slovakia ISO14064-1 certificate
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principle 8







15.1, 15.4,
15.5, 6.6

GRI
Standard

103-1

Description

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

This report page 8,58



Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

4.4, 5.2

CC1.1, CC1.1a,
CC1.2, CC1.2a,
CC2.1, CC2.1a,
CC2.1b, CC2.1c,
CC2.1d, CC2.2,
CC2.2a, CC2.2b,
CC2.2c, CC2.2d,
CC3.1, CC3.1a,
CC3.1b, CC3.1c,
CC3.3, CC3.3a,
CC3.3b, CC3.3c,
CC3.3d, CC8.4,
CC8.4a

103-2

The management approach and its components

This report page 8, 10, 20, 23, 58



4.4, 5.2

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 23,58



4.4, 5.2

305-4

GHG emissions intensity




This report page 58
Delta Thailand GHG Inventory Report

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions




This report page 58
Delta Thailand GHG Inventory Report

305-6

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

This report page 59

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and
other significant air emissions

This report page 65

306-2

Waste by type and disposal method

This report page 64
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CDP
CC1.1, CC1.1a,
CC1.2, CC1.2a,
CC2.1, CC2.1a,
CC2.1b, CC2.1c,
CC2.1d, CC2.2,
CC2.2a, CC2.2b,
CC2.2c, CC2.2d,
CC3.1, CC3.1a,
CC3.1b, CC3.1c,
CC3.3, CC3.3a,
CC3.3b, CC3.3c,
CC3.3d, CC8.4,
CC8.4a

UNGC

SDG

6.5.5

CC12.2, CC12.3

principle 8

13.1, 14.3,
15.2

6.5.5

CC3.3a, CC3.3b,
CC7.2, CC7.2a,
CC7.3, CC12.1,
CC12.1a, CC12.1b,
CC14.3,
CC14.3a

principle 8

13.1, 14.3,
15.2

6.5.3, 6.5.5

principle 7
principle 8

12.4, 3.9

6.5.3

principle 7
principle 8

12.4, 14.3,
15.2, 3.9

6.5.3

principle 8

12.4, 12.5,
3.9, 6.3

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

306-3

Significant spills




306-4

Transport of hazardous waste




This report page 64
Local regulator official endorsement

6.5.3

principle 8

12.4, 3.9

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations




This report page 58-59
Local regulator official endorsement

4.6

principle 8

16.3

308-1

New suppliers that were screened using
environmental criteria





This report page 50-51
Procurement agreement
Supplier SR Management Measure

6.3.5, 6.6.6

principle 8

308-2

Negative environmental impacts in the supply
chain and actions taken

This report page 50,52

6.3.5, 6.6.6

principle 8

401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover [This
Standard includes a Standard Interpretation on
how to calculate the rates of new employee hires
and employee turnover.]




This report page 72-73
Employment policy

6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3

principle 6

5.1, 8.5, 8.6

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are
not provided to temporary or part-time employees





This report page 76
Employment policy
Welcome onboard, manual for new
employees

6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.4,
6.8.7

principle 8

3.2, 5.4, 8.5





This report page 74
Employment policy
Welcome onboard, manual for new
employees
This report page 74
Employment policy
Welcome onboard, manual for new
employees
This report page 81-82
ISO 18001 certificate: Thailand, India,
Slovakia

6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.4

principle 6

5.1, 5.4, 8.5

6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3,
6.4.5

principle 3

8.8

This report page 65
Local regulator official endorsement

6.5.3

principle 8

12.4, 14.1,
15.1, 3.9,
6.3, 6.6

401-3

Parental leave

402-1

Minimum notice periods regarding operational
changes

403-1

Occupational health and safety management
system

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident
investigation

This report page 68, 81-85



103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

This report 71



4.4, 5.2

principle 7
principle 8

103-2

The management approach and its components

This report page 64, 65, 66, 68, 76, 8185



4.4, 5.2

principle 7
principle 8
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8.8
3.3, 3.4, 3.9,
8.8

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance



Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 65, 82, 83, 68

403-3

Occupational health services

This report page 64, 65, 66, 68, 76, 8185

3.3, 3.4, 3.9,
8.8

403-4

Worker participation, consultation, and
communication on occupational health and safety

This report 68

8.8

403-5

Worker training on occupational health and safety

This report 83




4.4, 5.2

principle 8

This report page 82-83
Employment policy
Welcome onboard, manual for new
employees

403-6

Promotion of worker health

403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational health
and safety impacts directly linked by business
relationships

This report 82, 83

403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health and
safety management system

This report 82, 83

403-9

Work-related injuries

This report page 82



403-10

Work-related illness

This report page 82



103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

This report page 81-82



4.4, 5.2

principle 7
principle 8

103-2

The management approach and its components

This report page 81-83



4.4, 5.2

principle 7
principle 8

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

This report page 83



4.4, 5.2

principle 8

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

This report page 80

6.4.7

principle 6

4.3, 4.4, 4.5,
8.2, 8.5

404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and
transition assistance programs

6.4.7, 6.8.5

principle 8

8.2, 8.5




This report page 79
Employment policy



Full Major social contribution list
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GRI
Standard

404-3

Description
Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

This report page 79

6.4.7

principle 6

10.3, 5.1, 8.5





6.2.3, 6.3.7,
6.3.110, 6.4.3

principle 6

5.1, 5.5, 8.5

This report page 28,72-74
CG Policy
Employment policy

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women
to men

This report page 75

6.3.7, 6.3.10,
6.4.3, 6.4.4

principle 6

10.3, 5.1, 8.5

406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions
taken

This report page 54

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.6,
6.3.7, 6.3.10, 6.4.3

principle 6

16.b, 5.1, 8.8

407-1

Operations and suppliers in which the right to
freedom of association and collective bargaining
may be at risk

This report page 50,52

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3,
6.3.4, 6.3.5, 6.3.8,
6.3.10, 6.4.5, 6.6.6

principle 3

8.8

408-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for
incidents of child labor

This report page 50,52

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3,
6.3.4, 6.3.5, 6.3.5,
6.3.10, 6.6.6, 6.8.4

principle 5

16.2, 8.7

409-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for
incidents of forced or compulsory labor






6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3,
6.3.4, 6.3.5,
6.3.10, 6.6.6

principle 4

8.7

410-1

Security personnel trained in human rights policies
or procedures

This report page 82-83

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.4,
6.3.5, 6.6.6

principle 1

16.1

411-1

Incidents of violations involving rights of
indigenous peoples

This report page 74

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.4,
6.3.6, 6.3.7,
6.3.8,6.6.7, 6.8.3

principle 1

2.3

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply chain and
actions taken

This report page 50,54

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.5,
6.4.3

principle 7
principle 8

412-3

Significant investment agreements and contracts
that include human rights clauses or that
underwent human rights screening




6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3,
6.3.5, 6.6.6

principle 2

412-2

Employee training on human rights policies or
procedures

This report page 52,80

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.5

principle 1

412-1

Operations that have been subject to human rights
reviews or impact assessments

This report page 36, 52, 69

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3,
6.3.4, 6.3.5

principle 1

414-1

New suppliers that were screened using social
criteria





6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3,
6.3.4, 6.3.5, 6.6.6

principle 2

This report page 50-51
Procurement agreement
RMI Agreement
Supplier SR Management Measure

This report page 50
Procurement agreement

This report page 50-53
Procurement agreement
Supplier SR Management Measure
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16.1, 5.2, 8.8

GRI
Standard

Description

Reason
for
omission

Page / Link

External
Assurance

Linkage to other initiatives
ISO26000

CDP

UNGC

SDG

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply chain and
actions taken

This report page 52-53

6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3,
6.3.4, 6.3.5, 6.6.6

principle 2

413-1

Operations with local community engagement,
impact assessments, and development programs

This report page 36, 71

6.3.9, 6.5.1, 6.5.2,
6.5.3, 6.7.9

principle 1

413-2

Operations with significant actual and potential
negative impacts on local communities

414-1

New suppliers that were screened using social
criteria

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply chain and
actions taken

415-1

Political contributions

416-1

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of
product and service categories

This report page 32, 42, 45

6.7.1, 6.7.2, 6.7.4,
6.7.5, 6.8.8

principle 8

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health
and safety impacts of products and services

This report page 44

4.6, 6.7.1, 6.7.2 ,
6.7.4, 6.7.5, 6.8.8

principle 8

16.3

417-1

Requirements for product and service information
and labeling

This report page 45

6.7.1, 6.7.2,, 6.7.3,
6.7.4, 6.7.5, 6.7.9

principle 8

12.8

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product
and service information and labeling

This report page 44

4.6, 6.7.1, 6.7.2,
6.7.3, 6.7.4, 6.7.5

principle 7
principle 8

16.3

417-3

Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing
communications

This report page 63

4.6, 6.7.1, 6.7.2,
6.7.3

principle 7
principle 8

16.3

418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of
customer privacy and losses of customer data

6.7.1, 6.7.2, 6.7.6

principle 8

16.a, 16.3,
16.10

419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the
social and economic area

4.6, 6.7.1, 6.7.2,
6.7.6

principle 7
principle 8

16.3




This report page 36,71
Local regulator official endorsement

6.3.9, 6.5.3, 6.7.9

principle 1




This report page 50, 53
Procurement Agreement

6.3.5, 6.6.6, 6.8.1,
6.8.2

principle 7
principle 8

6.3.5, 6.6.1,
6.66.2, 66.6.6,
6.8.1, 6.8.2

principle 7
principle 8




This report page 50, 53
Supplier SR Management Measure
page 4-13
 This report page 91
 Membership of Association
 Full Major social contribution list




This report page 34-35
ISO/IEC27001:2013 certificate




This report page 34-35
Local regulator official endorsement
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CC2.3, CC2.3a,
CC2.3e, CC2.3f,
CC2.3g

principle 8
principle 10

16.1, 5.2, 8.8

2.3

16.5
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Share your comment on this report
1. Which group of reader are you in?
◌ Regulator ◌ Business partner ◌ Customer ◌ Creditor ◌ Shareholder/ investor ◌ Delta employee ◌ Student ◌ Research/ educational institute
◌ Media ◌ Community ◌ Student ◌ Sustainable report developer ◌ Others (please specify)………………………………………………………………
2. Which rank of age are you in?
◌ under 22 yrs. old ◌ 22 – 35 yrs. old ◌ 36 – 46 yrs. old ◌ 46 – 60 yrs. old ◌ 61 yrs. old and above
3. Your overall satisfaction on this report
3.1) Easiness to understand
3.2) Attraction of the contents
3.3) Content grouping and chronicle
3.4) Completeness of material issues
3.5) Inclusiveness of stakeholders
3.6) Balance of the content
3.7) Key indicator mapping to related initiatives
3.8) Validity of additional information links
3.9) Overall satisfaction level

◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌
◌

Need improvement
Need improvement
Need improvement
Need improvement
Need improvement
Need improvement
Need improvement
Need improvement
Need improvement

4. What are your top 3 subjects ae you interested in?
4.1)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4.2)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4.3)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5. How should Delta improve our Sustainable Development Report to suit your requirement?
5.1)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5.2)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5.3)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
6. Here’s your e-mail address …………………………………………………..and you would like to stay connect with Delta’s move on these matters:
◌ Press release activity ◌ Annual and Sustainable Development report ◌ Social contribution projects ◌ New product launch ◌ Others……………………..
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Share your suggestion on this report
and Delta’s Sustainable Development activities.
Sustainable Development Committee
Delta Electronics (Thailand) Public Company Limited
Headquarter: 909 Soi 9 Moo 4 Pattana 1 Rd.,
Bangpoo Industrial Estate (Export Zone) T.
Praksa A. Muangsamutprakarn Samutprakarn
10280
Tel : + 2800 709 662ext. 6395
Fax: +662 709 2827.
Website: www.deltathailand.com
e-mail: det.sd@deltathailand.com
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